


SIGNS of the
TIMES

The Budget has restored
POLICE OPPORTUNITIES

The Air Force is to be increased
AVIATION MUST DEVELOP

Pay Cuts have been restored

CIVIL SERVICE
Suitable to both sixes. Ages x511 to 24.

PERMANENT, PROGRESSIVE,
PENSIONABLE POSITIONS.

G.P.O. ENG. DEPT.
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE, INSPECTOR OF
TAXES, ETC. NO EXPERIENCE RE-

QUIRED. OPEN EXAMS.

MATRICULATION
There are many ways of commencing a career,
but Matriculation is the jumping-off board for

all the best ones.
We prepare candidates for all

INSTITUTE EXAMS.
TECHNICAL, ACCOUNTANCY,

SECRETARIAL, INSURANCE, ETC.

ENGINEERS and
DRAUGHTSMEN

All Branches-Employers are
advertising for them.

TELEPHONY, RADIO and MOTOR
ENGINEERING are expanding rapidly.
There are lots of vacancies. Our postal
courses will make you eligible. Advice

on all careers Free.

Also ask for our New
Book (Free of Charge)

THE HUMAN
MACHINE

Secrets of Success

CAN YOU
CHANGE MY
EXPRESSION?

IF SO, YOU MAY BE
THE ARTIST THAT
COMMERCE IS

WAITING FOR.

pr's -.tea ift.
There are hundreds of openings in connection
with Humorous Papers, Advertisement Drawing,
Posters, Calendars, Catalogues, Textile Designs,

Book Illustrations, etc.
6o per cent. of Commercial Art Work is done by
"Free Lance Artists" who do their work at home
and sell it to the highest bidders. Many Commer-
cial Artists draw "retaining fees" from various
sources, others prefer to work full-time employ-
ment or partnership arrangement. We teach you
not only how to draw what Is wanted, but how to
make buyers want what you draw. Many of our
students who originally took up Commercial Art
as a hobby have since turned it into a full-time
paying profession with studio and staff of assist-
ant artists ; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
and details of our course for your inspection.
You will be underno obligation whatever.

Just try it for yourself,
trace or draw the out-
line and then put in

the features.

14.4,4,414 Art Dept. 76.
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STUDY AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME

OPEN LETTER TO PARENTS
Dear Sir or Madam.-When your children first arrived they brought with them a wonderful lot of
sunshine. Later ycu became proud of the intelligence they displayed, but still later you became
anxious as to what would become of them in the future. Perhaps you were anxious when you visua-
lised them as grown men and women. Even with plenty of money it is not always easy to select
the right career, and a parent is sometimes inclined to ask advice of some relative and in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred that relative knows nothing at all about the possibilities of employment.
Why not let me relieve you of some of your anxieties? In fact, why not let me be their Father?
We do not profess to act as an employment agency, but the nature of our business compels us to keep
an eye upon the class of men and women that are wanted and who wants them. There are some
people who manufacture an article and put it on the market to sell. We do not do that, we work in
exactly the opposite direction. We find out what employers want and we train our students to fill
those jobs. We have to be experts in the matter of employment, progress and prosperity. If you
have any anxieties at all as to what your sons and daughters
should be, write to me, or better still, let them write to me per-
sonally - Fatherly Advice Department - and tell me their likes
and dislikes, and I will give sound. practical advice as to the
possibilities of a vocation and how to succeed in it. Yours sincerely,

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY CAREER
FOR A FEW SHILLINGS MONTHLY
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Manage-

ment
A.M.I. Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and

Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. iEng.)
B.Sc. (Est.ite Management
Building, Architecture and

Clerk of Works
Cambridge Senior School

Gertifii.ate
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
Ail Commercial Subjecb
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural

Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engflearing. All branches,

subjects and examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry

Insurance Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Service Engineering
Radio Communication
Road -Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitat on
Secretarial Exams.
Shipbuilding
Shorthand Pitman's
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony
Works Managers

If you do not see your own requirements above, write to
us on any subject.

HOW TO STUDY
In your spare time when it suits
YOU. You fix your own time, you
do not GO to your studies-the
postman brings THEM TO YOU.
There is nothing that a class -room
teacher can show on a blackboard
that we cannot show on a white
paper. The lesson on a blackboard
will be cleaned off, but our lessons
are PERMANENT. A class -room
teacher cannot give you a private
word of encouragement, but a Cor-
respondence Tutor can do so when-
ever your work deserves it. On the
other hand he can, where necessary,
point out your mistakes
PRIVATELY.

TO STUDENTS
LIVING ABROAD
or on the high seas, a good supply
of lessons is given, so that they
may be done in their order, and
despatched to us for examination
and correction. They are then sent
back with more work, and in this
way a continuous stream of work is
always in transit from the Student
to us and from us to the Student,
therefore distance makes no
difference.

IT IS THE PERSONAL TOUCH
WHICH COUNTS IN POSTAL

TUITION

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A
COMPLETE COLLEGE

EVERY STUDENT IS A CLASS
TO HIMSELF

Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD.
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A Flying " Bicycle "
THE first flight in a

motorless aeroplane de-
signed to be propelled by
man power alone has re-
cently been achieved. A
German pilot, Herr Duennbeil, covered
about 210 yards at Rebstock Aerodrome,
near Frankfort -on -Main. He used a con-
trivance which enabled him to operate the
propeller of his machine by pedalling. The
flight was made about 3 ft. off the ground.
A Midget Glider
INVENTED and built by Mr. H. J. Pen-
rose, test pilot of the Westland Aircraft

Company, of Somerset, a midget glider
recently made its first flight and stayed in
the air one hour and twenty minutes. It
has a wing span of only 30 ft.-about half
that of many gliders.
Maps of New Guinea
TWENTY-FIVE million acres of New

Guinea are to be surveyed by British
aeroplanes, and from photographs taken,
maps will be prepared.
An Invisible " Pedestrian Preserver "
THE above device may take its place

among the devices used by the Ministry
of Transport to promote road safety. Ex-
periments are being conducted on the Kings-
ton By-pass with an apparatus, worked by
an invisible ray, which will cause the
pedestrian to switch on the red traffic light
as they approach the road crossing. The
principle of the photo -electric cell has
already been used extensively for burglar
alarms, etc.
The New German Zeppelin
THE German airship, L.Z.129, the biggest

airship ever built, will not be ready for
launching until the end of November. The
airship is 8121 ft. long and 135 ft. at her
greatest diameter. She will have a crew of
35, and will carry 50 passengers and 10 tons
of freight. The Zeppelin will be driven by
four Diesel engines of an aggregate of 4,400
h.p. and will carry 130,000 lb. of fuel.
An Unlimited Electricity Supply

WE learn that a young Danish inventor
has produced an ingenious device

which will revolutionise the production of
heat, light, and power for domestic and
industrial purposes. The apparatus is
amazingly simple and cheap, and once in-
stalled, the average home can be supplied
with electric light and power at less than
£1 a year. The invention consists of a
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series of metal plates and rods wired
together in a metal container, which is
placed in a tank of water and wired to
electric points in other parts of the house.
Photographing Human Thought
QY using radio recording and amplifying
6' apparatus, electrical impulses discharged
by the human brain were photographed
recently by Dr. E. D. Adrian, professor of
the Royal Society, and Mr. B. Matthews of

impulses are believed
to be due directly to thought waves in
response to physical sensation as well as
mental concentration itself.
A Foolproof Aeroplane

WE learn that an American inventor has
produced a foolproof aeroplane. The

fuselage is of all -metal construction and the
seats, doors, etc., are designed similar to
those of a modern motor car. It is powered
with a 95-h.p. air-cooled Monasco engine,
located at the stern end of the plane. It
has a top speed of 110 m.p.h. and cruises at
95 m.p.h. with petrol consumption claimed at
13i miles per gallon. The most interesting
feature of the plane is that it is tailless.
The Smallest Submarine

MR. B. CONNAT has constructed a
10 -ft. submarine, which has taken

him three years to build. It is believed to
be the tiniest practical submarine craft in
existence.
Safety at Sea
PERILS at sea will be lessened by a new

invention, now being produced by a
Welsh shipbuilder. It consists of a rope
net, with cork floats, which can be unrolled
from the side of a ship, or floated alongside
a ship in distress.
A New Bombing Plane
FRANCE'S newest bombing plane is cap-

able of carrying 10 tons of high -explosive
projectiles, and can travel 1,600 miles with-
out a stop at 170 m.p.h.
A New Television System
I T is reported that L. Damns, a Belgian
radio engineer, has invented a new system

of television. The new system permits the
transmission of image and sound on the
same wavelength in complete synchronism.
Moreover, it is said that Damns has suc-

ceeded in transmitting
television images in
natural colours.
A " Voice Searchlight "

ANEW loud speaker
or what may be

termed a giant " voice searchlight has
recently been made available for the U.S.
Navy. It is so powerful that it can repro-
duce the human voice 1,000,000 times above
normal strength and can project the sound
in a " beam over a distance of several
miles. The sound as it leaves the loud
speaker is 1,000 times as strong as the roar
of Niagara Falls.
World's Largest Rectifying Valve
THE world's largest rectifying valve,

recently demonstrated at Milwaukee,
has an output of 1,000,000 watts at 25,000
volts D.C. It is capable of rectifying
enough electrical energy to light every home
in an average city of 65,000 people.
New London Subways

ONE of the City of London's most dan-
gerous street crossings is expected to be

replaced by pedestrian subways. These
will connect five busy thoroughfares near
Monument Station, at the London Bridge
approach. The cost will be £25,000. Men
have been working underground for months,
coping with difficulties. They have had to
divert 44,000 Post Office wires and a 24 -in.
gas main.
Fastest Train in Great Britain
THE Silver Jubilee, the specially built

stream -lined express train which now
performs the fastest long-distance run in
Great Britain, will be a feature of the
L.N.E.R. winter service, which started as
from September 30th. It leaves Newcastle
at 10 a.m. every week -day except Saturday,
and, calling only at Darlington, covers the
268 miles to King's Cross in 4 hours at an
average speed of 65 m.p.h. If an allowance
is made for the stop at Darlington, the
average speed is 70 m.p.h.
Bind Your Copies of " Practical Mechanics "
THE binding case for Volume II, com-

plete with title page and index, is now
ready and costs 3s. 6d. by post from the
Publisher, George Newnes Ltd.,8-11
Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2. The index can be obtained separ-
ately if desired for 7d. post free. All
readers should have their copies of Volume
II bound, and thus be able easily to refer
to the contents by means of the fully cross-
referenced index.
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The "Flying Flea," which has been successfully flown and demonstrated all over England by its designer,
M. Mignet, is probably the first practicable attempt to provide the man in the street with an easy and
cheap means of learning to fly and of building his own aeroplane. The "Flying Flea" may be built and
flown by any home mechanic, and its total cost for engine and materials of about £75 brings it within
the means of most. It is a safe machine for beginners for it has a low landing speed, a low cruising
speed, and the construction does not call fora greater degree of skill nor of tool equipment than is possess-
ed by most amateurs. Its span is only 13 ft. ! This first article deals with the construction of the fuse-
lage. We shall be pleased to answer any questions which intending builders care to put to us.-Editor.

Full list of materials appears on page 7.

THE fuselage is constructed like a
packing case. But since the plywood
cannot be nailed on to itself, one has

to interpose a lath of spruce in the angles as
a means of receiving the nails, and these
laths are glued over a large area on each
surface. In this way, the sides of the ply-
wood are united to each other, not by nails,
which is not a solid form of construction, but
by plenty of glue, which makes an efficient
welded construction of wood.

These laths allow metalwork to be fixed
to the angles of the box in places where
plywood would only present a local and
feeble resistance. These angles are nodes,
or strong points, which are more or less
irreducible in number and are firm bases for
attachments. The laths at
the rear end of the box
prolong its solidity to the
rear, and form a very strong
triangulated pyramidal con-
struction. At the risk of
being a bit heavy, the fuse-
lage is constructed in ply-
wood 2 mm. thick.

The Glue
Make the glue ready for

work in advance ; for four
hours in warm weather
and for a whole day
in winter powdered

Fig.2.-The construc-
tion of the lath sup-

ports for the body.

8 6 G

800

glue and water are
mixed in equal
volumes, not
heaped up, but
measured exactly.
Stir the glue with
a wooden spatula.
The mixture set-
tles down into a
smooth, viscous
paste, about the
consistency of
thick oil. You
do not need a
brush.

Before you start
to use it, test your

- 800

120°

270

450°

Fig.:1.-Details of the sides of the body.

Fig. 3.-How the tongue is formed.

wood. It must be sound and must not have
any green colour, reminding you of worm-
eaten stuff. Each lath and strip of wood,
carefully chosen, is pinched in the vice at
one end, and twisted lightly in the direction
of its length. It ought not to break or
crack. Examine it closely. The grain
should be straight or very slightly slanting.
Throw away any piece which has knots
and/or splits in it.

The Body Sides
Draw out the first side on a piece of ply-

wood 3 mm. thick, following the dimensions
given in Fig. 1. The run of the grain is

shown by arrows. All the
dimensions are given in milli -

2 4

2400

"

1600

metres ; mark out the angles
with a protractor.

Cut out two sides exactly
similar, with a fine saw.

One lath 2 metres 40 cm.
long is nailed and glued in
the position shown in Fig. 2.
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It extends beyond the body towards the
rear for 1.6 metres. In order to glue it,
proceed as follows :

Spread the glue on 800 mm. of the lath
in such a way that after a minute the face
of the wood is covered uniformly without
any blank spaces. One nail at each end
will keep it steady, and then nail it in
zigzag fashion approximately every 20
mm. (see Fig. 2). After nailing it, the glue
will ooze out along the edge. You can
smooth it off when it is dry.

Proceed in the same manner with the
other laths, which, as you see, leave 30 mm.
spare along edge No. 1. Fix the other laths
in the positions shown, and then the stops.
The rear lath, before it is put in place,
should be pierced with two holes at a

41. Wb. 41W.
Wa.

.111.

Fig. 4.-Fitting the
parts to form the nose

of the machine.

-- 56 ----57 -01
6 * -d- 14i

36 R. I

Fig. 5.-Showing further constructional details of the fuselage of the machine.

distance of 40 mm. These
will receive, later on, the
anchorages in the screwed
rod of the harness. Take
care that there is no empty
space at the end of each lath.

Make the fillings (Fig. 2)
with the ends of laths. With
the point of a knife cut out
the plywood sides opposite
this empty space, where the
pulley which takes the rud-
der cables is to be fitted.
Cut out also the quadri-
lateral through which the
axle will pass.

Cover all this assemblage
with the panel (Fig. 7) in 3
mm. plywood. Prepare the
other side exactly the same as

the first, but
in the re-
verse order.

Fig. 6.-Showing the Flying Flea" ready for flight.

It must be understood that where wood
touches wood there is gluing and nailing.

From a piece of mild steel 1 mm. thick
cut with shears two strips which,
when folded, will clasp simply by gluing
under the feet a skid (Fig. 12) in hard wood,
such as oak, walnut or beech. The holes
in these straps will be drilled before-
hand on one aide only. The other side will be
drilled for receiving the bolts, after it is
in place and solidly fixed by a binding
or by a hand vice on the longeron.
These bolts, in screwed rod, will fix as well
the short strips which are inside the
fuselage.

The skid and the straps are designed to
reinforce the longeron when the axle strikes
it after jolts. A block in hard wood is
glued and screwed on the skid at an equal
distance from the straps, to prevent the
elastic shock absorber of the axle from
slipping.

Glue the blocks -this last
one made of hard wood-
for bolting the metalwork
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Fig. 7.-The side panel.

for the wing bracing wires. The lath which
serves as the reinforcement gets progres-
sively thinner towards its end.

Joining the Sides
The two sides now have to be joined by

the back of the pilot's seat, made of 3 mm.
plywood as is shown in Fig. 13. The holes,
reinforced with circles of plywood, give
access to the luggage compartment. The
holes and the plywood circles can be cut
quite easily with a carpenter's compass, of
which one arm has been ground to a knife
edge. Any ironmonger's shop will provide
one of these tools.

On the panel you should only place the
bar and nail the sides in front of the laths.
Then put on the crosspiece, making its
edge bevelled and level with the underside
of the longerons.

The short strips in front will then be
joined by the panel (Fig. 8), cut out in such
a. way that the crossbar fits on to the block,
and its crossbar on to the lower end of the
short strips ; thus, the crossbar and the
ends of the short strips all come level with
longerons. The height of the panel will
be decided on the spot. Do not forget to
reinforce the hole with a circle of plywood.
File away anything which might obstruct
the straps.

The short strips in the rear are also joined
at their lower ends by a slat and double
gussets. In the same way, the short strips
are united by the panel with the crossbars.
The slats are
all on the
same level,
and serve to
support
the plank

47
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which forms the seat, of
which the underneath view
is shown in Fig. 10. This
panel is fixed by 12 screws
with round heads. It is
double ; that is to say, two
thicknesses of 6 mm. are
glued together under
weights. There is no point
in nailing it together.

Two strips connect the
crossbars near the edges to
the central hole in which the
joy -stick works. At each
end of these reinforcing
strips use a wood screw
with a washer.

The Front Point
The lyre -shaped piece of wood will be cut

out from a plank of 20 mm. of hard wood,
as shown in the sketch Fig. 9.

Because of its sloping position to the
fuselage it will be necessary to bevel off
its outside faces in order to diminish the
upper face. The arms of this piece of wood
will be separated a distance of 550 mm. by
adjusting the flat faces, and they will be
joined underneath by a triangle of plywood
which is glued to them ; and again in the
middle by the plank of hard wood of 40 mm.,
thinned down at the ends to 20 mm., well -
fitted and held from underneath by the
gussets, which are 6 mm. thick. All are
fixed simply by gluing. This plank, later
on reinforced by bolted metalwork, will
support the motor.

Bevelling, adjusting, and fitting should
be commenced with a plane and finished off
with a large half -round file-a metal file
bought and kept for this purpose. This
file will be used only on wood. It is better
than a wood rasp, and after the glue is dry the
file eats into the wood just as well as a rasp,
even if it hits up against some nails. The
rasp or the plane
would very soon 14 r--

82

55

a

Fig. 9.-Plan of the front of the fuselage.

be damaged if it struck projecting nails.
Enclose the two arms of the lyre between

the bits of plywood (Fig. 9), gluing them

Fig. 8.-The crossbar and methods
of fitting.

together and nailing it in such a way that
the two sides, when drawn together, go a
little bit beyond the desired shape. Nail
the plywood carefully all along the edge of
the arms with one nail every 10 mm. Cut
off the edges which go beyond the end of
one lyre, and plane off the amount which
extends above it. (This has been allowed
for in Fig. 2 by using 30 mm. instead of
20 mm.) You now have a smooth joint
which allows the whole to be covered by a
triangular sheet of plywood.

From a plank of hard wood 20 mm. thick
cut out a piece and nail it on to the panel,
which is 6 mm. thick ; this will join the
two arms of the lyre and the laths.

Planking
Turn the skeleton upside down. Cut out

the tongue at 20 mm. and fit it to the edge.
Copy this fourteen times in plywood of 3
mm. thickness. Seven thicknesses glued
together, one on top of the other along the
edge, will make a longeron curved in two
directions to which you can nail, one after
the other, the two bits of 3 -mm. plywood

(Fig. 3). Put one on
top of the other, and
glue, which will make
the planking of the
cockpit.

The planking is sup-
ported at the rear with
the batten adjusted

in front of the
panel. With a file,
smooth off all the
lower faces of the
curved strips so
that a piece of
3 -ply 3 mm.,

curved in a
triangular
form, canbe well
glued every -

where from the point right up to the bat-
ten. This will make a part of the base of
the fuselage.
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Now cover the lyre right up to the panel
with plywood of 3 mm.
Rear Joints

Damp the longerons with a piece of rag
soaked in water over one metre's length for
ten minutes, starting from the rear point.
Join them together in a point with a wood
screw of 4 x 40, with a countersunk head,
taking care to interpose at 440 mm. from
the back a piece of 20 mm. x 20 mm. x 410
mm. Place into position the planking of the
Fig. 10.-Underneath view of seat platform.

3
tool chest, and also two stops of hard wood
fixed by two screws of 4 mm. x 40 mm. with
round heads, spaced at 40 mm., supported on
the inside with plates of 3 -ply of 3 mm. with
the grain running vertical.

Cut out the two metal pieces in mild steel
of 1 mm., which will be bent. One will do
to fix to the rear points, by means of
screws with round heads 4 mm. x 15 mm.,
and the other to the stern post made of hart
wood 15 mm. x 40 mm. x 450 mm.

Place on the back piece the laths (Fig.
11), then the longerons, which are fixed on
in front by two gussets, and joined together
in the rear by a screw, with the crossbar of
410 mm. as for the lower point. The second
piece of metalwork will join them on to the
stern post.

During this work take care that the stern
post is not out of line with the fuselage.
Plane it and file it until it is exactly
vertical with the fuselage. The upper
crossbar is fixed on to the longerons by
two gussets at 350 mm. from the bar.

In addition, this crossbar carries a piece
of hard wood, screwed and glued. The
whole is pierced with a hole of 7 mm.
Carry on in a like manner with the cross-
piece, which carries a piece pierced with two
holes of 6 mm., spaced 40 mm. apart.
Place in and glue into position the bulk-
head furnished with laths. Bevel off
with a file the plywood on the sides, follow-
ing the shading so that you can apply
over it, without getting the extra thickness,
the plywood sides of the rear of the body,
which will be at this spot similarly bevelled.

Fig. 11 .-Details of the fuselage,
showing the simple construction from

3 -ply and laths.

having glued it everywhere. When you
are gluing on the second panel, see that
the stern post is still kept quite straight.
After it is dry, finish off all the rough edges
nicely with a plane or file. The construction
then appears as in Fig. 11.

You can close up the box by the lid, which
is pierced with a 7 mm. hole. Take the
screws out of the rear blocks and mark
their places exactly on the sides. Now
place the bottom of the box into place and
pierce with holes right up to the seat.

The piece of 3 -mm. plywood which will
form the base between the crossbars can
be made ready, and
will be placed in posi-
tion later. The fuse-

-J26
-'-6

Fig. 12.-The skid and clip.

With the help of
several nails apply a
piece of 3 -ply on each
side. Mark it off, cut
off, and nail it after

lage is now finished.
It weighs 16 kilos.

longerons is joined by a metal strap, 2 -mm.
material, by three screwed rods (Fig. 14)
of 5 -mm. metal.

The pivot post of the rudder is of mild
steel tubing. It turns freely with a play
of 1 mm. in the metal strap which is closed
by a little tube,24-mm. material, fastened
by a bolt. This tube is obtained by rolling
in the vice a piece of material of 2 mm.
around a rod of 6 mm.

The other end of the rudder post is in-
serted into a T, which carries the small
axle for the wheels (Fig. 16). This T turns
(with a play of 1 mm.) in an eye made from
a piece of mild steel wire of 10 mm. diameter,
heated to red heat and bent into an eye,
or welded with the bar.

50

The Landing Gear 1.0

The rear end of the

-
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45
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Fig. 13.-How the rein-
forcing rings are fitted.
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The arms of this triangle are bent inwards,
and the two ends, carefully aligned to one
another, make the axle which works in the
metal straps. These latter straps are
placed against the holes of the bolts and
marked off, taking great care that the
rudder post is carefully aligned on the
stern post. It is separated from the latter
at the lower end by 40 mm. to 50 mm. and
at the upper end by 10 mm. to 15 mm.

An opening cut in the sides gives access
to the nuts of the bolts which fix a 2 -mm.
plate of steel on to the piece of hard wood.
Little pieces of aluminium sheeting -6 mm.
in thickness, and some wood screws, close
these openings.

The T holds the eye between metal and
rubber washers, which are held from moving
by the two bolts which join the T to the
rudder post.

The rudder post is fastened to the rudder
by the aid of four strips of 2 -mm. metal
which are bolted to it. At the spot where
the bolts will pierce the rudder post, one
will have strengthened it with a filling of
hard wood, greased with wax or paraffin.
The washers of metal and of rubber absorb
the shock of the straps on the collar.

The metal strips are also fixed on to a
tube of 24 mm. length by a bolt.

A rudder shock absorber of 12 -mm. sec-
tion, 500 mm. long, joins the rudder post to
the base of the stern post, passes under a
metal fitting, and is fixed by a plate and
two big wood screws. The two ends of this

ti
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Fig. 14.-Details of the chassis.
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Fig.15.-Constructional details of the stick control.

shock absorber are pushed inside the fuse-
lage through a 30 -mm. hole cut in the
bottom at a distance of 100 mm. from the
stern post.

It is lightly stretched in such a manner
that the weight of 30 kilos. placed on the
fuselage begins to make the metal straps
move.

Wheels
The rudder post of 24 mm. diameter, is

pushed into the T of 24 mm. x 27 mm.
section. Make this a good fit by smoothing
up with a file and emery cloth the end of
the tube ; the fit should be a close one.
The two bolts will keep the one from turning
in the other.

The tube in 21 mm. x 24 mm. material
is welded square on the tube.

Two rivets of 4 mm. fix the axle in the
tube. These rivets will be flush with the
tube.

The wheels are made out of two discs in
1.5 mm. material, which are embossed by
a hammer, and joined along their circum-
ference by twelve rivets of 4 mm., taking
care that they are properly centred on the
tube.

You can do this quite easily by hammer.
ing a sheet 200 mm. x 200 mm. on a piece
of wood which has been hollowed out,
using a round-faced hammer. After you
have hammered out the material, you can
then describe a circle.

The tube, with its ends slightly flared by
hammering with little blows on the top of
an anvil, goes through the middle of the
wheel, and then one flares the other end in
the same way. It would be a very good
thing to weld all this together.
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Fig. 16.-The rudder post and fixing.
A spring of eight turns in steel wire of

3 mm. is threaded on to the tube and capped
by a washer next to the wheel. A sleeve is
fixed level with the end of the axle by a
6 -mm. bolt. This bolt goes through the
little tube, which is 6 mm. high and 10 mm.
in diameter, under the washer. This tube
serves as an axis for the metal strap, to
which one will attach the turnbuckle of the
rudder cable.

All this mechanism may seem to you
most complicated. It is clearly much more
so than a simple wood skid fixed by two
bolts, but how often would you break that ?

With wheels like these you will not worry
about cross -wind take offs, and will take off
correctly every time. You can avoid
obstacles on the ground, and you can steer
yourselves amongst the spectators who seem
firmly rooted to it. That is the fruit of my
experience, believe me. Sacrifice two days
to realise this arrangement, which altogether
weighs 2.5 kilos.

The hand grip in steel rod of 6 mm.

2/x24
24 X 27

2/x 2-4

16X2

-5-

/4

Fig. 17.-Further chassis details.

bolted to the left-hand side of the stern post out sticking your fingers into the covering of
will enable you to lift the tail about with- the rear wing or rudder.

Materials should be q first -grade quality, but need
not be special aviation materials, nor A.I.D. inspected.

For example, steel tubing, bolts and nuts, and sheet
steel for fittings are of good quality commercial mild
steel, and not special high -tensile aviation specifications.

Plywood.
Birch or other good plywood of " superior " or

" aviation " quality.
6 sheets 6 ft. x 3 ft. 3 mm. thick.
4 6  x 3  1.5 mm. thick.

Laths.
Good quality spruce, straight grained, free from

knots or shakes, capable of being twisted and bent,
breaks with long fibres. You require:

6 lengths of 6 metres 15 mm. x 60 mm.
(or 10 lengths of 3 metres 20cm.) 15 x 60

10 lengths of 4 metres 20 x 20
50 lengths of 3 metres 6 x 12

These can be obtained, sawed and planed to size.

Linen Fabric.
Only aviation materials are suitable. The linen

fabric as used for full-sized aeroplanes is rather
heavy, and strong covering material as used for
gliders is approved. This is usually a strong
nainsook material at about 10s. per piece of 12 yds.
Cheaper stuff than this is likely to be low in strength.

You require 36 yds. fabric 38 in. wide ; 100 yds.
notched strip about 2 in. wide, obtainable from :

Messrs. Stevenson & Son.
Messrs. Woods, Sons & Co. (Nainsook No. 200

or higher).
Messrs. Abbott -Baynes Sailplanes.
Messrs. Aircraft Materials, Ltd.
Messrs. B.A.C. (1935), Ltd.
The Dunstable Sailplane Co.

Dope.
Clear glider dope is the cheapest; it should be

suitable for use in an unheated shop. You need
about 4 gallons.

Messrs. Cellon Ltd. (or any of the last four names
given under  Fabric " above).

LIST OF MATERIALS
Wheels and Tyres.

These present for the moment some difficulty.
M. Mignet insists on large sections-for example,
450 x 100 medium pressure.

Normal aeroplane wheels and tyres are very
expensive.

Metalwork.
(a) Tubing drawn (not welded or jointed) of mild

steel suitable for welding.
M. Mignet's Specification. British Equivalent.
4 metres in 13 x 16 mm. ¢ in. 16 gauge.
2  16 x 20 g
2  17 x 20 1 16
2  21 x 24 ilk, 16
0.5 ,,24x27 1 16
1.2  31 x 35 11 14
1.2 36 x 40 1* 14
0.2  40 x 44 , 11 14
Also tow bar if you
1.8 metres in 31 x 35 mm. 11 in. 14 gauge.

If the exact sizes are unobtainable take the next
larger, e.g. for substitute 1 -inch.

Mild Steel Sheet.
You require:
2 mm. or 14 gauge (about 3 sq. ft.).

1.5   16 small quantities as required.
1.0  19
0.6  24

Drawn Rods, Screwed Rods, Bolts and Nuts.
You will need a total of about 2 metres of mild

steel drawn rod in
4 mm., 6 mm., 8 mm., and 10 mm. sizes.

or 11 in. I in., * in., 1 in. (or preferably is. in.),
also about 3 metres of mild steel screwed rod in

4 mm., 5 mm., and 10 mm. sizes with nuts
or * in., in. in. (or preferably * in.)

of 5 x 40 mm.
also 50 bolts or 2 B.A. x 1.6 in.

of 6 x 40 mm.
30 bolts or 1 B.S.F. x 1.6 in.,

with their nuts and a large quantity of spare hexagon
nuts particularly in 4 mm., size (for the screwed rod)
and 5 mm. for the bolts-a lot of nuts get lost.
You will want about 200 of each of the above
popular sizes and 20 lock -nuts for the 10 -mm. screwed
rod.

....

In case of doubt take nearest size above the milli-
metre measurements. ig

Aircraft Steel Cable.
Extra flexible.flexible. .."

10 metres in 4.5 mm. for wing bracing, with 20- or
25 -cwt. thimbles and 20 attachments for ends.

15 metres in 2.4 mm. for wing controls, with 15 -or E10 -cwt. thimbles and 15 attachments for ends.
10 metres of 6 cwt. for rudder controls, with

5 thimbles and 5 attachments for ends.

Glue. =
Use casein glue, which is used cold and has marvel-

lous adhesive and weathering qualities.
5-_

=
Shock Absorber Cord. -E-

You require about 12 metres of 12 -mm. diameter
(1 -inch) which should start to " give " at about 5-
35 lb. pull.

---
Miscellaneous. ...._

In addition you require an amount of piano wire,
screws, nails, copper tacks for fabric covering, etc., M.
which can always be bought locally as required.
Use thin steel brads about 20 gauge for 3 -mm. ply,
and thinner still for the 1.5 mm.

Engines.
Carden 4 -cylinder, water-cooled (converted Ford).
Douglas 750 c.c. horizontal air-cooled, 4 -stroke

twin.
2-stroke, air-cooled, inverted twin.

Airs crews.
The Airscrew Company can supply, if particulars

are given regarding engine, h.p., rev., gear (if any), rm

speed, and weight of aeroplane.

CoCarefu )buying shouldgail; e the constructor a list "

of materials for about £25, excluding engine and ;7:-

proprietary articles.

all.
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THE EVOLUTION OF
THE MODERN
HOMEBy G. Long, F.R.G.S.

The so-called King Alfred's
cottage, Steyning.

HOUSING is the topic
of the hour. The
National Government

proudly boasts that it has
erected a million houses
during its term of office, and
so many long lines of brick
and slate straggle into the
countryside that " Ribbon -
Development " has become
a new and urgent problem.
But if the outward progress
of housing is dramatic and
remarkable, the internal im-
provements are even more
valuable and astonishing. A
man of moderate means to -day can enjoy
a score of advantages which even a
millionaire could not purchase fifty years
ago, and many that kings could not obtain
a few centuries earlier. We take these
things so much for granted that we
scarcely realise the practical advantages we
enjoy: wireless, television, the telephone,
electric supply with its group of benefits-
electric freezers, sweepers, irons, and
washers. Still more important is modern
water and sanitation, which have done more
than anything else to promote public health
in cities, and have stamped out the plagues
which formerly claimed thousands and even
millions of victims.

The evolution of the modern home is a
fascinating story, starting with a damp and
gloomy cave in which the earliest man
sheltered many thousands of years ago, and
rising through slow stages to the splendours
of Babylonian monarchs, Roman Emperors,
and Moorish Sultans. It was not till long
afterwards that luxury and comfort became
the birthright of the ordinary citizen, and
that the million could enjoy advantages
unknown to the Caesars.

The Subject of this Article Forms a Fascinating Story.
Starting with the Gloomy Caves Which Sheltered
the Earliest Man Thousands of Years Ago, we
Progress Through the Ages Until we Come to the
Splendours of Modern Architecture as it is Today

Sub -Human Ancestry
As man has risen by slow

stages from a sub -human
ancestry, it seems probable
that the first human homes
were modelled on those of
the birds and beasts. When
primitive man scooped out a

Central heating 2,000 years ago.
A room in a Roman villa at Ched-
worth ; note the mosaic floor
and flue beneath for heating.

cave for himself he was but
imitating the burrow of the
rabbit, and the earliest lake -
villages may have been
modelled on the dams and
lodges of the beavers. The
prehistoric marsh -village
discovered near Glaston-
bury consisted of round
huts of wattle daubed with
clay or mud, and this was
clearly copied from the
work of birds. Wattle is
but woven twigs (like the
nest of the bird), and the
clay lining can have been
copied either from the nest
of the thrush or that of the
martin. Watch one of these
birds at work, and you will

see that she makes a cement of mud and
straw and puts on a layer each day, carefully
waiting for each to dry before adding the
next. Another interesting point is this. The
homes of wild creatures are all round, or
nearly so, and primitive man copied them.
The huts of prehistoric men in England,
like native grass huts in tropical Africa to-
day, were circular, and copied from the nest
of the bird. It was only when man became
partly civilised that he invented the rect-
angle in building, and he has stuck to it ever
since.

Cave Dwellings
The earliest homes in Britain were caves,

and at Nottingham we can see many such
dwellings, scooped in the soft rock, which
were inhabited when the Romans landed,
and some of which have been used within
living memory. There are cave dwellings
which have been used until recently in many
parts of the country, and at Kinver Edge, in

Staffordshire, there is a group of
very ancient rock dwellings cut in the
" Holy Austin Rock " which are still
inhabited, or so it is believed, for
three of them were in use two years

ago. It is likely that whole

A Norman staircase at Canterbury.
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tribes once lived in vast underground cities,
but little is known about them. At Chisle-
hurst (Kent), however, there is an astonish-
ing series of passages and caves hewn in the
chalk, and containing a very ancient well.
The caves and connecting passages form a
bewildering maze of prehistoric homes, and
extend for a distance of more than twenty
miles. It is stated that to walk right
through every cave means a journey of
about 22+ miles ! But caves were damp and
gloomy places, and man soon took to hut -
building. The earliest forms were made of
wattle and daub, or sticks and grass. The
latter is the typical African native hut, and
there are hundreds of them in the tropical
areas of the Dark Continent. No building
could be simpler. A number of long flexible
rods are stuck in the ground in a circle, and
the thin ends are tied.together at the top to
a central pole, forming a conical hut, which
is then covered with dried grass. Cooking,
of course, is done outside, and the village is
surrounded by a lofty palisade of sticks
and thorn branches to keep out enemies and
wild beasts. Even when civilisation ap-
proaches, the African native clings to his
grass hut, and they can be seen even now,
erected on pieces of waste ground, in the
middle of a modern town.

Three Stages of House Development
In the development of the house, it has

passed through three stages. The first
thing desired was safety, or protection from
savage beasts and still fiercer men. The
tree -huts of savages, and the Norman castles,
are examples of this.

The second was comfort, and it developed
very slowly until it reached a very high level
and then slumped back for more than a
thousand years.

The third point aimed at was refinement,
or more correctly, privacy. There is nothing
more remarkable in, human history than
the way in which the clock of progress was
set back after the fall of the Roman Empire.

Few people realise that wealthy Romans
enjoyed many modern advantages which
even kings could not obtain during many
centuries afterwards.

These included a pure water supply laid
on, central heating, glass windows, water -
flushed lavatories with marble seats, private
bathrooms, public Turkish baths, and a
very high standard of internal decoration.
Thus, the walls in ancient Roman villas
were frescoed with beautiful paintings, the
floors were covered with charming designs
in a mosaic of coloured marbles, and the
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central court was embellished
by spouting fountains.

The vast aqueducts which still
stride across the Roman Cam-
pagna, and stretch for miles
over the arid hills of north
Africa, are sufficient evidence
of the manner in which the
Roman engineers brought pure
water from long distances to
their cities. Thus the Emperor
Hadrian constructed an aque-
duct from Zaghouan and
Dougga to Carthage, which was
81 miles in length and carried
a supply of six million gallons
of water a day. Some of the
cisterns in which the water
was stored at Carthage can
still be seen. Those at Bordj -
el-Djedid are still used for sup-
plying the neighbourhood,
eighteen huge vaulted tanks
holding about thirty thousand
cubic yards of water. The still
larger tanks at La Malga are
unfortunately ruinous. There
are twenty-four huge cisterns,
each 140 yards long by 28
yards wide.

Roman Villas
Roman villas then had their

(Above) a
croft in Skye
and (r i g h t)
the court of
the maidens,
Alcaz as,
Sevilla. This
picturesque
palace was
built in the
twelfth cen-
tury, though
some of the
halls were
built later.

ti
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Skyscrapers in New York-typical example of modem architecture.

water s u p -
p 1 y, with
elaborate
private baths
and foun-
tains, and, in
some, win-
dows of real
glass. The
houses were
warmed by
central heat-
ing, by means
of hot air
circulating
under the
floors, which
were hollow.
The furnace
chamber was
called the
F u o s u s ,

and gave its name to the month of Decem-
ber, when it was most used. The typical
plan of a Roman villa, in which a square of
rooms open upon a central court, has been
copied all over the world. The Spaniards
took it up, and so have spread the " patio "
all over Central and South America, the
Moors imitated it and gave us the glories of
the Alhambra and of the Alcazar, and the
Church used it in the cloisters of her
monasteries.

After the Roman Empire had crashed to
ruins, Britain-and most of Europe-went
back to Barbarism, both in houses and
everything else.

Saxon homes were huts of wattle and
daub, while even kings' palaces were
draughty wooden sheds, having a hole in the
roof through which the smoke of the open
fire partially escaped. The timber was not
seasoned, it warped and shrank, and chinks
appeared through which howled the winter
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wind. That good and wise King-Alfred-
was so troubled by his guttering candle,
that he invented a kind of lantern to pro-
tect the flame from draughts. I have seen
houses still in use in rural parts of Norway
which are very much like Saxon homes.
The walls are of wood, and the roof consists
of great slabs of turf supported on timber
beams. In wet summers these turf roofs
are ablaze with tiny flowers, and look like
a garden in miniature.

Saxon and Norman Homes
Comfort and privacy were alike absent

both in Saxon and Norman homes. Each
building consisted of a large main hall,
whose floor was of cold earth or colder stone,
and covered with filthy rushes, which often
were only changed once a year, and into
which were flung bones for the dogs. Win-
dows were open slits, or at best were covered
with pieces of bladder or caul, so that the
interior must always have been very dark.
There were no chimneys, and some of the
smoke from the great fire on the floor passed
through a hole in the roof, while much
remained partially to smother the worse
odours caused by the unclean habits of the
people. Even as late as the thirteenth
century, there was an open drain running
through the halls of the Royal Palace at
Westminster, the stench from which caused
much sickness, and if palaces were like this,
the homes of the common people must have
been far worse. No rooms were private,
and the Great Hall was the general dor-
matory for both men and women.

Improvements came slowly, and seem to

have commenced in the thirteenth century.
The first chimney we can discover was built
at Abingdon Abbey in 1250, and a few glass
windows appeared in the same century, but
were so expensive that their use was not
general (except in churches) till hundreds
of years later. The fourteenth century
saw a great stride forward, for then we see
the commencement of private rooms. In
the Vision of Piers Plowman, published in
1362, the author makes an attack on the
wealth and luxury of his times, and one of the
new-fangled customs of which he complains
is that the Lord and Lady of the Manor -
house now take their meals in their private
apartments instead of in the common hall !

Progress, however, was slow until public
safety was assured. During the Wars of
the Roses, and the difficult times which
followed up to the Civil War, the rich still
needed the protection of their castles, but
when Cromwell had battered down the
ancient keeps, and given England strong
and honest government, houses became
homes instead of fortresses.

There had been considerable progress,
however, during the time of Good Queen
Bess, when the new middle class were build-
ing their homes in the glorious gabled, half-
timbered Tudor style, and many of the most
beautiful old country houses in Britain to-
day date from the days of Queen Elizabeth
and James I. A few facts about small
homes may be of interest. The oldest small
private house is the Jew's House at Lincoln,
the smallest house is at Conway (North
Wales), and the smallest house in London
is in the Bayswater road, overlooking Hyde

Park. There are many old inns, but the
dates painted on many of them are very
inaccurate, and a long article would be
necessary to deal with the subject.

The Alhambra and Alcazar
It is interesting to observe that in this

country the evolution of the home was on
lines of freedom without comfort ; i.e. the
women were free but had little or no com-
fort for many centuries. In some Eastern
countries, and in Spain under the Moors,
there was much luxury and comfort, but
little freedom for the women cooped up in
the harem, like birds in a gilded cage. No
article on the development of the home
would be complete without a brief reference
to the glorious palaces of Moorish Spain,
and especially the Alhambra and the Alca-
zar. The Alhambra was built in the
thirteenth century, at a time when our own
Royal Palace had an open drain running
through it ! It is a dazzling series of glorious
halls, whose walls and floors are covered
with rich mosaics, whose courts are filled
with tinkling fountains, and cool swimming -
pools, the whole combining to form a pic-
ture of indescribable beauty.

The Alcazar was built a century earlier,
and is equally charming, but very much
smaller. Some of the halls were built later,
but all are lovely.

But the Sultans who lived in these glori-
ous palaces lacked many of the solid advan-
tages which every citizen can obtain to -day
in a six -roomed suburban villa, and this is
the best proof of the progress which we have
achieved.

A NEW
N0 development

dustry during the last twenty-five
years has been more striking than the

growth in the application of welding pro-
cesses, both in production and repair work.
Nevertheless, the field yet to be developed
is greater than the ground already covered,
and, while the standard of work turned. out
by skilled operators is, very high, progress
has sometimes been hampered by dis-
advantages that have not been overcome.

Two Pioneers
As long ago as 1903, two of the great

pioneers of oxy-acetylene welding, Fouche
and Picard, recognised that a mixture of
coal gas, acetylene, and oxygen had definite
advantages over a mixture of acetylene and
oxygen only. It is generally accepted that
the temperature of the inner cone of an
oxy-acetylene flame, which is the part of the
flame used for welding, has a temperature of
between 3,300 degrees C. to 3,500 degrees C.,
andthatthisisunnecessarily high. Theskill of
the operator is usually able to overcome this
disadvantage, but it is recognised that great
benefit would accrue from the use of a simi-
lar flame with a somewhat lower tempera-
ture. The reason for this becomes appar-
ent when it is pointed out that the melting
point of iron is approximately 1,500 degrees
C., and that it boils at a temperature of about
2,450 degrees. It has been found that by
mixing a certain proportion of coal gas with
acetylene, before the acetylene is in turn
mixed with oxygen, the temperature of the
flame can be reduced to about 2,600 degrees.
Allowing for heat losses that occur through
radiation, the flame temperature drops
below the boiling point of iron, but is still
well above the melting point.
The " Soptomo "

Fouche and Picard, although they saw

WELDING
Details of a Novel
Method of Repair

both the problem and its solution, did not
succeed in devising a satisfactory mixer for
acetylene and coal gas. Barimar Ltd., the
welding engineers, who have been asso-
ciated with the industry for nearly thirty
years, are constantly investigating new

Showing the oxy-acetylene coal -gas flame.

developments in connection with the work
in which they specialise, and they have
recently installed in their works a mixer for
acetylene and coal gas, which is giving very
satisfactory results. This mixer is known

The ordinary oxy-acetylene flame. Compare this
flame with the size of that shown above.

as the " Sopromo," and is patented in this
country and abroad.

The outstanding advantage of the process
is the remarkable purity of the weld, which
is 'achieved without impairing the strength.
This is due to the fact that the lower tem-
perature of the welding flame reduces to a
minimum the amount of oxide absorbed into

PROCESS
welded metal, and it also avoids the

carbonisation that occurs when cast iron is
subjected to great heat. It will therefore
be seen that the original characteristics of
the metal are not affected.

Great Heat Localised
Another advantage of the lower tempera-

ture is that the area of the casting subjected
to great heat is localised, and this minimises
the degree of expansion and contraction
that occurs. In the oxy-acetylene flame, an
excess of oxygen has to be used in order to
carry along the acetylene. This is not
necessary with the "Sopromo " mixture,
and the flame is consequently softer.

No bubbling, therefore, occurs in the
weld, and a much closer grain in the metal is
obtained. The comparatively soft flame
also spreads out over the metal, keeping the
air away from it, and this reduces still
further the risk of oxidisation. Barimar
Ltd. emphasise that while it is possible that
in time welding by the Sopromo method
will be more rapid than by oxy-acetylene,
the great merit of the new process is the
remarkable purity and strength of the weld.

The Difference in the Flames
The two illustrations shown on this page,

which were recently taken in the Barimar
Welding Works, illustrate the difference in
appearance between the Barimar-Sopromo
oxy-acetylene coal -gas flame (at the top),
and the ordinary oxy-acetylene flame (at
the bottom). The illustrations show that not
only is the outer cone of the Sopromo flame
larger, but it is also much softer. As a
result, it spreads out over the surface of the
metal, greatly reducing oxidisation in the
weld. The Sopromo flame, although possess-
ing adequate heat for welding, has a con-
siderably lower temperature than the oxy-
acetylene flame.
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Showing the appearance of the seadrome.

Ati-Cceart eta tom/te
A Seadrome Where Aeroplanes Could be Refuelled Whilst in
Mid -Ocean Would Undoubtedly be a I., ig Development in Aerial
Transport. It Would Add to the Safety of Transatlantic Flights.

THE seadrome shown in the illustration
on this page has been designed by an
American inventor as a basis of a

modernised plan to bridge the Atlantic
with a string of artificial islands. Planes
using these islands in stepping -stone
fashion could transport heavy loads at
high speed, since their loads of fuel would
be light.

This 1,225 -ft. aeroplane -landing plat-
form (for such would be its size), supported
100 ft. above the water on twenty-eight
submerged tanks, would not pitch and
toss in stormy weather. The reason for
its stableness, states the inventor, is because
its supporting buoys float beneath the area
of the sea that is subjected to wave motion,
and its openwork structure allows waves to
pass unhindered beneath its decks. These
facts he has verified by experiments with
models up to 35 ft. in size.

Accommodation for Travellers
Each seadrome would have overnight

accommodation for one hundred travellers
in addition to quarters for its own crew and
hangar space for fifty large transport
planes. Run on the same principle as a
ship, the seadrome would have a captain,
first officer, second officer, seamen, and
engineers, as well as two meteorologists
and a physician.

Any type of plane-land-plane, sea -plane,
or flying boat-could use the seadromes

as refuelling stations, although the inventor
believes that a specialised type of amphi-
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Telescoping flotation gear permits the seadrome to be
assembled near the shore and towed to a deep -water site.

bian plane will be developed for this pur-
pose.

A Radio Beacon
Aircraft will be guided to the island

aerodrome by a standard type of radio
beacon, which is mounted on an automatic
turntable controlled by a gyro compass -
No matter how the seadrome may swing at
anchor, the beam would always point in a
fixed direction. Another innovation is an
emergency propulsion system that enables
the seadrome to navigate like a ship if it is
necessary to cast the seadrome adrift to ride
out a storm of phenomenal severity, or if it
should break loose from its moorings. This
is provided by four propellers, each operated
by a 500-h.p. electric motor that is supplied
with current from the petrol -electric
power plant installed in the seadrome.

Anchorage
To anchor this floating aerodrome the

inventor proposes to float a 1,660 -ton
anchor of steeband concrete to sea, and sink
it on the selected site by opening ports that
allow water to rush into its inner chambers.

Heavy steel cables moor the seadrome
to a buoy that, in turn, is attached to the
anchor. A tension engine on the seadrome
takes up the slack on the cable so that it
will not foul the understructure, paying it
out automatically in response to a sudden
strain.
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CALCULATING
Without the Modern Calculating
Large industrial Concerns would
and in Fact Modern Commercial
the Calculating Machine as it is on

324. Worked out normally, the calculation
looks like this :

6758
324

27032
13516

20274

2189592

What we have actually done is to multiply
6758 in turn by 4, by 20, and then by 300,
finally adding all three products together.

Not being capable of direct multiplication,
however, the calculating machine proceeds
by repeated additions. First, 6758 is added

Fig. 1.-Bur-
roughs adding
and listing
machine. This
machine not
only performs
t h e calcula-
tions, but types
the figures and
the total on
the " type-
writer " car-
riage behind.

ALTHOUGH it is nearly 300 years
since the first calculating machine was
invented, it is only during quite recent

times that they have become familiar articles
of office equipment. During the last thirty
or forty years their use has been extended
by insurance companies and others for
calculating statistics, and they have become
invaluable for the production of nautical
and astronomical tables, which could only
have been compiled at immense cost with-
out their aid. To -day, indeed, they are in
use at almost every bank, and in almost
every office where much calculation has to
be performed.

How the Machine Operates
Before describing a calculating machine,

we must briefly consider the task it is re-
quired to do, because the machine performs

Fig. 2.-Replica of an early
machine made by Blaise Pascal,

the first inventor of a calculating machine. It was operated
by putting a pointed peg into the star -wheels in front and
pulling them round like the dial of an automatic telephone.

the various mathematical operations some-
what differently from the usual processes.

To be of practical service, a machine must
be capable of multiplication as well as addi-
tion, subtraction, and division, but it is
important to realise that multiplication and
division are really only extended or repeated
additions or subtractions. For example,
suppose that we wish to multiply 6758 by

to itself four times. To this total is added
67580 twice and finally 675800 is added
three times. The process would therefore
look like this :

6758
6758
6758
6758

67580
67580

675800
675800
675800

2189592

The important thing to notice is that the
same figures occur in each line, and whereas
in ordinary addition we have to take careful
note of every single figure, on a calculat-
ing machine we can set the figures 6758 on
the dials and merely turn a handle or pull
a lever a certain number of times and
the answer appears automatically. In the
above case we should have to turn the handle
only nine times, once for each line, and we
should have the answer in about four
seconds !

Pascal's Machine
Bearing the mathematical processes in

mind, let us examine some of the more
simple machines. The first calculating
machine ever invented was the work of a
Frenchman, Blaise Pascal, when only 19
years of age. But although he made many
machines before he died at the early age of
39, they were all primitive and could only
add by taking every single figure individ-
ually, a process only slightly less laborious
than adding up the sum mentally. Pascal's
machines are important, however, because
they show that he was the first to solve the
chief difficulties, and some of his mechanisms
are used to this day. The chief of these is
his " tens -carrying ' mechanism.

It is quite easy to add, say, 3 to 5 by mov-
ing on a toothed wheel three divisions from
position " 5 " to position " 8," but it is
another matter to add, say, 8 to 5. Unless
our wheel had more than ten divisions, which
is impractical, we have got to bring the
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Fig. 3.-Diagram showing principle of the Leibnitz wheel
-the invention which made rapid calculation possible.
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MACHINES
Machine, the Rapid Expansion of
Have Been Almost Impossible,

Life is Almost as Dependent on

the Telephone or the Typewriter

next wheel into action in order to show the
" 1 " of the answer " 13 " exactly the same
way as a Veeder counter. The Veeder pro-
blem is easy, however, because only units
are added at a time, but in a practical calcu-
lating machine we have got to add the tens,
hundreds, thousands, etc., simultaneously,
and the tens must be carried from one dial
to the next automatically during the process.

A replica of one of Pascal's machines is
preserved in the Calculating Machine sec-
tion of the Science Museum, and it is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The face of the instru-
ment carries six ten -pointed wheels which
can be rotated through various positions by
putting a pointed peg into one of the gaps
and pulling the wheel round to the stop,
rather like the dialling device on an auto-
matic telephone. These star -wheels are
connected inside by gearing to small number
cylinders, which can just be seen beneath
the small windows at the top. Each cylin-
der bears the number 0-9 round its circum-
ference, only one number being visible
through the windows at any one time, and
as the star -wheels are turned round, the
number cylinders rotate to show the total.
When any particular cylinder passes from
9 to 0, the mechanism causes the next
cylinder on the left to move on one division.

Pascal's machine is very laborious to use,
as every single figure requires a separate
operation of one of the star -wheels. To
add, say, 6758 to itself four times (i.e., to
multiply 6758 by 4) would require sixteen
separate operations, and such a machine is of
little practical utility.

The Stepped Wheel
The invention which made

really rapid operation pos-
sible, and which forms

the principle of
almost all mod-
ern machines in
one form or an-
other, is that of the
" stepped wheel,"
which was invented
by Leibnitz in 1671.

The operation of
this important de-
vice will be seen by
reference to Fig. 3.

The cylinder, A,
has teeth of vary-
ing length round
half its circumference, and these can mesh
with a small pinion wheel, B, which has
ten teeth. The position of wheel, B, is
adjustable along its square axle shaft by
means of the pointer, D, while the axle
shaft, E, is geared by 1: 1 bevel gearing to
the number disc, F. Setting of the mechan-
ism is performed by adjusting the pointer,
D, to the appropriate point indicated by a
scale on the surface, and the addition is
performed by giving one turn to the stepped
wheel, A. Suppose that pinion wheel, B,
is set by the pointer to position " 5." This
position corresponds with that part of
wheel, A, which has five teeth, and thus,
when wheel, A, is rotated once, pinion, B,
and also number disc, F, are rotated through
five -tenths of a revolution, or, in other

Fig. 4.-An
early model
" Brunsuiga."

words, five digits are added to the number
which was previously showing at the
window of number disc, F.

It should be understood that there must
be as many units such as that shown in
Fig. 2 as there are figures in one of the
numbers to be multiplied. It is usual to
provide at least six sets of stepped wheels,
and they are generally all connected by
bevel gearing to a common shaft, so that a
single turn of the handle rotates all the
stepped wheels.

The " Arithmometer "
The first calculating machine to be manu-

factured on a commercial scale was that of

Fig. 5.-An " Arithmometer made by Thomas de Colmar in 1820. This
was the first calculating machine to be manufactured on a commercial scale.

Fig. 6.-Sectional view of a single unit of the Burroughs machine.

Thomas de Colmar. His " Arithmometer "
was first made in 1820 and is still manu-
factured in France. The instrument em-
ployed the Leibnitz stepped wheel, and an
early example is shown in Fig. 5. It will
be seen that the front of the instrument
carried six sliders or pointers, which set the
pinion wheels to mesh with the Leibnitz
wheels. The handle for rotating the Leib-
nitz wheels is on the right, while the two
sets of counters for recording the multiplier
and the product are fitted in the hinged
part at the top. The recorder unit is cap-
able of sideways movement to facilitate
multiplication by tens and hundreds.

The actual operation of multiplying 3042
by 536, for example, is performed as follows.
First set all the figure discs on the recorder
to zero by turning the two milled knobs on
the recorder, and set the recorder to the
extreme left-hand position. Set the num-
ber 3042 on the sliders as shown in Fig. 5,
and turn the handle six times. The top
recorder discs will now show 18252, six times
3042. Now move the recorder tent one
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place to the right for multiplication by the
tens digit, and turn the handle three times,
The top recorder will now read 109512,
which is the sum of 18252 and thirty times
3042. Now move the recorder one place
farther to the right for the hundreds multi-
plication and turn the handle five times.
This adds five hundred times 3042 to the
previous reading, and the final product,
1630512 now appears on the top recorder,
while the lower recorder reads 536, the
number by which 3042 has been multiplied.

With a little practice, this operation would
take about five seconds, and the process is
practically identical with the most modern
types of calculators.
The " Brunsviga " Machine

Another type of calculating machine,
which has been manufactured in very large
quantities, is the machine known as the

Bransviga," an early model of which is
shown in Fig. 4. Although the principle is the
same as that of Thomas's "Arithmometer,"
the mechanism is very different, and in place
of the Leibnitz wheels, a thin " disc " wheel
is used from the periphery of which project
an adjustable number of teeth. The Ohd-
ner " wheels, as they are called after the
name of their inventor, fit neatly and closely
together, and the setting levers project
through the slots in the front of the case.
If a lever is set to any figure, a correspond-
ing number of teeth, or pins, project from
its wheel, and when the operating handle is
turned these pins mesh with the small
toothed wheels of the product register,
which in turn gear with the number wheels
in front.

Such machines as the Thomas and the
" Brunsviga," and quite a number of similar
machines, are of the greatest service for
ordinary numerical problems, the calcula-
tion of nautical tables and similar work, but
modem tendency is towards the " push-
button " type of mechanism, an example
of which is shown in Fig. 8.

The commercial machine of to -day has
to be capable not only of addition and mul-
tiplication with extreme facility, but it is
also generally required to deal with pounds,
shillings, and pence, and for such purposes
the push-button type is more serviceable.
The Push-button Type of Machine

The Burroughs Adding and Listing Ma -

41140. 41. f orf, tit,(t 10,...30,AVICiA107414,0114,111ti

441
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Fig. 8.-The Monroe. A modern machine
capable of almost any calculation.

chine is one of the most interesting of this
class of machine, since it not only performs
the calculation but automatically types the
figures and the total as well.

Such a machine is shown in Fig. 1, and
the essential mechanism is shown in Figs. 6
and 7. Referring to Fig. 7, it will be seen
that it consists of a lever, A, pivoted near
the middle and carrying at one end a set
of figures from 0 to 9, held in slides by
springs, while the other end is attached to a
segmental rack, B, with which a number
wheel, C, can be thrown in or out of gear.

The upper end of this rack is arranged to
move between a couple of guide plates, D,
in which curved slots are cut concentric
with the point, of oscillation of the lever, A.

Into each slot fits a projection from the
top of the rack, B, the other end of which is
secured to A, and so any possible motion is
a true circular motion about the pivot of
A. A number of slots are cut in the edge
of the guide plates, and in these slots lie the
ends of a number of wires as shown. If a
key is depressed, the corresponding wire
moves to the left, and its bent -in end moves
to the bottom of the slot, where it catches
the projections shown on the top of sector,

Fig. 7.-Diagram showing operation of essential components of the Burroughs.

B, and thus limits
its possible down-
ward movement.
The other end of
lever, A, is now
raised, so that the

figure corresponding to
the depressed key is in
position for printing.
Printing is effected by
the release of a small

spring -actuated hammer,
which, striking the right-hand
end of the type -block, draws it
forward against the type -ribbon
and paper. The same effort
which produces the downward

movement of the rack throws out of gear
with it the number wheel, C, which therefore
undergoes no rotation during the downward
motion. The wheel, C, is now thrown into
gear (after printing), and as the rack is raised
to its topmost position, this wheel will be
turned through a number of teeth equal to
the number of the key originally depressed.

If this series of operations is repeated, a
second figure will be printed on the paper,
and the number wheel fed forward an
additional number of teeth.
How the Total is Obtained

The total is obtained by depressing the
totalising key, which is arranged so that no
other key on the keyboard can be depressed
at the same time.

The number wheels, C, are fitted with
pawls which prevent them being rotated
backwards beyond the zero position, and so
the taking of a total clears the machine,
setting all the number wheels to zero. The
machine is also provided with a locking
device, so arranged that whenever a key is
depressed, all the keys in the same column
are locked and cannot be depressed until
the registering one has returned to its
original position.

Space forbids a more detailed description
of the further refinements of this machine,
or of the latest types of electrically operated
sorting and tabulating machines. Enough
has been said, however, to show that the
calculating machine was not built in a day.
Its development has taken nearly 300 years,
and for anyone with a gift for inventing
mechanisms, the calculating machine still
offers almost unlimited scope for further
development.

The illustrations in this article are re-
produced by permission of the Science
Museum, South Kensington.

The Differential Analyser
LIMM.11.41.411.1.114.1.441~1.111.00.. poi

A WONDERFUL calculating machine of
r-lentirely new design has recently been
installed at Manchester University. It can
solve the most complicated equations and
will be of great service to research scientists.
Among many other problems, it can solve
equations dealing with : atomic structure
and properties, transients in electrical cir-
cuits, the transmission of radio waves in
the Heaviside layer, cosmic -ray radiations,
motion of bodies in any resisting medium,
astronomical phenomena, etc.
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A galvanometer
capable of detecting
a current variation
of more than a ten -
millionth of an am-
pere. Such instru-
ments are employed
in the most
sensitive types
of psycho-
galva n i c
reflex ap-
paratus.

FOR thousands of years it has been
well recognised that there is a definite
connection between mind and body.

Mind reacts on 'body ; body influences
mind. Such facts are well known to every-
body and they will not need stressing here.
It is only, how- ever, within
comparatively recent times
that it has been discov-
ered that all emotional
states of the mind, besides
producing, cer tain delicate

chemical
changes

THE LIE
MACH, NE

Known to Science as the " Psycho -Galvanic
Reflex," but sometimes Familiarly and
Facetiously called_ The Lie Machine on
Account of its Ability to Register the Secret
Emotions of the Mind, the Apparatus
Which is Described in This Article is
Indicative of the Progress Which is teing
made in the Application of Electricity to
the Study of the Human Mind and ody

in the blood and various bodily organ's.
actually initiate variations in the electrical
resistance of the body. The stronger the
mental state or emotion, the greater the
change in the body's electrical resistance.
This being the case, it follows that if we
can devise some means of measuring these
variations in the body's electrical resistance
under the influence of mental emotion, we
shall have provided ourselves with a valu-
able means of penetrating still
further into that jungle of scien-
tific mysteries which the mech-
anism of the mind presents to

the scientific enquirer.
The psycho -galvanic reflex, so called

because, as it were, it provides an electrical
reflex for every state of mind, is the instru-
ment which has been developed to study
mind -states by electrical means. The
instrument has been brought to a high
degree of perfection and in certain psycho-
logical clinics up and down the country its
use is common.

The Principle Involved
The principle of the psycho -galvanic

reflex is extremely simple. We all know
that if an electric current flowing along a
wire comes across two conducting paths of
different resistances, the current will tend
to choose the path of least resistance and
the current -flow in each path will be
inversely proportional to the resistance of
the path. If we connect a galvanometer

at the junction of
the two current
paths, the needle
will be deflected
in the direction of
the path along
which the mostcurrent

flows. If
the two
paths are of
identical

The lie machine in use. A subject being tested by means of psycho -galvanic reflex apparatus.
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resistance, the galvanometer needle will
not be deflected at all, since the two portions
of the current counteract each other.

In the psycho -galvanic reflex apparatus
the above electrical principle is utilised.
One of the current paths is the patient's-
or, rather, the "subject's "-body, the
other path comprising a series of very
accurate resistances which are capable of
exact adjustment.

The " subject " is requested to sit com-
fortably in a chair. Sometimes he may be
blindfolded in order to cut out from his
mind many external and interfering im-
pressions, although this procedure is now
usually dispensed with. The subject may
either have both hands immersed in baths
of saline water, leads being taken from
these baths to the apparatus, or, alterna-
tively, he may have attached to the palms
of his hands metal plates which are held in
position by salt -solution -saturated linen
wrappings. In this instance, the electrical
connections are taken from the metal plates.
A third means of making the necessary
electrical connections to the subject's body
is by a specially -devised glove which slips
over the subject's left hand. This glove
contains two metal plates, one of which
makes contact with the upper side of the
hand, and the other with the palm of the
hand.

The Galvanometer
The galvanometer used in the psycho -

galvanic reflex apparatus is an extremely
sensitive micro-amperemeter capable of
indicating less than a millionth of an
ampere of current. In the portable form of
the apparatus, the micro-amperemeter pre-
sents the appearance of an ordinary elec-
trical meter, being enclosed in the usual
circular type of brass case. In the most
delicate forms of apparatus, the indicating
galvanometer is mounted on a concrete
base to avoid vibration. Attached to its
moving armature is a very light mirror
which reflects a beam of light on to a cali-
brated scale. Thus the slightest motion of
the galvanometer mirror is at once indicated
by the moving light -spot on the scale.

The psycho -galvanic reflex apparatus is
energised by a small battery or accumulator
of approximately 1'5 volts. Usually, an
accumulator of reliable make is chosen on
account of the extremely steady current
which it delivers.

After the subject has been connected up
to the apparatus the current is switched on.
Immediately a galvanometer deflection is
indicated. This is because the apparatus
has not yet been " balanced." Balancing
is effected by adjusting the variable resist-
ances of the apparatus so that they exactly
equal the resistance of the subject's body.
This done, the galvanometer indication
remains steadily at " neutral " because the
current flowing through the subject's body

and that passing through the resistances of
the apparatus counteract each other in their
deflections of the galvanometer needle.

The apparatus, having thus been accur-
ately " balanced," is now in an extremely
sensitive condition. The most minute
change in the electrical resistance of the
subject's body will give rise to a needle
movement in the galvanometer. Ask the
subject any question you like, preferably
a personal one. If such a question pro-
duces the slightest trace of emotion, con-
scious or sub -conscious, in his mind, the
galvanometer needle will be deflected.

The Strongest Emotion
Ask the subject if he is in love, whether

he has ever been in love or if he hopes to fall
in love. In nine cases out of ten, you will

RESISTANCE Bar

GALVANOMETER

impossible to differentiate between the
emotion registered by a lie and that pro-
ceeding from some other cause. However,
in many instances, the psycho -galvanic
reflex has been employed judiciously to
detect suspected untruthfulness.

Anticipation or apprehension is plainly
registered by the psycho -galvanic reflex.
A subject may be connected up to the
apparatus and it may be suggested to him
in all seriousness that he is going to be
pricked with a pin and that the pin is
going to be plunged down to the bone of his
finger or hand. Usually, this suggestion
will produce a much greater deflection of
the galvanometer needle than would be the
case if the pin were actually driven deeply
into the flesh suddenly and without any
previous mention of it.

BATTERY
/.5 VOLTS

SUBJECT
SITS HERE

The electrical circuit of the psycho -galvanic reflex apparatus.

get very large galvanometer deflections
when such personal questions are hurled at
the subject-for is not love one of the
strongest emotions of the human mind ?

Hate, fear, dread, anxiety, apprehension,
pain, hunger, humiliation, loathing-these
and many other mental states are all
revealed by the psycho -galvanic reflex
apparatus. What is more, the subject, one
connected up to the apparatus and accur-
ately " balanced," can do very little to
inhibit the indications of the apparatus.

Very few of us can tell a lie without
a twinge of conscience. Connect your sub-
ject up to the psycho -galvanic reflex
apparatus, therefore, and ask him a ques-
tion, a question which, of course, must be
an important one and in some way reflecting
upon his habits, nature or characteristics.
If the subject answers truthfully and the
subject -matter is devoid of great emotional -
content, the galvanometer needle will
remain fairly steady. If, however, the
subject endeavours to hedge the question
or tells a direct lie, his mind -state is at once
registered by the immediate strong deflec-
tion of the galvanometer. Naturally, the
psycho -galvanic reflex apparatus cannot be
claimed infallibly to detect lies, because it is

Different Reactions

HEY
SWITCH

Different people, of course, react differ-
ently to the psycho -galvanic reflex
apparatus. As would be expected, the
emotionally -minded people give the most
marked reactions. One would, perhaps,
expect women to be the better subjects in
this respect for psycho -galvanic experi-
ments, but this is by no means the case, the
male mind very frequently being far more
emotional than the female. The psycho -
galvanic reflex apparatus can be employed
with almost any type of subject. Children,
lunatics, savages, healthy and diseased
people, strong and normal -minded adults,
persons suffering from nervous afflictions-
all these come within the scope of the
apparatus, although, as would be expected,
each class of subjects has a type of reactions
peculiarly its own.

The psycho -galvanic reflex apparatus is
not a tester of intelligence or capability or
even, normally, of character. All it does is
to indicate the presence of emotions in the
human mind. It is for the skilled operator
of the instrument, who is usually a medical
man or a psychological expert, to inter-
pret the indications of the apparatus.

Heavy Hydrogen
THE discovery of the isotope of hydrogen,

or " heavy hydrogen," is becoming
more than a scientific curiosity. The
latest research indicates the possibility of
an entirely new group of organic chemicals,
many thousands in number. New drugs
and medicines, new dyes, and new com-
pounds of every type are probable, and the
discovery is likely to affect the life of every-
one in some practical way within the next
five years.

Aluminium Wire
ANEW process for drawing aluminium

wire has been developed, by the aid of
which the wire can be drawn to a diameter

tftl4ik (O s)z'-t
been devised for continually testing samples
of the water, and the machine is now being

1....ma41t%j4F§tri "--144g:t4i installed by most of the large swimming -
pools, so that bathers can see for themselves
that the correct proportions are being
maintained.

of only '0001 in. One pound of the wire
would reach nearly round the earth.

Safety for Swimmers
STERILISATION of swimming -pool

water is performed by the addition of
chlorine gas, which must be in the propor-
tion of one part by weight of gas to 3,000,000
parts of water. A new apparatus has just

Harrison's Chronometers
BY the courtesy of the Admiralty, the

Science Museum, South Kensington, has
secured on loan all four of the famous
pioneer chronometers made by John
Harrison between 1729 and 1759.

With these instruments Harrison was the
first to show that it was possible to construct
a portable timekeeper which would be
sufficiently accurate at sea to be of use in
determining a vessel's longitude.
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A PELMAN TRAINED
WHY, amongst the brainiest and
most successful men and women in
England to -day, are there so many

Pelmanists ?
Why does being a Pelmanist lift you right

out of the rut ?
The answer to these and to many other

questions relative to Your Success and its
assurance through Pelmanism, will be found
in the book, " The Science of Success,"
that is yours for the asking. Fill in the
coupon below, mail it to -day, and to-
morrow your copy of " The Science of
Success " will be sent you free of charge,
post paid. In this book you will read thrill-
ing accounts by Pelmanists themselves of
how whole lives have been changed for the
better by Pelmanism. Men and women in
every walk of life have obtained undreamed-
of success through taking this Course.

Your Unsuspected Self
Pelmanism teaches you to rely on your-

self ; develops the powers that win-
courage, self-confidence, and cheerfulness.
Every man and every woman has within
himself and herself a mine of abilities and
possibilities that lie dormant, ready to be
brought into service through the proper
training of the mind. This is no time to
allow these qualities to remain hidden and
unused ! This is the time to bring them
forth and to use them for the benefit of
yourself, your dependents and your asso-
ciates.

Pelmanism is an easy, pleasant, fascinat-
ing system of mind training and character
building, based on sound psychological
principles, plus the 35 years' experience of
the Pelman Institute in developing the minds
and personalities of over half a million men
and women.

Pelmanism may be studied when and
where most convenient to you, for the Come
is taught by correspondence only. There
are no classes to attend. Each student
receives individual instruction. The needs
and problems of each Pelmanist are con-
sidered and studied separately by highly
trained, sympathetic, friendly instructors,
who love their work. Under this under-
standing system even the most timid
student gains self-confidence immediately.

A Famous Newspaper Owner
The head of a great newspaper must

necessarily have a deep comprehension of
the human mind. A successful publisher
must know and understand all sorts and con-
ditions of people. Therefore what he says is
valuable. Read what the late Lord Riddell
said of Pelmanism-" Pelmanism is rapidly
becoming part and parcel of our daily
lives," stated Lord Riddell, and then he
told a little story that demonstrates the
practical usefulness of Pelmanism in such
a simple, yet such a convincing, manner
that it is a real tribute to the practicability
of Pelmanism. Lord Riddell continued in
these words : " A friend of mine has the
habit of marking documents which he reads
in three different ways. Important passages
he marks in blue : less -important passages
in red : and the least important in black.
The other day he sent for a document. It
was brought to him by a new junior clerk,
who had turned up the page containing the
only passage marked in blue. My friend
remarked, That is just what I want. How
did you know ? " Well, sir,' replied the
clerk, you always mark your important
things in blue.' That's true,' said my
friend, ' but I never said so. Who told
you ? ' No one ; I just noticed it,'

MIND
answered the boy. You must be very
observant,' said my friend. I don't think
I am so naturally,' replied the clerk, ' but
I've studied the Pelman System ! ' My
friend at once took a Pelman Course.
To -day he is an ardent Pelmanist."

The counterpart of Lord Riddell's story
may be seen in the thousands of testimonial
letters constantly received by the Pelman
Institute from men and women glad to tell
us of the progress, the promotion, the in-
creased incomes they have achieved since
becoming Pelmanists.

The Tidy Mind
Pelmanism banishes self-consciousness

and nervousness, and helps you to so con-
centrate on the task in hand that you are
bound to succeed in whatever you under-
take. Pelmanism directs your energy, and
prevents you from wasting it in useless
conjectures and mind -wandering.

The Pelmanist has a tidy mind. He wastes
no time looking for things or trying to re.
member where ? when ? what ?

In other words, the Pelmanist does not
bungle. He knows what he wants to do,
and does it. His leisure time is not all
cluttered up with half -formed projects,
desires, memories. The Pelmanist keeps his
mental house in order, and in consequence
has time for his work (uninterrupted by day-
dreaming), and after his work is done he
has a healthy interest in some sport or
hobby that refreshes and recreates his mind
and body so that the time that he spends at
his work is really productive.

The Pelmanist is courageous, cheerful,
quick and accurate in his decisions. He is
so interested and occupied with the business
of life, its work, its pleasures, and the
success he malies of it, that he has no time
to spend on being morbid, timid, fearful.

France Honours the Pelman Institute
At the International Exposition of

Applied Arts and Sciences held at Liege, in
1930; the Pelman Institute received the
same awards and medals as were awarded
to the University of Montpelier (one of the
oldest Universities), the Normal School of
Nancy, the Binet Society of Paris, and the
Jean Jacques Rousseau Institute of Geneva.
At the Exposition at Nancy in 1932 the
Pelman Institute was awarded the Diploma
of Honour. In March, 3933, the French
Government conferred the Diploma of
Honour and a medal on the Pelman
Institute.

FOR THE YOUNG AND THE OLD

A Practical Course for practical men and

women who have in most cases to earn

their own living.

There is no such thing as an age limit for
the study of Pelmanism. While many
young people find a course of Pelmanism
the greatest aid in their studies, and a
wonderful help in preparing for examina-
tions, and in passing them successfully,
many men and women who have long since
passed into the autumn of their lives have
discovered renewed interest, and, indeed,
many say, a mental rejuvenation in Pel-
manism.

Remember this : If there is anything you
want, such as an increased income, success
in your examinations, promotion in busi-
ness, the professions, or the Services,
greater social success, or a general improve-
ment in yourself, your mind and body,
your will to have this improvement, plus
Pelmanism, will assure you of it.

Sir Herbert Baiter
A well-known advocate of Pelmanism

says :-
" The world owes an enormous debt of

gratitude to the inventors of the Pell -flan
System for discovering a means, so easy and
pleasant, by which the Nation's mental
equipment can be brought to its very
highest possible pitch of efficiency and
maintained there.

" I know of no other method to compare
with it.

" Benefit Beyond Computation "
" The system brightens our outlook on

the glorious possibilities of life ; strengthens
and quickens our memory and under-
standing ; gives coherence and clarity to
our thoughts, and enhances, unbelievably,
our capacity for intellectual enjoyment and
usefulness.

" I am convinced that benefit beyond
computation can be secured by all-whether
the student be nineteen or ninety-who will
follow the directions given in the Course."

The present direction of the Pelman
Institutes throughout the world is the same as
for the past thirty-five years, so that the
" essential factor of experience " is one of the
very important qualifications upon which
students of Pelmanism can rely. During
these years more than five hundred thousand
men and women have enrolled for the Course.

We shall be glad to send you a copy of " The Science of Success," 48 pages, post free. Yon
can write us fully, or you can make just a bare application by using or copying the form below.

In any case your enquiry will be regarded as a confidential communication.

To the Pelman Institute,
130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.1.

Please send me, free and post-free, a copy of "The Science of Success," with
full particulars of the Pelman Course.

NAME

ADDRESS

Occupation

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES: PARIS: 8o Boulevard Haussmann. NEW YORK: 271 North
Avenue, New Rochelle. MELBOURNE: 396 Flinders Lane. JOHANNESBURG: P.O. Box 4928. DURBAN:
Natal Bank Chambers (P.O. Box 489). CALCUTTA: 102 Clive Street. DELHI: so Alipore Road.

AMSTERDAM: Damrak 68.
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MODERN MASTERPIECES

A STUDY-By George Spencer Watson, R.A.

Magnificent New Art Work
PART 1 Out Now

To be completed in about
24 fortnightly parts

EVERY PICTURE SUPERBLY

REPRODUCED IN FULL COLOURS

MODERN MASTERPIECES, sumptuously produced,
presents in full colours a selection of the finest paintings of
recent years. British Art is represented by masters whose
work is world-famous, and there are also paintings by the
most eminent artists of other countries. Outstanding
paintings from this year's Royal Academy will be a special

feature.

Neither trouble nor expense has been spared in the
preparation of MODERN MASTERPIECES. Indeed, it
would be impossible to offer the great art -loving public
such a superb collection of famous paintings through other

channels except at prohibitive cost.

Among the modern masters whose work will be reproduced
in early parts, are:-

DAME LAURA KNIGHT, A.R.A.
FRANK BRANGWYN, R.A.
C. R. W. NEVINSON, R.B.A.
AUGUSTUS JOHN, R.A.

AMBROSE McEVOY
SIR JOHN LAVERY, R.A.
W. R. SICKERT, A.R.A.
JOHN SARGENT, R.A.

An illustrated Outline of Modern Art is included with
each part.

Get Part r, now on sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls.

George Newnes, Ltd.

"LE POU DU CIEL"
EVERYTHING FOR THE FLYING FLEA
Buy from the constructors of this amazing little
aircraft-Spruce, Ply, Metal Fittings, Wheels,
Complete Wings or Fuselages in any stage of
construction-in essentials

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
Send stamped addressed foolscap envelope for lists

E. G. PERMAN & CO.
2456 BROWNLOW MEWS,

GRAYS INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
All your electrical requirements
will be found in this unique
catalogue. 105 pages of inter-
esting information and advice
fully illustrated. The catalogue
that should be in the possession
of every " PRACTICAL ME-
CHANIC." Don't delay. Send
for it now. 3d. Post Free.

GRAFTON ELECTRIC CO. (DEPT. P)
54 Grafton Street, Tottenham Court Road, LONDON, W.1

The Magazine for
Every Listener
The October " WIRELESS MAGAZINE and Modern Television"

contains the following special features :
For the Constructor.
Full instructions for building the " Varsity Four," designed by
Paul D. Tyers-a four -valve superhet with variable selectivity.

P.P. Output Stage for Full Loudspeaker Volume! Quality and
electivity Under Complete Control !

Details for building " The Minitube Three "-a battery three
using the new midget valves. By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
Technical Articles.
Problems of the All -Wave Receiver. By J. H. Reyner, A.M.I.E.E.,
B.Sc. Your Ideal Short -waver. By G. Howard Barry. Simple
Multiple Tone Control. By Noel Bona via Hunt, M.A.
Television.
Principles of Natural -colour Television. By Morton Barr. The
Simple Arithmetic of Television. By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
General Articles.
Calibrating Your Short -waver. By J. Godchaux Abrahams
Screened Plugs to Improve Car Radio. Free Advice for Set Buyers.

THE OCTOBER

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
AND MODERN TELEVISION
80 Big Pages! Profusely Illustrated! I

Now on Sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls

George Newnes, Ltd.
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MICROMETER AND VERNIER
GAUGES
An interesting Article on the
Principle and Method of Using
These Instruments for Measur-
ing Small Lengths, Diameters,

etc.

ACCURACY of measurement of parts
which have to fit or work together is
one of the prime essentials of good

engineering work. This accuracy is ob-
tained by the use of the micrometer. The
principle on which this device works may be
explained in simple terms by taking first a
screw fitting into a screwed hole as in Fig. 2.
If the screw has ten threads to the inch and
we rotate it through exactly one turn, it
will obviously travel forward one -tenth of
an inch. If we were to mark ten equal
divisions around the head of the screw and
move it round through the amount equal
to one of the divisions, it would travel for-
ward one -tenth of one -tenth of an inch,
i.e., one -hundredth of an inch.

Thus, if the screw was fitted into a horse-
shoe as shown in Fig. 3, we could measure
anything between one end, A, and the end
of the shoe, B, by noting how many turns
and how many tenths of a turn were re-
quired to allow space between the screw
and the end of the horseshoe to exactly
accommodate the piece to be measured.

The Micrometer Described
In Fig. 1 is shown a micrometer which

comprises a frame, A, carrying a fixed
measuring point or surface, B, which we
call the anvil. A spindle, C, passes
through a sleeve, D. This sleeve has an
internal thread, and a thread on the spindle,
C, engages accurately with it without the
slightest shake or back lash. This spindle,
C, has fixed to it at its outer end a second
sleeve or thimble, E, which fits closely over
the outside of the sleeve, D, and moves
along it and around it as the spindle, C, is
screwed into the sleeve, D.

Both sleeve, D, and thimble, E, are
marked with graduations. On the sleeve
they are marked along a straight line and

Figs. 4 and 5.-These two sketches show
the main details of the vernier gauge.

show the distance the thimble, E (and
therefore the spindle, C), moves along. The
spindle, C, has forty threads per inch, so
that one turn of the thimble moves the
spindle along 410 in., or .025 in. The
number of turns given to the spindle is
shown on the scale of divisions on the
sleeve, D, each fourth division-marked
1, 2, 3, etc.-representing 1-1,, in.

The bevelled edge of the thimble has
twenty-five divisions, every fifth line being
figured.

Figs. 2 and 3.-(Above) A screw fitting into a screwed
hole aptly illustrates the principle on which the
micrometer works, and (below) a screw fitted into a
horseshoe is a micrometer in a miniature form.

Taking a Reading
Rotating the thimble from one of these

divisions to the next moves the spindle
one twenty-fifth ofa in., that is, one
twenty-fifth of a turn, and since there are
forty threads to the inch, one twenty-fifth
of ,i'r; in. is, of course, rasain., or .001 in.

Therefore, to take a reading we place the
object to be measured against the anvil, B,
and rotate the thimble, E, until the end
of the spindle, C, touches the object. The

distance between the end of the
spindle, C, and the face of the
anvil, B, will be the size of the
object being measured, and

2 13
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that distance will be indicated
by fortieth in. on the scale along
the sleeve, D, and twenty-five
thousandths around the end of
the thimble, E.

To get the measurement, we
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D
multiply the number of marks visible on
the sleeve, D, by 25 (because the thimble
turns through 25 of its own divisions in
one rotation, traversing the spindle
through one mark on the horizontal scale
on the sleeve, D), and then we add the
number of divisions on the sleeve from
0 (zero) to the line which corresponds
with the horizontal line on the sleeve
(at which 0 stood when spindle and
anvil were touching each other).

In the illustration, seven divisions are
shown on the sleeve, and the line 3 on the
thimble agrees with the index line. We

multiply 7 by 25 and add 3, which equals
178 and is read as 178 in. We can read it
in another way. Read the figured division
on sleeve, D, nearest the thimble as
100 and then count the succeeding sub-
divisions as 25, 50, 75, etc. In the case
described we have 100 + 75 = 175, and if
we add 3 for the reading on the spindle, E,
we get 178 or .178 as before.

The Vernier Gauge
The vernier gauge shown in Fig. 4, which

is a calliper for taking outside and some
inside measurements, works on a different
principle. It consists of two parallel jaws-
one, A, fixed to a straight bar, B, and the
other, C, sliding along the bar. It is be-
tween these jaws that the object to be
measured is placed : the jaws being closed
on to it.

The bar, B, with the fixed jaw has a scale
marked along it in inches and tenths, and
each tenth is divided into four parts so that
there are forty divisions to the inch. On
the sliding jaw, C, there are twenty-five
divisions on a vernier scale, which corre-
spond in extreme length with twenty-four
divisions on the bar. Therefore, each
division on the sliding vernier is smaller
than each division on the rule by

1 1 1

25
x 40 - 1,000- = 0-001 in.

When the line marked " 0 " on the
vernier corresponds with the line marked
" 0 " on the rule, then the two next lines
to the right will differ from each other by
.001 in. This difference continues to in-
crease by .001 in. for each division until the
lines again coincide on bar and vernier
scale at 25 on the vernier and 24 on the scale.
This is shown enlarged in Fig. 5.

Reading the Vernier
To read the measurement, it is neces-

sary to note the number of inches, tenths
of inches, and parts of tenths the " 0 "
point on the vernier has been moved from
the " 0 " point on the bar, and then to
count on the vernier in the same direction
the number of divisions until one is found
(there will only be one) which coincides
with the line on the bar. The latter
number gives the number of thousandths
to be added to the amount already read off ;
the result being the required dimension.

In the illustration of the vernier (Fig. 4),
the reading shows that the calliper jaws
are .6 in. apart.
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Fig. 1.-A side view of a Handley Page" Heyford." The cockpit is right up in the front fuselage, just behind the front gunner's cockpit.

IL IPIIILOT"S COCIkIPIIT
Although to the

an Aeroplane May Seem
Plane

ALTHOUGH I have been a pilot for
quite a number of years, I never
cease to wonder at the amazing

variety of instruments and gadgets with
which the cockpit of the average modern
aeroplane is equipped. Surely no one man,
with the possible exception of Mr. Heath
Robinson, could ever have conceived them
all, but with the combined efforts of a
multitude of aircraft and instrument de-
signers, the average cockpit is now so full
that even Mr. Robinson would have diffi-
culty in inventing a
new gadget. And he
would certainly have
even greater diffi-
culty in finding the
room to install it.

The complicated
equipment of the
modern aircraft is
not the result of a
misguided wish for
both necessary and
unnecessary instru-
ments, but is the
natural result of the
ability of the aircraft
to move in three di-
mensions. This free-
dom of movement
automatically re-
quires additional con-
trols for the aircraft
itself ; the range of
temperatures and
pressures encoun-
tered necessitates ad-
ditional instruments
and controls for the
engine, and in order
that the pilot may
find his way, he must
be provided with an
extensive range of

By " Aircraftsman "

Average Person the Number of Controls in

Unnecessary, They are Essential
in Three Dimensionsto .Move

navigational instruments-a compass, a
turn indicator, air -speed indicator, and
altimeter, to say nothing of oxygen equip-
ment, radio, or heating controls.

Simple Controls
The actual aircraft controls are very

simple and are practically identical in
every machine. They comprise the control
column, or joy -stick, and the rudder bar.

The control column may be clearly seen
in Fig. 2, fitted with a ring -shaped handle.

Fig. 2.-The cockpit of a Bristol Bulldog two-seater.

the Cockpit of
to Enable the

It moves on a universal joint at the base,
and is so connected by control cables that
a backwards or forwards motion operates
the elevator planes and so controls the
angle of climb or dive, while a sideways
motion controls the movements of the
ailerons, and so controls the rolling or
banking of the machine.

The rudder bar, which may also be seen
in Fig. 2, is operated by the pilot's feet.
The rudder is always used in conjunction
with the control column because the one

reacts on the other.
Suppose, for example,
that one wishes to
make a simple banked
turn. The pilot first
applies the rudder to
start the machine
turning, and then, to
prevent the machine
skidding outwards,
he banks the machine
by pressing the con-
trol column to one
side. If the turn is
a fairly steep one,
however, the eleva-
tors and the rudder
begin to exchange
functions on account
of the banking of the
aircraft, and thus, on
a steep turn, the pilot
must partly use the
elevators to control
the turning and the
rudder bar to control
the level.

Looping the Loop
While on the sub-

ject of the aircraft
controls, it is permis-
sible to remark that
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Fig. 3.-The cockpit of a Hawker Fury.

the popular stunt of looping the loop is,
in reality, the most simple manoeuvre. It
is achieved by first diving the machine
slightly to gain speed and then pulling back
the control column fairly hard. The nose
of the machine rises rapidly and, on reach-
ing the top of the loop one sees the horizon
exactly upside down. At this moment, the
throttle must be closed to prevent too rapid a
dive as one comes out of the loop, and when
one regains a level attitude, the throttle
is reopened and level flight continued.

If the actual controls are simple and more
or less standard in every aircraft, the acces-
sory equipment most certainly is not. No
given instrument can be relied upon to be
fixed in the same position on two different
machines, and a pilot flying 'a strange
machine must always spend some minutes
in locating the various instruments and
understanding the functions of any which
are unusual.

Every aeroplane must carry a compass,
an air -speed indicator, an altimeter, and an
engine -speed indicator.

The compass used is a special type of
magnetic compass with a very long vibra-
tion period. A long period is necessary
because a quick -period compass is too
erratic for aircraft use and is very liable to
indicate a turn in the wrong direction when
flying on a Northerly course. This fault
is known as the Northerly Turning Error
and is much reduced on compasses with a
period of 30 seconds or longer.

The air -speed indicator is really a differ-
ential pressure gauge and measures the
difference between the static air presssure
and the air pressure due to the forward
speed of the aircraft.

The altimeter is nothing more or less
than an ordinary aneroid barometer with a
very extended range. On ascending to any
altitude, the air pressure falls appreciably
on account of the decrease in the weight
of the air above. Near ground -level, the
rate of the fall of air pressure is approxi-
mately equivalent to 1 in. of mercury for
every 1,000 ft., but the rate gets less at
greater altitudes. It will thus be seen that
an ordinary aneroid, calibrated from 28 in.
to 31 in. of mercury, would only serve for
height measurement up to about 3,000 ft.
The air pressure at 20,000 ft. is approxi-
mately 13.7 in., while at 30,000 ft. it is only
8.9 in. of mercury.

The Turn Indicator
One of the most useful instruments,

particularly when flying in clouds or at
night, is the turn indicator, one of which
may be seen at the top of the dashboard in
Fig. 3. When flying out of sight of the
ground, it is difficult to tell when the
machine is turning or to keep it on a
straight and steady course by the use of
the compass, since the compass itself is
unreliable unless one is flying straight. In
order that the pilot may be able to detect
a turn, an instrument which incorporates a
small high-speed gyroscope is used. The
gyroscope is pivoted about a horizontal
axis in such a manned that if the aeroplane
turns, a pointer on the scale shows the actual

rate of turning. By watching the pointer
carefully, the pilot can use his rudder so as
to keep the machine on a dead straight
course for long periods.

Unless a pilot has a turn indicator,
there is always 'some risk of his losing
control in rough weather with poor visi-
bility and the instrument is therefore always
fitted to passenger -carrying aircraft.

The modern aircraft engine generally re-
quires a multitude of controls and instru-
ments, and the cockpit of a twin- or triple-
engined machine becomes a bewildering
maze of knobs and dials. There is usually
a fuel pump for priming the engine before
starting ; there are the magneto switches
and the starter magneto, or sometimes there
is a compressed -air arrangement for starting,
in which case there are extra cocks and
pressure gauges.

If the engine is a supercharged one, there
will be a boost pressure gauge, as the
engine must not be run under full super-
charge at low altitudes. Then there is
generally a fuel pressure gauge and a
petrol depth gauge to show the quantity
of petrol in the tanks, and if there are
several tanks there is generally a com-
plicated system of petrol cocks.

The Oil -pressure Gauge

There is always an oil -pressure gauge
-one of the most important instruments
so far as the engine is concerned-and
there is nearly always an oil -temperature
thermometer.

If the engine is a water-cooled one, there
are generally two radiator thermometers,
one to show the temperature of the water
entering the radiator and the other to
show the exit temperature. The first
radiator thermometer is always marked off
to show the boiling -points of water at
various altitudes. Water boils at a lower
temperature at high altitudes-for example,
at 20,000 ft. the boiling -point is only 85° C.
-and the pilot must watch the thermo-

Fig. 4.-Part of the cockpit of a Heyford night bomber.
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meter and adjust his radiator to ensure that
the boiling -point is not exceeded.

Another part of the cockpit equipment in
a high -altitude machine is the oxygen
supply apparatus, and this requires careful
attention if accidents are to be avoided.
A pilot requires oxygen breathing apparatus
if he is to fly above 20,000 ft., and the
quantity of oxygen taken must be ad-
justed according to his altitude.

Failure of the oxygen supply, or an in-
sufficient supply, is a very dangerous happen-
ing, as unconsciousness develops suddenly
and without the least preliminary warning
or discomfort. The pilot would thus lose
all control and he might or might not return
to consciousness before the machine crashed.
Shortage of oxygen does not of itself cause
rapid death, as was proved a few months ago
by Fl. -Lt. Stainforth, the recent holder of
the world speed record. He was flying with
a passenger in the rear cockpit at 30,000 ft.,
and after half an hour at that altitude, he
descended and landed. His passenger was

A

found unconscious and almost dead, due to
a failure of his oxygen supply on the ascent.
His notes showed that he had been conscious
on the ascent as far as 25,000 ft., but there
was nothing later, and he had thus been
dangerously short of oxygen for nearly an
hour. Happily he recovered consciousness
about six hours later, and after two days in
hospital was none the worse for his adven-
ture, but the incident showed the extreme
danger of any mishap or carelessness in
dealing with the oxygen apparatus.

Small Items

Besides the principal equipment already
mentioned there are countless small items
of various natures to be found in different
cockpits. A machine which flies at night
will be fitted with magnesium wing -tip
flares in case of a forced landing, and these
are controlled by electric buttons on the
dashboard, two of which may be seen in
Fig. 2. A fighter aircraft will usually carry

two machine guns, which are fitted into the
sides of the fuselage just in front of the cock-
pit. The machine guns require certain
equipment for their operation-and their
triggers are usually mounted on the joy-
stick, as may be seen in Figs. 2 and 3.

Many aircraft are equipped with radio
apparatus, and although this is usually
installed in some other part of the machine,
its use introduces several additional fittings
for .the cockpit. The electrical circuits re-
quire a special switchboard and the volt-
meters, ammeters, and tuning controls have
all to be fitted to accessible positions.

The above remarks will show that- the
average aircraft pilot of to -day has some-
thing more to do than steer his machine.
He must be the chief engineer, navigator,
radio operator, and pilot all rolled into one,
and though constant practice may render
his duties largely automatic, he should
always remember that upon his constant
attention and watchfulness must depend
the lives of his passengers and himself.

Remarkable Engineering

VISITORS to Sweden are no
doubt familiar with the
wonderful Gota Canal which

runs across that country, from
Gothenburg to Stockholm. A
chain of rivers and lakes were
linked up to form this long
waterway of 347 miles, of which
only one-third is artificial. Work
was originally begun in the early
part of the sixteenth century. It
was a royal scheme taken up by
successive rulers during three
centuries, and the water rises to
a height of 9li metres above the
North Sea, by a series of twenty-
five step -locks, and down to the
Baltic by thirty-nine.

The Trollhattan Falls
One of the most interesting

parts of this canal is seen at
Trollhattan Falls. The Gota
River had to be diverted to pass
these very high and rapid falls,
and the three different systems of
locks still to be seen give evidence
of the work that was entailed
before perfecting a system that is
navigable for ocean-going vessels.
Steamers make the journey be -

In Sweden
A Brief Description of
the Gota Canal Which
is 347 Miles in Length

(Left) The Trollhattan. Falls, Gota
River. These falls have lost much of
their might and beauty, for the water is
used to drive the turbines of the power
station shown below. (Right) One of
the passenger steamers that make the
journey in three days from Gothenburg

to Stockholm.

The turbines of the gigantic power station which create 190,000 h.p.

Feat

tween. Gothenburg and Stockholm
in three days.

Steamer Accommodation
The boats are very comfortable,

as they are provided with sleeping
accommodation aboard; and at
each of the important towns,
travellers can leave the boat for
sight-seeing. These steamers
take a matter of two hours to get
through the locks, and it is whilst
at Trollhattan one can visit the
gigantic power station which has
taken most of the water from the
falls to drive the turbines creating
190,000 h.p. of electrical energy,
which is distributed to the greater
part of West Sweden.

From Trollhattan the steamers
continue up the river, and after
passing through a short stretch of
canal reach Vanern - Europe's
third largest lake, a wonderful
panorama of a fresh - water sea.
Leaving this lake, one finds himself
in the locks between Sjotorp and
Toreboda with a wall of foliage
on either side, and this ever-
changing scenery is a source of
delight to all tourists who make
this waterway trip to Stockholm.
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FREE Descriptive Books
On these excellent up-to-date Trade Teachers will be sent to you without cost or obligation to order. Electrical students and
ambitious mechanics anxious to master the expert Trade Knowledge belonging to electrical developments and electrical and gas
expansion are reminded that this is not the time to stint oneself of the newer Trade Knowledge. Study of Trade Books means

increase of your Trade Value.

All Illustrated by Educational

JOINERY & CARPENTRY
Edited by RICHARD GREENHALGH, A.I.Struct.E.

Assisted by a Staff of Expert Contributors, including
THOMAS CORKHILL, F.B.I.C.C., M.I.Struct.T., M.Coll.H.

Lecturer in Building Trades, Walthamstow Technical Institute ; Silver Medal
Worshipful Company of Carpenters ; Examiner to Lancashire and Cheshire Institutes

and National Union of Teachers.
C. H. HANCOCK, F.B.I.C.C.

Lecturer in Carpentry and Joinery at L.C.C. School of Building, London ; Examiner
in Carpentry and Joinery to City and Guilds of London Institutes.

F. J. DOWSETT, A.I.Struct.E.
Chief Lecturer in Geometry and Staircasing at L.C.C. School of Building ; Author

of " Advanced Constructive Geometry."
Practical, Concise, Up to Date. Complete in Six Light Volumes of a

size that can be slipped into a man's pocket. The Theory and the Working
Principles of the Trade are clearly explained ; after which there are
sections on :
Tools Setting Out Steel Square
Workshop Shop Fitting Timber Buildings

Equipment Circular Work Centres
Machines Staircasing Formwork
Joints Handrailing Scaffolding
Fixings Fitments Underpinning
Doors Timber Plant
Panelling Floors Mechanics of
Windows Partitions Carpentry
Geometry Roofs CalculationsSEND FOR A FREE BOOK
THE NEW ERA PUBLISHING CO., LTD., 12-14 Newton

Street, High Holborn, London, W.C.2.
Please send me free illustrated Booklet on JOINERY AND
CARPENTRY, with particulars of your plan of small monthly

payments after delivery.

Name

Address

Date P.M.20

Pictures, Plates and Diagrams.
Electrical Wiring and

Contracting
For Men Engaged in Installation Work

Edited by H. MARRYAT, M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E.
With Expert Contributions on:

Workshop Science Private Lighting Plant
Drawing Lamps and Illumination
Electricity and Magnetism Motor Starters and Regu-
Alternating Current Work lators

Heating and Cooking
Electric Signs
House and Office Telephones
Electric Bell, Alarm and

Clock Systems
Converting Plant
Estimating
Lifts, Installations and Main-

tenance

D.C. Generators and Motors
Mathematics
A.C. Generators and Motors
Installation Work & Layout
Power and Light Switching
Measuring Instruments and

Testing
Wires and Cables
Primary and Secondary Bat-

teries
A Priceless Help for Builders, Mechanics
and Electrical Fitters who wish to master
the details of the electrical contractor's work.

FREE ENQUIRY
THE NEW ERA PUBLISHING CO., LTD., 12-14 Newton

Street, High Holborn, London, W.C.2.
Please send me Book on ELECTRICAL WIRING AND CON-

TRACTING with specially easy terms of payment after
delivery.
Name

Address

Date P.M.20

NEW EDITION of the-
ELECTRICAL
EDUCATOR

By SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
The huge success that attended the first issue of this truly foundational

"Educator" has induced the Editor and Publishers to publish this new
edition, arranged in a more convenient form and embodying the latest
electrical information with details of newest developments, especially
as these concern Telegraphy and Telephony and electrical expansion
in every branch of industry. This Work teaches the student the first
principles in each department of electrical knowledge ; it covers the
whole wide field of heavy current Electrical Engineering and Wireless
Telegraphy. The teaching is such as can easily be understood by students
with a good general education ; while the more advanced phases are
dealt with by specialists and will be found useful by men who are already
skilled in electrical work. Articles by such well-known specialists as
SIR WM. BRAGG, SIR ROBERT HADFIELD, and others will, it is hoped,
induce many mechanics to study this profitable knowledge. We ask
you to see our

Handsomely Illustrated FREE Book
THE NEW ERA PUBLISHING CO., LTD., 12-14 Newton

Street, High Holborn, London, W.C.2.
Please send me free of cost or obligation to order, your book

on THE ELECTRICAL EDUCATOR.

Name

Address

Plumbing
and Gasfitting

Presenting Theory, Practice and Methods in
Gas Distribution Internal Fitting Sanitary Fitting
Industrial Gas and Testing Drainage and
Gas Service Laying Pipe and Pipe Sanitation
Hot Water Supplies Bending Jointing, Fixing, etc.

A PRACTICAL UP-TO-DATE TEACHER
of a Trade in which Revolutionary Developments have taken place.

Edited by PERCY MANSER, A.R.S.I., W.P.
The plumber of old time was chiefly a worker in lead. But with the

advance of science other metals have been introduced. The plumber
of the present day finds he must be skilled in the knowledge and use
of these. Should he be desirous of becoming a qualified craftsman in
the cutting, bending, and screwing of such metals by brazing and
fusion welding, he will find the practical teaching he needs in this book,
as well as simply written explorations of the new methods in every
department. FREE BOOK
THE NEW ERA PUBLISHING CO., LTD., 12-14 Newton

Street, High Holborn, London, W.C.2.
Send me booklet on PLUMBING and GASFITTING, with

all particulars as to payment after delivery out of income.

Name

Address

Date P.M.20 111 Date P.M.20

Enquiries for South Africa should be directed to the Central News Agency Box 1033 Johannesburg.
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HIGH- VOLTAGE

A night scene on the Albert Embankment. The main thoroughfare is illuminated by 400 -watt lamps,
while the " Dolphin" standards which stud the whole length of the parapet have been adapted to accommodate

250 -watt "Osira" lamps.

MANY readers Of PRACTICAL MECH-
ANICS must have seen the new
electric discharge street lamps which

are now rapidly replacing the old type of
street lamp all over the country, and
bringing a tremendous improvement to
road safety at night. Some, no doubt,
have wondered how they work, and below
we give a brief description in simple
language.

The first electric light was the arc lamp
-very bright, but very expensive to keep
going. Then came the carbon lamp, good
in its day, but now used only for what it
really is-a heater. After that came the
first metal filament lamp, which really did
convert some of the current supplied into
light, but still wasted a considerable
amount as heat. The gas -filled or " half -
watt " lamp was next produced, which was
better, but still was much more of a
" heater " than a " lighter."

" Cold Light "
A great deal of experiment was done to

try to produce " cold " light ; that is,
light only, with no waste of heat. It was
found possible to approach this ideal with
tubes filled with various gases, and we have
all watched the progress made in the Neon
sign business. The type of tube used for
signs, however, has the great drawback that
a high voltage has to be used.

At this point comes the " Osira " lamp,
developed by the G.E.C. This is a com-
bination of three principles, very in-
geniously worked together. It consists of
a glass tube about 6 in. long, at both ends
of which are sealed -in pieces of special wire.
This tube is mounted inside another larger
tube, and the space in between is made a
vacuum to keep in the heat, on the same
principle as a vacuum flask. The inner
tube contains some rare gas called argon,
and also a little mercury.

Switching on the Lamp
When the lamp is switched on, the

voltage causes a current to flow through
the argon between the special wire at one
end and a small starting wire near to it.
This current makes the special wire warm
up, and it thereupon acts like the filament
of a wireless valve and starts shooting off
electrons. These electrons are attracted
to the special wire at the other end of
the tube, and move at high velocity. But,
freely moving about the tube, are odd
atoms of mercury. Inevitably there are
collisions, and the impact of the electrons
against the mercury atoms is so severe
that they give out light, and even set free
other electrons, which also start to collide
with further atoms. In a little while the
whole tube becomes filled with " lit up "
electrons and atoms of mercury. As is to
be expected, the atmosphere becomes
heated and the mercury, still left liquid,
evaporates and adds more atoms to those
already inside the tube.

At this point the argon is parted from
the electrons and mercury atoms, the two
latter being left to a central pencil, which
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LIGHTING
Details of an Electric Dis-
charge Lamp Which is Being
Used Extensively for Public

Lighting Schemes

by this time is emitting an enormous amount
of light in proportion to the current being
used.

The Advantages of the Osira Lamp
Besides its high efficiency it has the

great advantage that the light comes from
a fairly large area (about 6 in. by f in.
diameter). It
is therefore
much less
"glaring"
than arc
lamps, high -
wattage fila-
ment lamps,
or even gas
mantles, and
so is ideal for
street light-
ing. Because
it gives so
much light
for less cur-rent, the
light can be
used'as it
should beand the
whole road
and foot-
paths given
a bright and
even illumi-
nation.It has
rightly been
named " ac-
cident - proof
lighting," for
it enables
not only
motorists
but pedestri-
ans as well,
to judge the
speed and
position of
other r o adusers as
easily as in
daylight.
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(Above) The " Osira"
lamp. The actual
source of light is a
luminous cord of gas
about in. in diameter,
which stretches between
the two electrodes.
The lamp must be burnt
in a vertical position
with the cap up. (Left)
Theoretical diagram
showing the method of
measuring the overall
wattage of the" Osira"

lamp unit.
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Small Tools and Cutters 3
QC. Ye. Oilier

The First and Second Articles on this Subject Appeared in
Our June and August 1935 Issues Respectively

IST DRILLS when properly ground
and applied have many advantages
over those of other types, and therefore

are found in common use for work of a
general character. In operation their chief
characteristics are rapid cutting, self -
clearing, and as this form of drill is also self -
guiding, a deep hole can, providing that
the drill is rotated and fed in a fixed line, be
drilled with reasonable assurance that the
resultant hole will be straight throughout
its depth. Further than this, the fact that
re -sharpening may be carried out until
almost the whole of the fluted portion of the
drill has been utilised makes them most
economical in use.

In order that the information may be
rendered reasonably complete, and that
relevant to the operation of regrinding made
readily understandable, a brief survey of the
different forms and sizes manufactured,
together with the leading features of the
design of twist drills in general, will be dealt
with first.

Sizes and Types
Most of the drills of the types mentioned

can be had in two varieties, carbon and
high-speed. This refets, of course, to the
material from which the drills are made, but
it would be as well to mention at once that
those made from high-speed steel cost
approximately twice as much as the others,
and unless means are at hand to make full
use of the special properties of the more
expensive kind, no real benefit will result
from their use. In fact, with the drilling
speeds usually available in small work-
shops, carbon drills will give better service,
inasmuch as the breakage of smaller drills
will be a far less frequent occurrence.

The type of twist drill commonly stocked
by the local tool shops is known as " job-
bers " straight shank. The first word
serves as a reference to the standard lengths
to which the drills are made, and the shanks
are equal in diameter to the nominal size of
the drill. Such drills run up to f in. or
equivalent diameter, and are made from
h in. or smaller, advancing by ths,
upwards. An idea of the range of sizes
covered may be gathered from the fact that
it also covers metric, letter -gauge, and wire -
gauge sizes.

Parallel Shank Drills
For sizes above f in. diameter to be used

in a hand drill, or drilling machine having a
chuck up to f- in.- diameter capacity, there
is a range of parallel shank drills, and
although it is not suggested that they can
all be driven in the manner mentioned, they
run  up to 1 f ifi. diameter. Some of the
heavier forms of hand -drilling machines
have, in place of the usual chuck or taper
socket, a simple form of chuck which will
hold one only, namely, f in. or I in. dia-
meter. The drive is effected by means of a
set screw, hence the flat which is milled
along the shank of this particular type of
drill.

Drills from ig in. diameter upwards are

also made with Morse taper shanks. The
particular number of the taper is governed
by the most economical size of steel that can

Fig. 2.

s?
Fig. 3.

I ti

Fig. 1.-If the groove of a drill is cut to the angle
shown it forms a top rake to the cutting edge and feeds
the swarf upwards out of the hole as the drilling
proceeds. Fig. 2.-A drill with an excessive grinding
clearance. Fig. 3.-Showing a slight hump left

in front of the cutting edge.

be used, having in mind also the diameter of
the drill.

egos", to chit exit of centra efrill groand
Arnd out 014o /ere

iiiseivahrirgles

Fig. 4.-For important work, the drill should be tried
out on an odd piece of scrap material. In this way

faulty grinding can easily be checked.

In total length these drills conform to the
same standard as those known as " long

-ftot'et
thr.mees"

Figs. 5 and 6.-(Left) A drill suitable for drilling
metal. (Right) If the point is too thick it retards the
piercing action of the drill, and can be thinned to ad-

vantage by grinding as shown.

Fig. 7.-A drill intended purely for centring purposes.

Fig. 8.-A straight flute drill.

series " straight -shank drills, and where an
extra long drill is required these are worth
remembering. A comparison as to their
length may be gauged from the fact that
whereas the overall length of a f -in.
" jobber's " drill is 4 in., that of the same
size in the " long series " is 61 in.

Apart from these types, there are those
made with square shanks to suit ratchet
braces, and also in the same shape for a
carpenter's type of brace.

Any of the drills mentioned may be pur-
chased singly or in sets.

Points Regarding Design
The usual form of twist drill has two

flutes. These flutes are helically milled on
opposite sides of the drill blank, the lead
angle being approximately equal to the drill
diameter multiplied by six. The flutes or
grooves are milled with a special -shaped
cutter, which generates a fiat surface on the
side that is to form the cutting edge, and
the " hand " of the spiral is such that the
positive rake is formed in relation to the
cutting edge ; this will be made clear by
reference to Fig. 1. As the, groove is cut at
this angle it forms top rake to the cutting
edge and feeds the swarf upwards out of
the hole as the drilling proceeds. So that
the sides of the drill do not bind when
drilling, the drill is very slightly back
tapered and also relieved until only a
narrow " land " along the leading edges of
each flute is left. The web left between the
grooves forms the point of the drill, and the
lips or cutting edges, for most purposes, fall
away on each side to an included angle of
approximately 120 degrees.

The Cutting Action of the Drill
For any cutting action to take place, it is

only natural that the cutting edge or lip must
be higher than the part of the drill immedi-
ately in the rear. It is probably the grind-
ing of this clearance that represents the
greatest difficulty to those not thoroughly
acquainted with the requirements. The
angle at which the clearance is ground
governs the rate of feed. Thus a definite
clearance of 1 degree would permit little
more than a scraping out being taken and
requiring considerable pressure to make
even that possible. On the other hand,
excessive clearance is definitely bad, as it
weakens the drill point and causes the cut-
ting edges to wear rapidly. For the general
run of work 10 degrees of clearance at the
edge of the drill will be about right, tin)
angle being made relative to the surface of
the work. The clearance must increase
towards the centre of the drill, and if the
angles formed by the cutting edges and the
line of the " point " connecting them are
about 130 degrees, when looking at the &ill
end on, it may be taken for granted that
such is the case.

Although the clearance angle given will be
suitable for most purposes, it may to ad-
vantage be varied to suit widely different
materials, and as a guide it can be remem-
bered that the harder or tougher the
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material the less is the clearance required.

Drill Grinding
Re -sharpening or grinding becomes neces-

sary after the cutting edges have become
dulled by wear or through breakage. After
a drill has been in use for some time, it
may be that even after grinding the cutting
edges, the tool will not cut freely and tends
to bind in the hole. Where this trouble is
experienced, examination will show that
the lands have worn down on the front, so
making a short part of the drill undersize in
diameter. The binding or squeaking is
caused by the larger portion of the lands
following being made to force their way
into an undersize hole. Unless the drill is
corrected at once, the whole of the land will
wear off, or perhaps cause the drill to seize
and break off in the hole. To put the matter
right, the drill must first be ground back to
remove the bad part. Bearing in mind
what has already been said regarding
clearance, the most important factor in
accurate drilling is to grind the drill so
that it will cut a hole of the intended
diameter. To do this, it means that the
point of the drill must be central and also
the slopes forming the cutting edges have
to lie at equal angles with the axis of the
drill. The special rests fitted to some small
grinders are intended to facilitate this
operation, and while such a rest certainly
does serve to keep the drill steady, par-
ticularly where the grinder is hand operated
and used single handed, it must not be
regarded in the same light as a proper twist -
drill grinding attachment.

" Touching Up " a Drill
It is a comparatively simple matter to

" touch up " a drill that has lost its edge,
as the original existing surfaces can easily

Fig. 9.-Three stages in making a small drill.

be followed, but where the grinding follows
cutting back or breakage, it is suggested that
it be done in the following manner, at all
events until one is thoroughly accustomed
to drill grinding.

After having ground off the end of the
drill flat, proceed to grind the slope on both
sides of the point. Aim at getting both
angles equal, the included angle correct,
and both slopes of the same length. Do
this by presenting the drill straight at the
wheel at the required angle, ignoring for the
moment the question of clearance. When
satisfied that the grinding is as near as
possible to requirements, grind the clearance
by starting away from the cutting edge and
grinding towards it, slightly rolling the drill
backwards and forwards in the fingers while
so doing. In this way the clearance can be
brought up to the lips already ground with-
out interference with the angle.

Faults in Grinding
Common faults in grinding clearance are

shown in Fig. 2, which is excessive, and Fig.
3, where there is a slight hump left in front
of the cutting edge. For important work,
the drill can be tried out in an odd piece of
plate; the first part of the section in Fig. 4,

shows what should result from a correctly -
ground drill, and the second from a drill
ground out of centre and with the slope
angles unequal. Providing that the hole is
not drilled too deep, it is quite easy, by
placing the drill in the hole again after it is
removed from the machine, to see which
slope requires correction. Where the drill
is merely ground out of centre, it will
produce an oversize hole, as in the third
position, and here again it will be quite easy
to see where the trouble lies.

The web between the flutes of a drill often
increases in thickness towards the shank,
so that as the drill becomes shorter the
point is correspondingly wider. If the
point is too thick, it retards the piercing
action of the drill, and can be thinned to
advantage by grinding as in Fig. 6.

For drilling metals such as brass, where
the tendency is for the drill to feed too fast
or " dig -in," the rake of the lips may be
reduced advantageously by grinding small
flats on the front in an almost vertical plane,
as in Fig. 5.

Other Drills
The type of drill seen in Fig. 7 is intended

Fig. 10.-Cutters with interchangeable plots.

purely for centring purposes, and is known
as a " combination centre drill." In size,
they run from " A " to " S " and from No. 1
to 10. Size " A " has a body -A- in. dia-
meter x in. and k in. diameter points,
" S " being I in. diameter x No. 57 points.
The number sizes run from f in. to in.
diameter on the body. The speed at which
centre drills should be run coincides with
that suitable for a drill of a diameter similar
to the point. Straight flute drills of the
type shown in Fig. 8 are useful for brass and
aluminium work, and are ground in the
same manner as a twist drill. A set of such
drills is usually included with a small
" American " wheel brace, or can be

By F. J. Camm
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bought separately, although not a generally -
stocked line.

Harpoon orflat-type drills are extremely -
easy to make where a special size is required.
Large drills are forged from round bar
smaller than the finished size required, the
point and sides being turned true and to size
before hardening. Small drills, however,
must from a need for strength be made from
larger silver -steel rod than the actual size
of the drill. Fig. 9 shows the three stages
in making a small drill. A piece of rod is
first tapered down to about half the

Fig. 11.-A useful set of counterbores can be made
from short ends of twist drills as shown.

diameter of the finished drill, and the end
then flattened out to give sufficient width.
After hardening and tempering, the point is
ground on to run true with the shank and
the sides, and is afterwards ground to cor-
rect diameter. After cleaning up the flats
by grinding, the point is " backed off."
For tiny drills stoning may be substituted
for the grinding operations.

Counterbores
The simplest method of counterboring

small holes is to open out the mouth of the
hole with a larger drill, finishing with the
same drill ground to cut a flat bottom.
This cannot be done unless the depth of the
counterbore is fairly considerable, and for
anything in the nature of spot facing or
counterboring from an uneven surface, a
pilot cutter is required.

There are many such types of cutters put
up in sets with interchangeable pilots and
cutters, or they may be made in any of the
forms shown in Fig. 10. That on the right
is similar to a hollow mill, excepting that the
bore is parallel and the cutter is pinned to
a plain steel pilot and shank. For such a
cutter to act as a deep counterbore, the
sides of the teeth should be provided with
relief. On the left is a plain cutter bar,
which is suited to spot facing and counter -
boring larger diameters. The cutter is
positioned and held by a pointed screw in
the end of the bar, and re -sharpening is
carried out by the removal of the cutter.
The solid type of pin -drill in the centre is
another useful form, but in order to make it
economically, a forging is required. When
used for working steel, the cutting edges
should be slightly lipped in the manner
shown. Any of the types of cutters illus-
trated may be modified for radiusing or
countersinking operations.

A useful set of counterbores can be made
from short ends of twist drills as in Fig. 11.
Unless means are available for cylindrically
grinding the pilot, the job will have to be
carried out on a lathe, in which case only the
ends of carbon -steel drills should be used.
After annealing, the pilot is turned a shade
smaller than the size of the hole in which it
is to work. Back off the cutting edges close
up to the pilot before hardening and
tempering. It is an advantage, where the
pilot is sufficiently large in size, to undercut
at the back to make the filing of the relief
and subsequent sharpening easier. It is
surprising how soon a useful range of such
cutters is accumulated, if one is made as the
occasion demands.
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Four Fascinating Volumes
for Children and Adults

The WORLD of WONDER
A great practical book of general knowledge. Written
in simple language, illustrated with a most remarkable
collection of explanatory drawings, photographs and pictures.

Every intelligent child who glances inside this unique work will succumb to its fascination.
There are long articles and short articles, paragraphs, pictures and diagrams in profusion.
Things to make at home and experiments which can be done with just the ordinary things

of everyday life are features that will appeal specially to readers of this magazine.

A Work of Amazing Interest
"The World of Wonder" has been brilliantly planned. Its simple
descriptions and explanatory drawings have solved the problem of
presenting explanations of difficult subjects simply and clearly. It
shows the complicated mechanism of a railway engine, a modern
printing press, and a motor -car. It shows how a talking -picture
is produced, how a gramophone record is made, how traffic signals
function, how wireless programmes reach us.

Hundreds of Home Experiments
There are simple experiments with familiar things such as sulphur and lime
water, ammonia, sugar, paper, a lighted candle, a bouncing ball, a magnet, a
moving disc of colour, home-made tops, home-made boomerangs, and a home-
made telephone. Then there are experiments illustrating the properties of heat,

the pressure of the atmosphere, action and reaction, inertia, elasticity,
combustion, sound, the principle of the centre of gravity, and many more.

An Attractive Explanatory Booklet
Containing sample pages-an illuminating picture

of a beehive-a set of intriguing optical illusions
-some simple electrical experiments-the

life -story of a bean-experiments in
balance, etc.-is yours free for the asking.

A Few of the Chapters

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
SIMPLE CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS
ALL KINDS OF ENGINES
MOTOR -CARS AND MOTOR -CYCLES
INSIDE OF A LOCOMOTIVE
HOW WE SMELL AND TASTE
MARVELS OF MACHINERY
WONDERS OF THE SKY
WONDERS OF ANIMAL LIFE
MARVELS OF PLANT LIFE
MYSTERIES OF SUN AND MOON
HOW BELLS ARE MADE AND RUNG
THE INSIDE OF A COAL MINE
HOW FLOWERS ARE FERTILISED
WONDERS OF ELECTRICITY
MARVELS OF LIGHT AND SOUND
HOW WE SEE AND HEAR
HOW THINGS ARE MADE
ALL ABOUT' LEVERS
ALL ABOUT CLOCKS AND WATCHES
WINDMILLS AND WATERMILLS
MARVELS OF CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS
MARVELS OF LAND AND SEA
LIFE MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS
ROMANCE OF BRITISH HISTORY
HOW A GREAT DAM IS BUILT
MARVELS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
WHAT GOES ON IN A BEEHIVE
ROMANCE OF THE TELESCOPE
EARTH'S MANY SAFETY VALVES
ASTONISHING WORK OF THE

HEART
MARVELS OF GEOLOGY

POST THE
COUPON
on the right
for a copy
of this

FREE
BOOKLET

POST COUPON FOR IT NOW !

COUPON for FREE BOOKLET
To the Educational Book Co. Ltd.,

Tallis St., Whitefriars, London, E.C.4
Please send me FREE and POST FREE the Booklet des-
cribing "The World of Wonder," and showing how I
can have the four volumes sent carriage paid on accep-
tance of order and first subscription of 5/..

Name

Address

Occupation Prac. Mech. 1
I= II. Mik
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" MASTER " PLUGS

There are now 5 types to
choose from. Two for H.T.
and G.B. or general plug and
socket work. One for heavy
duty, such as A or E contacts.
One for power work and a
5 -amp. model. Prices from
I Ad. each.

4 -pin, 10d.

5 -pin, 11d.

With terminal
contacts.

The Clix Valveholder illustrated is a low -
loss type with ceramic base. As speci-
fied for the ultra short-wave superhet.

JUST WHAT
YOU WANT
Whatever your needs in Terminal -Spade -Plug or
Socket contacts Clix 26 different types of perfect
contact components are available for you to select
from. When it comes to Valve -holders, Clix offer
the most complete range obtainable. The Chassis
types include Standard-" Airsprung "-Continental
and American for normal circuits-Low-loss, ceramic
base types for ultra or short-wave work, and a

most efficient Baseboard type with ebonite leg

supports specially designed for use with Short-wave
Radio and Television apparatus.

CLIX SPECIFIED AND REQUIRED
FOR THE ULTRA S/W SUPERHET
Valveholders
Five Clix S/W Ceramic base;
low -loss type.

Connection Strips
One each engraved A.E. and L.S.

Wander Plugs
Clix "Master'. Plugs. Four for
H.T. and G.B.

Spade Terminals
Two required. LT+, LT-.

VALVEH OLDERS CONNECTION STRIPS
For all plug and socket contact needs.
Two -three and four sockets strips with
standard markings. A -E or L -S., 6d.
each. Solid plugs for same. 2d. each.

TWO NEW CLIX FOLDERS " P.M." NOW READY. FREE FOR P/C.

SPADE TERMINALS

There are 3 sizes to choose
from. A large and a small
type for accumulator or
general contact work and a
heavy duty type for taking
A or E loads direct to
set without breaks or joins
in wires. Prices from lid.
each.

LECTRO LINX LIMITED
79a ROCHESTER ROW, LONDON, S.W.1

HIVAC VALVE GUIDE gives charac-
teristics of the whole range of
HIVAC Valves-names and types
of other makes with their Hivac

equivalents.

Guide " P.M." free on request.

The DECIDING
FACTOR

Other things being equal-quality,
workmanship, performance and
length of operation-the only
remaining factor-price-should
decide the issue.

A typical set of 5 HIVAC Battery
Valves, as specified by Mr. F. J.

Camm for the " Ultra Short -Wave
Superhet," costs only 39/- (for
the 5), showing a saving of over
25'z, as against equal quality in
equivalents.

Of course, if you don't want to
save money you needn't, but you
can't yet better results than those
given by HIVAC, and chosen by
Mr. F. J. CAMM.

HIVAC VALVE PRICES
RANGE FROM

Battery 0) i n Mains 916Types ' Types
Obtainable from all Curry's branches.

1 VA
1-1-1E SCIENTIFIC

VALVE

BRITISH MADE

High Vacuum Valve Co. Ltd., 113-117 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.1

IMPROVE ANY SET
The recognised " Valves of the future " leaping into popularity owing to their unequalled
performance-longer life-greater efficiency and cheaper consumption. A Valve for every
purpose. NO Barretters, NO CUT DOWN Resistances, NO Mains Transformers required.
Guaranteed for 6 months.

UNIVERSAL ALL WAVE KITS
SETS AND RADIOGRAMS

Equal to a 1936 Model, which can be constructed without huge expense or' experience.
Construction enthusiasts demand the best-we have them in OBTAR-GANA. Two examples
of the exceptional KITS offered-Oster-Gans Universal 3 -valve " All -wave " Receiver KIT
19-2,000 m., all wave changes on single switch, £7 10s., Ostar-Gans Three Pentode 4 -valve
All Wave Receiver. Wave range 19-2,000 m., £9 9s. All KITS complete with the famous
Ostar-Gans Valves. Blueprint and Technical advice given FREE.

WHY SCRAP YOUR OLD SET ?
when fora small outlay we can convert It (no matter what type or make) into a UNIVERSAL
All Wave Model equal to sets of 1936 Construction.

Send to -day for full details of our KITS and AMPLIF IERS, from Dept. P.M. :.-.

EUGEN FORBAT
28-29 Southampton Street, Strand, W.0.2

Telephone TEMple Bar 8608 and 4985.

BEFORE YOU DECIDE
SEE HYVOLTSTAR
UNIVERSAL All Waves All Mains AC/DC Receivers. Acknow-
ledged the most Advanced Radio on the market. The many
new and exclusive features incorporated will greatly interest the
technician. Working on 100 to 250 volts A.C. or D.C. without
alteration. Covers all wave bands from 13-2,000 in. Push-
pull output stage, providing undistorted output of 6/7 w. Adjust -
aids selectivity. Automatic silent tuning. Extreme sensitivity.
Automatic Volume Control and Fading Compensation on all
wave bands, even on ultra -short waves. Two -speed tuning as
easy on short waves as on medium or long.
Chassis Prices complete with Valves from 10i gns. to 29 gns.
Full details from Dept. P.M.

UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE RADIO, Ltd.
28-29 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

Telephone TEMple Bar 4985 and 8608.

ALL MODELS CAN BE
HAD ON APPROVAL
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WIRELESS EXPE
i ism

S suitable valves for straightforward
circuits for the reception of the
ultra -short waves are not yet avail-

able, the choice of a circuit for these fre-
quencies lies between the superheterodyne
and the super -regeneration systems.

The latter is decidedly more simple and
cheaper to build, but suffers from the dis-
advantage that weak signals are very diffi-
cult to hear on account of the quench -noise
background. As most of the signals heard
at the present time on the ultra -short wave-
band are lacking in strength, it is considered
that the most suitable receiver for the
amateur is of the superheterodyne type.
Many difficulties, however, had to be over-
come before a receiver could be produced
which would be sensitive on weak signals,
and at the same time, reliable and easy to
control.

Stages of Amplification
The ultra -short-wave superhet-five em-

ploys an intermediate amplifier tuned to
a frequency of 12 megacycles. This may
be considered very high, but it was found,

after considerable experiments, that, with
the lower frequencies usually employed, the
oscillator frequency was too close to the
signal frequency, thereby causing inter-
action and " pulling." This resulted in a
very unstable output and, at the same time,
made tuning very difficult. With the
I.F. units employed, however, these
troubles are completely overcome, and the
reduction of volume obtained with this
frequency was overcome by means of
another stage of amplification.

The band width of the intermediate
amplifier may be varied by altering the
coupling between the primary and second-
ary coils of the transformers, means for
which are provided. The maximum width
possible is 2i megacycles. It will, there-
fore, be possible, by replacing the audio -
transformer by a resistance, to adapt this
receiver for use on high -definition television
programmes.

An autodyne first detector is employed
without any previous signal amplifier, as it

THE " ULTRA - SUPER "
An Up -To -Date Ultra -Short -Wave

Superhet. Five -Valve Receiver

Two views of the " Ultra -
Super," showing the efficient
method of screening and the
neat arrange-
ment of the

components.

was considered in-
advisable to com-
plicate the building
of the receiver by
the inclusion of
ganged tuned cir-
cuits. The coil used
for oscillating is
wound on a tube of
low -loss material,
and the tuned wind-
ing consists of one
turn of heavy gauge
wire which is silver-
plated to reduce its
resistance to the
high -frequency cur-
rents.

Wiring as Short as
Possible
The tuning con-

denser has a maxi-
mum capacity of

67 m.mfds., and is also of the low -loss type,
incorporating as little insulating material
as possible. It should be noticed from the
diagrams that the layout is so arranged that
all wiring in this circuit is as short as pos-
sible, the valve and coils being both mounted
on pillars to bring them close up to the
tuning condenser terminals. With the
arrangement as shown, the tuning range
of the receiver is 5 to 8 metres ; this band
may be altered by plugging suitable coils in
the sockets provided.

A triode valve is employed as a leaky -
grid second detector and is fed by means of
transformer ccmpling to the pentode output.
The H.F. choke in the anode circuit of the
detector has been specially designed to pre-
vent the intermediate frequency from filter-

ing to the output valve.

The Volume Control
Volume control is

effected in the inter-
mediate amplifier by
variation of the grid
bias applied to the vari-
able -mu I.F. amplifying
valves. This enables a
very smooth control to
be obtained without
sacrificing quality and,
at the same time, pre-
vents overloading of the
second detector.

It cannot be stressed
too strongly that the
layout shown in the
diagrams must be
strictly adhered to, and
that all leads, especially
in the oscillator stage,
must be kept as short
as possible. It is im-
portant also that all

71/4"

The panel layout

7u
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The circuit diagram of the" Ultra -Super."

the earth wires in any individual stage
must be connected to one point on the
chassis as shown on the circuit diagram.
If this is not done, voltage drops will occur
in the leads with consequent loss in
efficiency, and in the case of the oscillator
section " blind spots " will occur.

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR
THE " ULTRA SUPER "

Ultra -short-wave Coil, with base
(B.T.S.).

Short Wave Condenser, 67 m.mfd.,
with Slow - motion Drive, C2
(B.T.S.).

Aerial Series Condenser, Cl, 20
m.mfd. (B.T.S.).

Three 12 m.c. I.F. Transformers
(B.T.S.).

Thirteen Fixed Condensers : three
-0001 mfd., C3, 010, C15 ; seven
1 mfd., C4, C5, C6, C7, 08, C9,
Cl!; three '5 mfd. tubular,
C12, C13, 014 (T.M.C.).

Twelve Fixed Resistances : two 1
meg., .R1, R9 ; one 5,000 ohms,
.R12 ; two 50,000 ohms, R3, .R5 ;
four 10,000 ohms, .R2, .R4, R6,
R10 ; two 100,000 ohms, R7, R8 ;
one 30,000 ohms, 1113 (Amplion).

One 50,000 -ohm Potentiometer
with Switch, 1111 (Orion).

One Short-wave Choke, No. 983
(Eddystone).

One L.F. Transformer, Type Niclet
(Varley).

One On/ off Switch, S.80S.B.(Bulgin).
Five S.W. Ceramic Valveholders,

four 4 -pin, one 5 -pin (Clix).
Two Valveholder Supports (B.T.S.).
Two Terminal Strips, A.E. and L.S.

(Clix).
One Insulated Bracket, No. 1007

(Eddystone).
One Fuse, 60 mA., with Holder

(Microfuse).
Four Plugs: H.T. H.T. G.B.

G.B. (Clix).
Two Spades : L.T. L.T. (Clix).
Metal Chassis (Peto-Scott).
Twelve inches of Screened Lead

(Ward & Goldstone).
Five Valves : two D210, two

VP215, one Y220 (Hivac).
One 120 -volt Battery (Drydex).
One 9 -volt G.B. Battery (Drydex).
One 2 -volt Accumulator (Exide).
One Loud Speaker (Amplion).

A STANDARD WORK !

THE HOME MECHANIC
ENCYCLOPEDIA

By F. J. Camm

3/6, or 3/ 10 by post from Geo. Newnes Ltd.,
8/11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

RANDOM NOTES

Glass Boring Tools
ADRILL designed and made of a special

material for boring glass is now being
manufactured. With this type of drill a
i-in. hole can be drilled through I -in. plate
glass in 2i minutes, using an ordinary hand
brace. The pressure required to make the
drill cut is not great, and windows, shelves,
car windscreens, etc., can be bored without
removing from the frame. The drills
should be worked at about eighty revolu-
tions per minute, using camphor dissolved
in turpentine as a lubricant. The drills are
taper, and consequently only two sizes are
required to drill holes from in. to in.
The drills cost Is. 3d. each.
Britain's Largest Photo -Mural

AT this year's Professional Photo-
graphers' Association Congress was

shown the largest photo -mural ever made
in Britain. There were 960 square feet of
picture, covering three walls of a room.

The mural, entirely photographic, con-
sisted of twenty-four panels, each 12 ft. by
40 in.

During the course of the production 300
negatives were made, and giant enlargers
were specially constructed capable of mak-
ing, in a single exposure, an enlargement
measuring 12 ft. by 8 ft.
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The top and underneath chassis wiring plan of the " Ultra -Super."
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I USE THEM AT WORK -AND AT HOME

PURPOSESipUIGS

F OR A L L

';) FIXING

Illustrated literature free on request.

THE RAWLPLUG CO., LTD., RAWLPLUG HOUSE, LONDON, S.W.7

BRITISH

MANUFACTURE

8178

,

" I use Rawlplugs at work for fixing anything from
machinery to shelves-and they've never let me
down. So it's natural that I should use Rawlplugs
at home when there's a fixing job to be done.
Things like towel -rails, hooks, pictures and dozens
of other articles can be fixed in a few minutes the
Rawlplug way. I find that they save money and
always give a neat job. Have you a Rawlplug
Outfit in your tool kit ? "

COMPLETE OUTFITS :
16, 3/6 or 5 6

Rawlplug

PLASTIC

WOOD

WOOD IN PUTTY FORM
"Here's a line that saves pounds in repair bills.
Rawlplug Plastic Wood is like putty to handle.
yet when it's dry it is Past like ordinary wood.

It's wonderful for repairing
tracks in tables and Boors.
filling in holes. making mould-
ings, and repairing things like
knife handles and kiddies' toys.
It is a fine adhesive, in addition
to its other qualities. When
Rawlplug Plastic Wood is dry it
can be stained or painted, cut
and planed -in fact it can be

treated in exactly the same way as
ordinary wood."
Available in tubes at ed. and 1, or in
tins Irons 9d. upwards.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR PET SUBJECT?
CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP

Specifications. Structural Design. Works Management. Heat Engines. Garage Management. Claims Assessing.
Road Engineering. Structural Engineering. Press Tool Work. Workshop Practice. Electrical Equipment. High-speed Diesels.
Hydraulics. Reinforced Concrete.
Municipal Engineering. Sanitary Engineering.

Maintenance Engineering.
Metallurgy.

Fitting and Erecting.
Inspection. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP

General Civil Engineering. Geology. Sheet Metal Work. lronfounding. Traction. Mains Engineering
SURVEYING GROUP

Valuations. Surveying and Levelling.
Heating and Ventilating. Building Construction.
Clerk of Works.

Welding.
Diesel Engines.
Refrigeration.

Pattern Making.
Draughtsmanship.

Electrical Supply.
Electrical Meters.
Electrical Design.
Installations.
Electrical Engineering.

Telegraphy.
Telephony.
Alternating Currents.
Neon Lighting.
Power House Design.

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP WIRELESS GROUP
Salesmanship. Commercial Engineering. General Wireless. Talking -Picture AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
Advertising. Cost Accounts. Advanced Wireless. Engineering. Aerial Navigation. Aero Engines.
Languages. Television. Radio Servicing. Aeroplane Design.

One of these examinations would multiply your earning power ! WHICH ONE ?
AM.I.C.E. A.M.I.W.T. G.P.O. Supt. of Traffic. Inst. Mun. & Cy. E. City & Guilds. London Matriculation.
A.M.I.Struct.E.
Sanitary Inspectors.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
A.M.I.Mech.E.

A.Rad.A.
M.I.M.T.
A.F.R.Ae.S.

Patent Office Examiner.
Handicrafts Instructor.
Inspector of Factories.

M.R.San.l.
F.S.I.
A.R.1.B.A.
L.I.O.B.

A.M.I.Fire.E.
A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.A.E.
A.M.1.Ae.E.

G.P.O. Prob. Inspector.
Air Navigators'

Certificate.
Ground Engineers

A.M.I.P.E. B.Sc.Degree. Aircraft Apprentices. A.M.I.R.E. Certificate.

May we send you full particulars of our unique tutorial organisation? Whatever your requirements,
whether you desire a complete course of instruction, or tuition in some specialised subject, our Organisation
is so planned that it will dovetail into your needs exactly. " NO PASS-NO FEE."

As an indication of the strength of the B.I.E.T. Tutorial Organisation, it should be clearly noted that
we alone guarantee to return full fees to any student who does not pass his chosen Examination
successfully. In short, " If you do not pass, you do not pay."

Send to -day for a free copy of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This valuable 268 -page Guide
shows clearly and definitely the way in which you may carve out a successful career in your chosen branch
of Engineering, irrespective of your age, education or experience. Among a host of other things, it gives
details of all the above -mentioned Courses and shows the easiest way to prepare (in the privacy of your own
home) for any of the recognised Examinations we have listed.

" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" should most certainly be in your hands. Send for your
copy at once-free of cost or obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 29-31 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1

Australasian Enquiries P.O. Box 35975, Sydney. South African Enquiries : P.O. Box 4701, Jo'burg. Canadian Enquiries : 219 Bay Street. Toronto. P.O. Box 1025, Bombay.
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Obtainable from all Electrical Wholesalers.

Made by -V. G. Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Gorst Road, Park Royal, London, N.W.I0.

THE DRUMMOND 4 -in. LATHE
A universal tool for regular engineering
work. Strong, accurate, handy. Screw -
cutting, boring, etc. Bed cast iron, 3 in.
diam. Swings 8 in. over bed. Booklets free.

Be Sure to install a
'DRUMMOND'

for then YOU - The Amateur Engineer - can
thoroughly enjoy model engineering-working to close
limits on a machine designed specially for your pur-
pose. The Drummond 4 -inch Lathe is extremely rigid
and will bore, mill, drill and saw, besides doing all the
usual turning. Write NOW for interesting booklets
on Lathe work. (Post Free.)

"TZ
111110.

, V,"411%, Im.1(7)0,
1.  AtiLotle;i

DRUMMOND BROS. LLD
RISE HILL WORKS, GUILDFORD I

Ask also for particulars of this useful Hand Shaper
and sturdy Bench Drill. They save doing many

tedious and difficult jobs.'

LOOK OUT FOR THE NEXT SLOGAN

SCRUIT
CONNECTORS

REGULARLY

USED
INDICATE

THRIFT

MIDGET
& NORMAL

CONNECTORS
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The fine up-to-date lines of the completed petrol -driven model can be observed from this view.

c:71 Pe itiven adelAo-noplatte
Covering, Proofing, and Adjusting

THE photograph at the top of this
page indicates the attractive lines of
the finished model, blueprints for

 BLUEPRINTS OF F. J. CAMM'S
m PETROL -DRIVEN MODEL g --

E-- MONOPLANE
..--

The following full-size blueprints
 are now ready and may be obtained, 1

at the prices mentioned, from the
publishers : George Newnes Ltd., E.

-g- 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, E
London, W.C.2 : .-----

-- -- .

-_,-. Sheet 1, price 18.
This blueprint gives the shape of

...-1 each bulkhead, the engine cradle, and
the stiffeners. . g

Sheet 2, price 18. g_
 Shows the rudder and tail full size E
 with methods of fixing. =7

. 7 .

;-_---_ Sheet 3, price 48. E
 Shows the fuselage full size in side --_--

-.1,- elevation and plan, the holding -down E-

E-- strap for coil, chassis construction,
=.-

-----.-rear wheel and suspension, switch
and ignition circuit, wing fixings and -1.--

..-method of bracing. g
M Sheet 4, price 18.6d.
1 Full-size plan of the mainplane, full-
-_ size rib section and wing couplings.

--.-:

Sheet 5, price 6d.
 Full-size plan of engine adapter for .---
_.._ the Atom Minor, Hallam, Grayspec, ar

and Economic engines.
q111111111111111011111111111111111011111111011111111111111111111111IIIMI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

59 a...

Rear view of the model.

every part of which are now ready and are
listed to the left. Unproofed silk is used to
cover the fuselage, and the following is the

order in which the fabric is ftttached.
First, carefully cover the underneath
part of the fuselage with one piece of silk
which extends from one horizontal fuselage
member round to the other horizontal
fuselage member. This single piece of
fabric should be attached with drawing -
pins to bulkhead F, since the chassis will
not permit the underneath portion to be
covered entirely in one piece. The bays
between which the chassis is secured will
have to be covered afterwards with two
small pieces of silk. After attaching the
drawing -pins, pull the silk as tautly as
possible and attach further drawing -pins
into the fuselage and the stern post. It
will be found, if the silk is properly stretched,
that the fabric will take on the tapering
conical formation of the fuselage. Smear
some glue along the horizontal fuselage
members and gently work the fabric round,
carefully effacing all wrinkles and puckers.
Drawing -pins lightly pressed into the
fuselage will ensure the tension on the silk

The nose of the model, showing the aluminium engine cowl and removable lid.
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NEW PRODUCTIONS for the AUTUMN

Signals. 21 guage L.N.E.R. " Cock o' the North."

ANTICIPATING the wave of increased interest
in model work which is now sweeping

England, Bassett-Lowke designers have been busy
during the summer, improving existing lines in
Model Railways, Engines and Ships, and creating
new ones, and never before in the thirty years'
history of the firm have we introduced so many
innovations.

These include : L.M.S. 4-6-0 Express Locomotive,
No. 5573, L.M.S. 4-6-2 Tank, and G.W.R. King
George V, each fitted with clockwork. D.C. or
A.C. electric mechanism, and these will have a
new patent distant control for A.C.
3 -coach London Underground Train.
patterns of Upper Quadrant

Gauge " 0 " Pullman Cars with interior fittings.

Last but not least, an entirely novel " 00 " gauge Table Railway at a popular price. Loco-
motive and Tender, Bogie Coaches, Goods Vehicles, and all accessories. Straight and
Curved Track in bakelite with points electrically operated. Station Buildings in wood.
Distant Control, with two trains on the same track, worked by a 20 -volt A.C. current direct
from the mains through controller. This splendid model railway attraction ready next month !

When in London, don't miss the opportunity of visiting our London Shop,
to see the alterations made in display and running tracks.

Bassett-Lowke Catalogues-A-12, Model Railways, B-12, Model Engines, and S-12, Model Ships.
Price 6d. post free.

current.
Further

BASSETT - LOWKE LTD., NORTHAMPTON
London : 112 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I Manchester : 28 CORPORATION STREET

FLYING SCALE MODELS

PERCIVAL GULL. Wing span 18 in.; length 121 in. 3s. 6d.
A real flying scale model of the popular English light plane which did so well
in the King's Cup Air Race. This model is a really fine job. The fuselage is
built on the Comet's " Auto -line-up " method, which ensures accuracy and cuts
out twisted fuselages. The kit contains formers and ribs clearly machine printed
on balsa, all balsa strips and spars, ready -shaped balsa flying prop, tube of special
quick -drying cement, tissue cement, scale hardwood wheels, and everything else
needed. Easy to build. Complete kit, carriage paid, for 3/6.

Send lid. stamp for the most complete and beautifully illustrated flying scale
model aeroplane catalogue in England. Twelve pages showing 35 different
SCALE models from 1/6 to 25/6. Also BALSA WOOD and spare parts.

Send your postal order for this kit NOW. We guarantee you will be
satisfied, or your money refunded. Get started on the finest hobby going-
the fascination of building grips you-and when finished you have a model
which will really do things and go places

P. M. SWEETEN
Bank Hey Street, BLACKPOOL

"WELCOM
FLYING MODEL AEROPLANE
Wing span 12 inches.

Overall length
10 inches. co

PRICE

I f6
(Postage 3d.)

Also "WELCOM"
CONSTRUCTIONAL
SETS. (,48th Scale
Models of famous aero-
planes, including
S.G.5A, Comper Swift,
D.H.60, D.H. Comet,
etc., price I/. (post. 3d.)

Obtainable from Stores, Toy
Dealers, Stationers, etc., or in
case of difficulty from the sole

manufacturers :

WILLIAMS, ELLIS & CO.
LTD.

82 FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4
LISTS ON APPLICATION.

STATURE
COMMANDS 1

[b SUCCESS S

WCommencing Details of the orld-Famous
per- Ross System 6d. P.O. or Stamps

or Complete System L2 2s.
Mailed Privately, in plain cove,

M. R 0 S S He
SCARBOROUGH

I G
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being maintain- ed until the
glue is dry. Then carefully cut
away the super- fluous silk
with a safety- razor blade
and cover the O top of the
fuselage in the same way.
Only one piece of silk will be
necessary for the top. In
order to hide the edges of the silk, a
narrow piece of ribbon may be glued over
after the silk has been doped. Next cover
in the two bays at the bottom of the fuse-
lage between the chassis. The silk is best
applied damp, and when dry, should be
given one coat of clear dope and two coats
of aluminium dope. The ribbons may then
be glued over the join in the silk. Allow
each coat of dope to dry by leaving it for
at least two hours.

Connecting the Wing Sockets
The fuselage is completed by connecting

the wing sockets, details of which are given
on Sheet No. 3, and then wiring up the
switch, a plan of which is also shown on the
blueprint. Finally, a spun aluminium
cowl passes over the engine and cradle,
thus completing the streamlined form.
This cowl will need to be cut at the front,
as shown in the illustration, to clear the
advance and retard lever, and at the top
an oval slot will need to be cut for the
cylinder to pass through and to leave the
carburetter and tank exposed. In this
condition the engine is ready for running,
and when adjusted so that the maximum
engine revs. are obtained, a 26 -gauge
aluminium lid closes the hole. This may
be bent by the fingers to the requisite
shape. If necessary, an aluminium spinner
can be attached. Personally I do not
think this to be necessary. In order to
start the engine, two leads from a 4 -volt
accumulator are plugged into the sockets
fixed to the side of the fuselage. As soon
as the engine starts, the switch is thrown
over, thus cutting the accumulator out of
circuit and cutting in the dry battery.
This latter should consist of two small
micro -cells joined in series and disposed
under the cowl or secured by rubber bands

Side elevation of the model.

to the piano -wire axle stays. They had
perhaps best be enclosed in a small stream-
lined case in the latter position, so that the
model can be trimmed by slight movement
of the battery.

The Mainplane Attachments
These consist of four LI-shap-

ed pieces of 22 -gauge brass
bent to slide over the fuselage
members, two on each side.
Pieces of tube to accom-
modate the prongs on the
wings are soldered through
projecting pieces left on the
U-shaped pieces. It will thus
be seen that the mainplanes
may be slid along to correct
flying position-forward if
the model tends to dive and
backward if it is over -
elevated or tends to ascend
nose first. Small slots will, of
course, need to be cut in the

silk to permit of this movement. Small screw
eyes are fixed to the top mainspar, and short
pieces of piano -wire with hook -shaped ends
clutch these to a similar screw eye fixed to

the top longeron. These pieces

Plan view.

of wire need to be very care-
fully prepared, so that the di-
hedral angle is equal each side.

The wing does not require
bracing and is absolutely
rigid. The piano -wire at-
tached underneath is merely
to keep the wings pressed
into the sliding sockets.
They are formed from 20 -
gauge piano -wire. An alter-
native method of fastening
the wings is given on the
blueprint.

The mainplanes are each
covered with two pieces of
silk ; the bottom is covered
first, the silk being stretched
from end to end and then

Front view.

over the leading and trailing edges. Glue
should also be applied to the edge of each rib.
Next apply the silk in the same way to the
top surface of each wing, and then give one
coat of clear dope and two coats of alumi-
nium. I recommend that you work from
the full-size blueprint when laying out the
various ribs and spars. The print gives
the full-size rib section, which can be
transferred direct on to the material.

Adjusting the Model for Flight
The model is now complete and ready for

flight, and a fair amount of time should be
expended in adjusting the model before
releasing it for flight. In a later issue I
shall show how to fit a time -control in the
ignition system to limit the flight to some
predetermined duration. The first test
should consist of gliding the model, and
for this purpose I recommend that you
should remove the airscrew and clamp aThree-quarter rear view.
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Plan of the 18 -gauge aluminium engine adapter for Atom Minor, Hallam, Grayspec, and Economic engines.

piece of lead on to the propeller shaft of
weight equivalent to that of the airscrew.
This will avoid breakage in the early stages.
When satisfied that the position of the wings
is correct, refix the airscrew, adjust the
rudder to counteract propeller torque (with
an anti -clockwise airscrew the torque
reaction will tend to turn the model to the
left, and the rudder should therefore be
set to the right, and vice versa), and start
up the engine. Attach about four yards
of twine to the sternpost and let the model
taxi; the twine will permit you to arrest
its movement should the adjustment not be
correct.

I do not recommend hand -launching the
model in the early stages. A thick leather
glove should be used when starting the
engine, as a smack on the hand from an
airscrew when the engine backfires can be
very painful.

This is the first detailed design for a

How the engine adapter is bent.

Petrol -driven Model Aeroplane to be pub-
lished, and I hope readers will agree that I
can fairly claim that it is superior in design
and construction to anything yet produced.

The scale drawings, sketches, and illustra-
tions accompanying this series were pre-
pared by myself, and have been triple
checked. Every detail has been thought
out so that it can be made even by the un-
skilled amateur, and I have also endeavoured
to smooth away his difficulties by producing
a complete set of full-size blueprints of
every part by dealing with the construction
in an easy -to -follow order, and by making
the design adaptable to all of the engines at

*present on the market.
I loaned the model to the Model Engineer

Exhibition, where it attracted considerable
interest, and I shall be glad to help any
reader who is building this model (I have
had letters regarding it from all over the
world), provided that a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for reply.

J. Campbell (Twickenham).-Glad to
know that the petrol model built from my
book flew straightway.

Three-quarter front view of the model-probably the best design yet produced.
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RHEUMATOID
ARTHRITIS

HAS BEEN CURED
by these amazing capsules!

SUFFERERS enduring excruciating pain have taken a single
dose of " Curicones " and have been amazed at the immediate
relief. Those who have endured a lifetime's martyrdom to

Rheumatic disease have been able to declare themselves healthy,
pain -free men and women. Rheumatoid Arthritis, Chronic Rheuma.
tism, Lumbago, Gout, Sciatica, Neuritis, Fibrositis, Swollen Joints,
and similar complaints-all are dispelled, utterly and indisputably,
by " Cmicones," the most certain remedy for Rheumatic suffering in
its many vicious guises.

APPROVED BY 4,100 DOCTORS
" Curio-41es " area combination of elements approved by British
Tharmaceutical Authorities for their anti -acid and anti -microbic AI
action. These elements have been brought together in the form of UV
small tasteless capsules.
At the present time no less than 4,100 Doctors are prescribing and
recommending " Curicones " in their daily practice. A more astound-
ing tribute to the remarkable efficacy of this wonderful remedy could
scarcely be conceived.

FREE TREATMENT FOR ALL
Your complaint may be RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS,
CHRONIC RHEUMATISM, GOUT, SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO, NEURITIS, FIBROSITIS, SYNOVITIS,
SWOLLEN JOINTS, or some allied complaint. . . .

It makes no difference! Three is definite hope of
complete and permanent relief for you in " Curicones."
Send a postcard at once to Stephen Matthews & Co.
Ltd. (Dept. E.M.1), 19/21, Farringdon Street, London.
E.C.4. By return you will receive a Free Sample
Treatment, together with 32 -page booklet of vital
interest to all Rheumatic sufferers.

SOME OF OUR DISTINGUISHED PATRONS
H:s Grace the Duke of Sir W. Currie.
Devonshire. Sir Lancelot Aubrey
Her Grace, Constance, Fletcher.
Duchess of Westminster. Sir Claude Mallet.
The Countess of Ravens- Sir Robert Witt.
worth. Lady Violet Brasseg.
Viscountess Ashbrook. Lady Magdalen Bulkeley.
Sir Clifford Cory. Bart. Lady Hammill Firth.

Send for FREE TRIAL
SUPPLY

you suffer from
RHEUMATOID

ARTHRITIS
CHRONIC

RHEUMATISIVL
LUMBAGO

GOUT
SCIATICA
NEURITIS

SYNOVITIS
FIBROSITIS

Swollen Joints and Allied
Complaints

If

CURICONES are stocked by all chemists. Send a
postcard for FREE SAMPLE.

sKyQI S
THE MOST MODERN OF ALL HOBBIES
SCALE MODEL AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION
SKYBIRD Headquarters have arranged a number of

Local Competitions, OPEN TO ALL.
Here is an opportunity for hundreds of modellers to win
SKYBIRD AIRPORTS (value one guinea) and other awards
in Local Skybirds Competitions. Full particulars are obtain-
able from your nearest Skybird Agent. Enquire now ! Send
stamps for a copy of THE SKYBIRD Magazine Post Free 7d.

SHIPSERIES
FOR NAUTICAL ENTHUSIASTS

Constructive Waterline Models of Famous Ships.
Scale 100 feet equals 1 inch.

SHIPS OF THE ROYAL NAVY Sets 1/6 to 3/- each.
SHIPS OF THE MERCHANT NAVY Sets 4/6 to 5/- each.

Our scale model Docks, Cliffs and Accessories lend great
realism to these models.

DOCKS, comprising 6 sections complete, Sheds, Wharves,
and Cranes, 6/,

METAL CAST MODELS
Submarines, Flotilla of Six, I./-.

Cross Channel Steamer "Canterbury," 6d.
Oil Tanker, 9d.

Tug Boat, 2d.; Lightship, 3d.
Also write for illustrated list and address of nearest agent to?

A. J. HOLLADAY & CO., LTD. (Desk P.M.)
3, Aldermanbury Avenue, LONDON, E.C.2

Here's VALUE!
Send I 6 Postal Order for
a genuine 'LINDBERG '
Kit of this fine 12 -in. span
FLYING SCALE MODEL
Boeing P -26A Fighter Plano

Kit contains full-sized plan,
instructions, printed balsa
wood, insignias, cement, tissue,
propeller, rubber, etc., etc.
Simple to build and a fine flier!
Other types are S.E.5., Mono -
coupe, Fairchild "24," U.S.
Navy Racer, Fokker Triplane,
Curtiss Goshawk. Only 1/6 each
or 3 for 4/- carriage paid.

Photo of actual model! Not real plane.
Also supplied in larger Super Detailed Kit -
17f -in. span, with worki-ig controls from
cockpit, etc., etc., 12/9 carriage paid.
Other types:
FOKKER D -VIII

Pricek.

131 in. 4/9
SOPWITH CAMEL 20 In. 8/6
LOCKHEED VEGA 2ofr in. 8/6
HAWKER S. FURY I8- in. 9/9

NORTHERN MODEL AIRCRAFT CO. (Dept. C), 11a HIGH STREET,
MANCHESTER, 4.

Send sld. stamp for 4 -page Illustrated List.

Model Aircraft Supplies
LTD.

SUPPLIERS TO THE DISCRIMINATING AMATEUR.

We have always something new-our latest

SILVER JAPANESE TISSUE
Size 24" x 20", ideal for flying scale models

3D. per sheet.

The Second Edition of our famous Green Book Catalogue
now ready, 4d. post free.

171 NEW KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.1
Open until 9 p.m. Saturdays.

HOME TALKIES with the

"SALEX"
KINTOSOUND

Patent applied for.,

for Universal adaptation to all makes of Cine Projectors 9.5 or 16 mm.

Specially designed to suit the requirements of all Amateur Cinema-
tographers.
Th^ standard equipment consists of a special induction motor geared to
33 and third R.P.M. and 78 R.P.M. A universal type motor can be supplied
for D.C. mains. When connected to a projector the wiring system has
been so arranged that one switch operates both turntable and projector
simultaneously.
The cabinets are finished in wax walnut. Plugs and jacks are supplied
for connecting to any wireless set or radiogram.

COMPLETE HOME K I NTOSOU N D
TALKIE OUTFIT TURNTABLE ONLY
A.C. - dE11 . 11 .0
Universal £12.12.0

A.C. - £7. 7. 0
Universal - £8 . 8 . 0

GEAR CO U PLI N G If required, this can be supplied
as a separate unit, and will attach

to any gramophone turntable, providing the turntable spindle is first
of all returned to us for threading. The gear only operates at 33 and
third R.P.M. - - £4.4. 0 Two -Speed Gear - - £6. 6 . 0

EVERY HOME LINE PROJECTOR IN STOCK
FROM A FEW SHILLINGS DEPOSIT

Write and tell us your needs. We make a good
.4lowance on your camera or other apparatus.

ill part exchange for tine apparatus.
Write for our

70 -PAGE LIST POST FREE

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE
(1929) LTD.

59 & 60 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
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and the
WacoC1CURTAIN R AIL

Patent No. 311218

is ready to hang
your curtains

perfectly. Any handyman can erect. Fits all shapes
of windows-square bays, round and oval.
Most fittings SOLID CHUNKS OF BRASS and whole system is a

thoroughly sound job. Stands hardest wear
-woodwork would have to give way first.

IN FOUR QUALITIES.
Strong (Brass) ... If- ft.
Light (Brass) ... 9d. ft.
Steel (Rustproofed)

9d. ft.
White (Aluminium

Alloy)... ... 9d. ft.
Complete with all fittings.

From all ironmongers. If
any difficulty write for
nearest stockist's name.

Beware imitations.
Any length cut to order

SMITH ANDDAV1S. LIMITED
STAMPED BRASSFOUNDERS
HAMPTON ST. BIRMINGHAM

INSTRUMENTS
ENSURE 100% EFFICIENCY

FROM RADIO

Buy to -day one 42/- Pifco Rota -
meter -de -Luxe (Moving -coil) or
one 29,6 Rotameter (Moving -iron) and you will receive a
complete set of 3 Pifco Valve
Adaptors costing 15/, in velvet -
lined case for 7/6
A Rotameter and set of Valve
Adaptors will form a complete
test set for your radio.

9

PIFCO ROTAMETER-
VALVE ADAPTORS DE -LUXE

Each adaptor has a 5 -pin base with top sockets for
"plug-in" testing of 5, 7 or 9 -pin valves under working
conditions without alteration to set wiring. Four nickel -
plated terminals complete with strapping links are fitted,
to connect meter in either grid or anode circuit of valve.

IPEIFIE0

(9 Ranges including valve test,/ Every
conceivable test, also valves, can be made
-with this amazing instrument (400 volts -
500 ohms per volt). Black bakelite finish ;
complete with leads. In handsome velvet -
lined c.c. Price 42/,

Ask your dealer to -day to show you Rotanteters and Adaptors, or write for
"'so Testmeter Folder, post free, front PIFCO, LTD., SHUDEHILL,
MANCIIESTER, or 150 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

ROTAMETERSandRADIOMETERS
PIFCO ON THE SPOT WILL TRACE YOUR TROUBLES LIRE A SHOT

THE TORTURE OF

"NERVES"
BANISHED FOR EVER !

Amazing Results of a Wonderful Drugless
Treatment for Nervous Disorders

HOUSANDS of former nerve sufferers have blessed the day they wrote for the
j. remarkable little booklet which is now offered FREE to every reader of this

announcement. The writers of the grateful letters below might never have
experienced the glorious happiness they now enjoy had they not taken the first
step by sending for this unique booklet.

Are YOU a victim of fear ? Are you tortured by the nerve-racking terrors of
worry, pessimism, and depression ? Are you " a bundle of nerves," obsessed by
morbid thoughts and gloomy presentiments ? Have you an " inferiority complex "
which causes you to endure untold humiliation and embarrassment through being
timid and self-conscious ?

If you suffer from MORBID FEARS, WORRY, DEPRESSION, INSOMNIA,
WEAK NERVES, TIMIDITY, BLUSHING, or any similar nervous disorder,
stop wasting money on useless patent medicines and let me show you how to
conquer your fear before it conquers you!
READ THESE SPLENDID TESTIMONIALS PUBLISHED

UNDER A £1,000 GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS
"MY FEARS HAVE ALL "I GAVE UP HOPE OF EVER

VANISHED "
I can never hope to express my grati-

tude adequately to you. My cure
means more to me than life itself; it
seems as though I have been dead for
years and have just come to life. It is
really marvellous how my fears have all
vanished, as they were so firmly estab-
lished and of such a dreadful nature.
I felt that I would have gone completely
out of my mind, and just at that time
your treatment came. I think my cure
is wonderful in such a short time-just
three weeks.

BEING CURED "
Your course is wonderful. I have

lost that dreadful fear I had. I think I
have been blind to this world. I used
to be dreadful, always in fear. My
family are more than surprised. I am
sure there was nobody worse than I was.
I gave up all hope of ever being cured.

" SUFFERED MISERY FROM
CHILDHOOD "

I felt I must write and tell you how
greatly I've improved. during the first

" DONE ME A WORLD OF GOOD" week of your wonderful treatment. It
Many thanks for your kind and good is remarkable how different I feel. I

advice, which has done me a world of don't have that weak nervy feeling now
good. I have been troubled with Self- and I do not tremble. To think I had
consciousness more or less for 3o years. suffered the misery from childhood.
Would that I had seen your advertise- I only wish I had known of your treat-
ment years ago ! ment earlier.

A copy of this absorbingly interesting book, describing a simple, inex-
pensive home treatment, will be sent in a plain sealed envelope without
charge or obligation. Send for a copy NOW and you will be delighted to
learn how easily and quickly you can acquire strong nerves, robust health,
and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. K.D.5), 40 Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.1

Television is the coming
boom in wireless-it will
bring even greater pros-
perity to the industry and
create many more opportunities for a
career. Men who foresaw the broadcast-
ing boom made good-be trained and
prepared for this television boom which
must follow as surely as night follows day. prospectus.

STUDENTS ACCEPTED AS BOARDERS. TRAINING
FEE CAN BE PAID AFTER APPOINTMENT SECURED

At the WIRELESS
COLLEGE students
receive training in all the
latest developments in all

branches of the Wireless profession.
Marine, Aircraft, Manufacturing, Design-
ing, Experimenting, Sales and Service, etc.
College on sea front. Write for free

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
c orz ANL

SAYE

"00" Gauge Railways
THE MOST PRACTICAL GAUGE for the AVERAGE HOME

OUR MODEL RAILWAYS are
now the most popular indoor hobby
and offer plenty of modelling interest.

Write for our fully - illustrated list, 3d., or call at

RAMBLINGS
26 Charing Cross Rd.
LONDON, W.C.2
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DOMESTIC
11.1C4

The First Article of a Short

tIANCEs

pRIOR to 1921 the generation and
distribution of electricity in England
was in a state of chaos, there were

nearly 600 separate and distinct supply
boards, each offering power in various
forms as direct, single, two and three phase,
and in frequencies ranging from 25 to 1
cycles per second. The Central Electricity
Board was appointed to control and ex-
amine the state of affairs and decide on a
national frequency and supply voltage.
Hence, the " National Grid " was evolved,
and to -day single-phase electricity at 200-
250 volts 50 cycles is the domestic source of
power. Although the methods of generat-
ing and distribution have marched forward
almost too rapidly for the demand, the
local contractor still lives in the past, his

Fig. 1.-A bell
operated by one

push.

methods a r e
good and his
work excellent,
but he is still
content to in-
stal single
switches and

lamps, and two -point control is his crowning
achievement. Who is to blame ? Not the
householder, for his very ignorance exempts
him ; then we must turn to the contractor.
A little extra consideration and thought, and
an extra switch or two will save electricity

11111111m

Fig. 2.-A bell
operated by four
pushes in parallel.

as well as time and trouble. All stairways
should have two -point control, and gener-
ally this could be improved beyond measure
by fitting a third switch. Consider the case
of stairs leading from one floor to the next
with several rooms opening on to each land-
ing: a convenient installation would have a
switch by each door so that each individual
controls the light. Electric bells have also
stayed in the past : one still sees a single bell
and push; and although it serves its purpose

An Instructive Series
on Installing Electric
Bells, Improving Exist.
ing Bell Installations by
Fitting Indicators, and
Obtaining the Greatest
Service from Electrical
Apparatus which Con=
stitute One of the Main
Items in a Modern Home

quite well, the extra convenience obtained (with these it is not necessary to make a
by adding another push is almost un- recess in the door), drill a hole through the
believable. door to enable the wire to pass through,

and the push is then fixed over the hole with
two screws.

Conceal the wire attached to the push
behind picture rails, skirting boards, and
under floors, and fix it into position with
insulated staples. When wiring in damp
places, as under floor boards, etc., arrange
the wire in a slack loop between adjacent
staples so that moisture will not drain down
on the staples and cause corrosion. Figs. 1
to 4 illustrate various simple circuits.

Wire Sizes
Various sizes and brands of single and

double bell wire are on the market. The
Fig. 3.-Bells in
parallel operated

by one push.

Fitting a Door Bell
Start with the simplest case ; namely, a

single push and bell for the front door.
To commence, examine the site, and then
choose a place for the bell and a suitable
place in which to conceal the battery. It
will now be necessary to estimate the length
of wire and the manner in which it must be
run. For exterior work, select a brass
weather-proof push of the flat back type

Fig. 4.-Bells in
series operated
by one push.
Note that an ex-
tra cell is needed,
due to the in-
creased resistance
of the second bell.

111111111,111rii,
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Fig. 5.-Three types of bell
push. That on the left is a
" pear," and the other two are

for exterior work.

latter consists of two wires bound up in the
same sheath, and insulated with rubber and
cotton impregnated with paraffin wax.
This is suitable for most work, but in cellars
where damp walls cannot be avoided, a
variety of tough rubber -sheathed wire is
necessary. This wire can be buried directly
in plaster when wiring up new buildings, and
is suitable for all damp and exposed work.
The sizes are generally Nos. 18 to 22
S.W.G., and the wire selected will depend
on the current necessary to work the bell,
and also the length of the runs. It will be
found that the resistance of a circuit of No.
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Here are

your batteries

for the

ULTRA

SUPER

AND

artOex
For L.T. Exide DTG - 4/6.
For H.T. Drydex Super -Life,

t20 -volt - to/6.

For G.B. Drydex Super -Life,
9 -volt - 1/3.

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations and
all reputable dealers.

Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton
Junction, near Manchester.

Branches at : London, Manchester, Birming-
ham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin, and Belfast.

Our.our To
3V Tl! BELL -

22 wire is considerable,
and if a large bell is
installed, the voltage
drop will be sufficient
to cause the bell to be
almost inaudible.
While on the subject of
wires, bell flexes must
be considered, which,
although being a thin-
ner and much lighter
gauge than ordinary
wireless and electric

lighting
Tito /SLUG flex, are

//AND SOCKET. far more
flexible,being
rather likea soft
string in
appear-
ance. The
insulation

an A.C. bell. consists of
twisted

silk, there being no inner rubber covering.
The size most suitable for domestic purposes
is generally 10/40 gauge, with either thick or
thin insulation. If it is necessary to put a
push in some position where it will be sub-
jected to hard work and rough usage, as in
a garage or workshop, use ordinary electric
lighting flex of the best quality.

The Bell
It will be found that bells fitted with 2i -in.

or 3 -in. gongs will serve for all average
installations. Breakdowns caused by bad
contacts, etc., can all be reduced to the
absolute minimum by careful selection of
the components. Bells are made with self-
cleaning contacts, and all adjusting screws
must have lock nuts fixed. For exterior
work, an enclosed watertight bell is needed,
and if this is liable to mechanical damage,
then it should have a cast-iron frame and
cover.

AC. A1,4//V37

Fig. 6.-Transformer connections for

The Power Supply
For the power supply, there is only one

method which gives absolute satisfaction
when installed, and that is the bell trans-
former. Accumulators should only be used
when they can receive expert attention, and
on bell work, even though special cells are
made, these are liable to be neglected, and
consequently ruined. Wet or dry leclanche
cells are eminently suitable, as, once installed,
they never need attention until run down,
when either a new zinc or cell is needed.

Fig. 7.-A typical be transformer.

The wet cell is the cheapest in the long run,
as it only occasionally requires a new ele-
ment, and solution costs a matter of a few
pence. Primary installations can be con-
siderably improved by observing some very
simple precautions. Place the batteries
in a dry place where they will not be inter-
fered with, grease all terminals, solder all
connections with a non -corrosive flux, and
bind the joint with insulating tape, making
sure that the terminals are well screwed
down. To prevent evaporation of . fluid,
pour paraffin oil to a depth of jj in. in the
open jars. A position where variations in
temperature are liable to occur should be
avoided. The ideal battery for a bell
installation is a nickle iron accumulator, as
these do not sulphate or lose their charge,
and have an unlimited life. Whatever your
type of battery, use good -quality vaseline
on all screw connections.

Alternating installations offer many
advantages over battery sets, the chief of
which is that, once installed, thdy never need
any attention. Ordinary bells, pushes, wire,
etc., can be used, as the external character-
istics are the same as for a battery set, but a
much better plan, however, is to use a
proper A.C. bell, as this has no contacts, and
thus one of the frequent causes of

Fig. 8.-A useful bell indicator.

trouble is eliminated. Their cost is the
same as for direct -current equipment.

Fixing and Wiring the Transformer
The fixing and wiring of the transformer

should not present any difficulties, but
people seem rather afraid of these, and
rather than have the work done properly,
they connect up to a power plug through a
length of flex, thus endangering both life
and property. The simplest way of doing
the work is to have a small plug wired up speci-
ally for the transformer, and then the latter
can be removed for alterations to the
circuit. Mount the transformer by the dis-
tribution board in, say, the pantry, so that
it is well out of the way, and cannot be
interfered with by children, and make high-
tension leads as short as possible. A fuse
should be included in each wire of the cir-
cuit, and the socket mounted a few inches
above the transformer. It should be noted
that all the wiring must comply with the
regulations. The transformer is connected
to the socket through a few inches of flex
and a plug, which can be of the two -pin
type. After completing the low -voltage
side of the set, connections can be made to
the transformer and the circuit can then be
tested. Use the lowest voltage tapping
which gives satisfactory results, and if the
3 -volt taps are quite successful do not
connect to the 8 -volt tappings.
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MASTERS OF
MECHANICS

The Invention of the
Pis on and Cylinder

THE piston and the cylinder are articles
which almost every individual pos-
sessing the slightest engineering turn

of mind takes for granted. Yet the piston
and the cylinder, in common with all other
mechanical contrivances, had to be in-
vented. Previous to their invention, at-
tempts had been made to obtain useful
power from steam, as we have seen in the
previous article of this series. Such
attempts, however, were not satisfactory.
The crude engines of that period lacked a
part that was vital. Until the necessity of
having a movable piston oscillating within
a cylinder had been realised by the early
steam-engine inventors, progress in the
construction of steam power machines was
slow, painful and invariably disappointing.
After the piston and the cylinder arrived,
however, the steam engine made rapid
strides both in constructional principles
and in working efficiency.

The Abbe d' Haute -
The honour of

first piston and
been given to
one inventor.
ably than not,
first individual
theidea of a piston
within a cylinder
Abbe d'Haute-
mechanically-
cleric who lived in
the second half of
teenth century.
A b b 6 d'Haute-
scribed some ex -
which he had
ploding charges
powder in a
which was pro -
a flat, circular
able of being

feuille
devisingthe
cylinderhas
more than
More prob-
the very
to conceive
m o ving
was the
feuille, aminded
France in
the seven -
In 1678 the
feuille de-
perim ents
made in ex -
of gun -barrel
vided with
plate cap -
thrust up -
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wards in the barrel by the force of the ex-
plosion. The abbe found that the explosion
of his gunpowder charges was far too uncon-
trollable ,to be of any practical use. The
movable plate was merely flung out of the
barrel and sometimes the barrel itself was
shattered to pieces by the force of the ex-
ploding powder. Nevertheless, little as the
worthy and learned abbe realised it, a new
and mighty principle had been given to the
world, a principle upon which was to be
founded, in due course, the world's great
power producers and, in fact, the entire
civilisation of the future industrial age.

Christian Huyghens
The first individual to elaborate the

crude piston and cylinder conception of the
Abbe d'Hautefeuille was the celebrated
Christian Huyghens, a Dutchman, who was
born at the Hague on April 14th, 1629,
and who afterwards became famous as an
astronomer and a mechanician. Huyghens
constructed that which may be regarded as
the world's first internal-combustion engine.
Huyghens'
"gunpow-
der engine "
comprised a
metal cylin-
der, closed
at one end

An illustration of
Savery's steam
engine in operation.

and open at the
other. Within
the cylinder a
heavy, circular,
metal plate was
free to move up and down, the plate being
connected by means of a simple rope and
pulley system to a heavy weight. A charge
of gunpowder was exploded within the
cylinder, the movable plate or piston being
at the top of the cylinder. The combustion
of the powder created a vacuum or a partial
vacuum within the cylinder, whereupon the
external atmospheric pressure drove the
piston downwards into the cylinder, thus
causing the weight to be lifted. A simple
enough engine in all truth, and, if we are
to believe Huyghens, it was fairly success-
ful in actual practice.

As a ser- viceable method of
obtaining mechanical power,
however, Huyghens' " gun-
powder en- gine " was entirely
out of the question in view of
the excessive slowness of its
operating cycle, for after
each descent of the piston a fresh

The ruined engine house of a 300 -year -old Cornish tin mine. It was in ancient tin mines such as this that Savery's engines were applied.
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UPPER
TANK

SAFETY
VALVE

WATER SPRAY JET
FOR COOLING

CONDENSING CHAMBER

CONDENSING
CHAMBER

Showing the working principle
of Savery's steam pump-the
first working steam ',engine to
be set up in this, country.

NONE -
RETURN
VALVES

charge of gunpowder had to be placed in the
cylinder and fired by hand. It occurred to
Huyghens just before his death in 1695 that,
instead of employing ex-
ploding gunpowder to
produce a vacuum under
the piston, steam might
very well be used for the
same purpose and, in
addition, with much en-
hanced efficiency.

Dr. Denis Papin
The idea was put into

practice by Dr. Denis
Papin, a medical man
born at Blois, in France,
in 1647. Pepin, about
1685, had experimented
with various " gun-
powder machines " and
had fully realised their
uselessness. To him is
due the honour of first
clearly realising that
steam might be injected
into the cylinder in order
to raise the piston, and
that afterwards the pis-
ton would descend under
the external pressure of the atmosphere
when the steam on the underside of the
piston had condensed, and thus set up a
partial vacuum within the cylinder. Papin
attempted the construction of engines which
were to operate on this principle, but he was
not very successful. Papin was handicapped
throughout his long and unsettled life,
during the course of which he underwent
political persecutions, by his lack of prac-
tical mechanical ability. He could conceive
ingenious mechanical ideas, but he could
seldom put them into practice. For all
this, however, Pepin invented the world's
first steam safety valve. He elaborated a
steam pump in which the steam, generated
in a boiler, was caused to force downwards
a wooden piston, and thus drove water out
of a cylinder into an elevated vessel. The
cylinder being emptied of water, the steam
was turned off. A vacuum was produced
in the cylinder by the condensation of the
steam remaining therein. Atmospheric
pressure on the supply tank caused water
to re-enter the cylinder. Steam was once

SAFETY
VALVE

J-1 '

-T,

again admitted to the cylinder, and the
sequence of operations recommenced. Here
again, however, the working cycle of Papin's
steam pump was slow, and was not adapted
for practical service.

Thomas Savery
The next inventive mind to apply itself

successfully to steam-engine design was
that of Thomas Savery, who was born near
Modbury, in Devon, about the year 1650.
Very little is known of Savery's life -history,
particularly during its earlier stages. For
many years Savery was intimately, asso-
ciated with the Cornish mining industry. He
was also a military engineer, becoming
later on in life a captain of an engineer
regiment. Savery was thoroughly well
acquainted with the mechanics and physics
of his day. Unlike the more philosophical
Papin, Savery was an engineer to his finger
tips. He could not only devise inventions,
but he could also carry out their practical
construction. The pumping engine which
Saver v designed and constructed was the
first steam engine which was put to any
lengthy and satisfactory use. Savery's
engine ran for a relatively lengthy period
in various Cornish tin mines, its object
being to raise water from the mines.

The principle of Savery's engine
was based, upon the steam pump of
Pepin, although to what extent Savery
was actually acquainted with the
design of Papin's engine will now

BOILER

STEAM
COCK

WOODEN
PISTON

subsequently driven up into the elevated
tank by the pressure of steam from the boiler.

Slow in Operation
At first, Savery's engine was slow in

operation. Later, however, Savery speeded
up the working cycle of his engine by pro-
viding for the rapid condensation of the
steam in the condensing chamber by means
of a jet of water which was allowed to spray
on to or within the chamber from the upper
tank. The practical working of Savery's
engine necessitated the constant attendance
of some individual who was trained to open
the cocks for the admittance of steam and
water to the condensing chamber at the
requisite times, a difficulty which was only
done away with in engines of the New-
comen type. With the working principles
of this deservedly famous product of engin-
eering genius the next article in this series
will deal.

Hero's Steam Engine
Hero was the last mechanician and in-

ventor of his age. His steam engine, the
most interesting of all the mechanical
devices which he describes, attracted little
notice after his death. Indeed, it was

quickly forgotten and its princi-
ples lay buried within his manu-

11\,

CYLINDER SUPPLY TANK
An explanatory diagram of Papin's steam pump or water -raising engine.

probably never be known. Savery's engine
operated in virtue of its raising water to a
height by the expansive force of steam, and
by raising water from a low level by means
of the utilisation of atmospheric pressure.
Steam generated in a strong boiler was led
into an enclosed vessel containing water.

Details of the Engine
At first the entering steam condensed in

this chamber, but after the condensation
had ceased, the steam pressure drove the
water downwards through an exit pipe and
from thence into a vertical pipe which
emptied itself into a high-level tank.
After the water had been driven out of the
condensing chamber, the steam supply was
turned off. On the cooling down of the
condensing chamber a partial vacuum
was created within. The setting up of this
vacuum resulted in water being forced up-
wards by atmospheric pressure from the
low-level tank. It Sowed through a non -
return valve and thus entered the steam -
condensing chamber, from which it was

scripts for some sixteen centur-
ies, during which long stretch
of time mechanical invention
remained practically dormant.
In 1547 a translation of Hero's
age-old manuscript was printed

at Bologna, in Italy.
This, the first book
ever printed dealing
purely with mech-
anical principles
and inventions, at-
tained great popu-
larity. In a century
it went through
eight editions in dif-
ferent languages.
The scientific era
was beginning to
dawn upon the
world, and the
legacy which Hero
bequeathed to pos-
terity at last began
to bear fruit.

Huyghens' "gunpowder engine"-the world's first
interval -combustion engine.
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LEARN

MUTSUFOR
SELF-DEFENCE

If you lack the means of protecting
yourself against the attacks of bullies
and others bigger than you are, learn
Britsu-the wonderful new British
system of self-defence. Britsu will give
you the science and skill against which
mere brute force is powerless.

What is BRITSU?
Britsu is a FULLY GUARANTEED
modernised and Perfected British
system of self-defence based on the
little-known centuries -old method of
the East. Britsu offers you effective
defence against ANY blow, kick or
knife attack-ability to release from all
holds around throat, body, arms, legs
or wrists, either front or rear-power
to render your assailant absolutely help-
less by means of secret holds, locks and nerve and artery pinches.

STRENGTH NOT NEEDED You certaiordnly
er
do

to
not need topro be

strong in become -
ficient in Britsu. It is really the weak man's defence against brute force. It is, how-
ever, admitted that the practice of Britsu forms one of the finest and most effective
methods of acquiring and retaining muscular development and bodily fitness.

FREE
INTERESTING BOOKLET

Post coupon to -day for free

illustrated booklet which tells

how you can learn Britsu at

Home.

THE BRITSU INSTITUTE, 29, Greycoat
Galleries, Greycoat Place, London, S.W.I.
Please send me full particulars of Britsu and
your method of teaching the Art, together
with details of your guarantee. It is under-
stood that this request places me under no
obligation whatever.

Name

Address

FR EE

ON REQUEST
1935/36 60 Page Radio
Catalogue with Pamphlet
describing the Statoformer
system.

fit the
" GOLTONE "

STATOFORMER
NOISE -PROOF AERIAL

SYSTEM
Licensed under A.A.K.Eng. Pats. Nos. 907872

and 4139t7.
This system effectively shields
your aerial down -lead from
man-made electrical interfer-
ence, with increase of signal
strength and makes radio re-
ception a pleasure.
Hear the programme, not the
noises. No more crackles,
crashes or exasperating
electrical interference.
Can be fitted by the average
handy -man with a screw-
driver Inc few minutes.
Complete kit including Re-

ceiver and Aerial Statoformers, with 50 ft.
of screened down -lead, and simple
instructions.

Price 16/3
"GOLTONE" Components are obtainable
from first-class Radio stores. Refuse sub-
stitutes-if any difficulty write direct.

PENDLE TON . .:gr.S.,MAX01151110
ard3aolatIm

WONDERFUL SELF -BLOWING SILVER
SOLDERING AND BRAZING GUN

1216

Works on house
gas with flexible

tube. No bellows
required. Gives

White heat. 9 in. Flame,
with tap, as shown 12/6. 8 in. Flame 7/6 ; 3 in. to 5 in. Flame
5/-. Post Free. With this easy Blowpipe or Gas Gun anyone

can Silver Solder, Braze, Re -metal Bearings, etc., do Tinning, Pipe Work,
Plumbing, and thousands of jobs with this outfit, including Silver Solder, Brazing
Wire, Flux, easy instructions. Supplied to H.M. Govt., Rolls-Royce, B.S.A.,
Underground Railways. The "Motor Cycle" writes: " The Blow -It -Hot'
certainly fulfils maker's claims." Send now. It earns money. British. List Free.
P. M. BOARDMAN, 1A GRANGE ROAD, EALING, LONDON

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
TWICKENHAM, LONDON, S.W.

SUPERSENSITIVE
MICROPHONE
Definitely the most sen-
sitive on the market. The
result of 30 years' experi-
ence. 8/6.

ACCURATE SWITCH-
BOARD METERS

li" dial. N.P. case. 6/6 to 8/6.
Readings 5-60 volts, 2-25 amps.
Milliammetres 0-20 up. 7/6 each.
Tantalum Strip for Rectifiers 1/6.

CONSTRUCTIONAL
DYNAMO PARTS

Castings, wire and all materials, with drawings
and textbook.
30 watt. Price 9/- - - Post

Ball bearing, 40 watt. Price 22/- - Post 1/-.

Send 2d. for our 70 pp. LIST. No matter what your hobby, you will find some-
thing of interest. It is fully illustrated and contains particulars of motors, petrol
engines, fittings, fires, tools, instrument wires, fibre, ebonite, metal, etc.

PREPARE FOR WINTER EVENINGS! ! Microscopes for all and every purpose.
25 X Pencil Pocket Model 3/6 post free. 40 x to 6o x De -Luxe Model, 17/6 post free.
SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW STUDENTS'
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES, as illustrated.
Each model has inclinable body, swing mirror,
stage dips, and is nicely finished in Black
Crystalline Enamel and bright Nickel Plating.
SHARP DEFINITION IS OBTAINABLE and
GOOD WORK CAN BE DONE
Model C. Height 5,1 in., sliding focus, magnifica-

tion 25 x linear Price 5/
Model D. Height 7 in., sliding focus, circular

stage magnification 50 x linear Price 9/6 c D F
Model F. Height 7 in., rack and pinion focusing, triple nose -piece, 3 lenses,

magnifications 25 x , 50 x , too x , in wood case, with set of Dissecting 30/-

40 only SECONDHAND MICROSCOPES.-...

Price
Port Free in Great Britain.

Instruments... ... ... ... ...

..
Immediate Delivery from Stock.

Stands only with cases by Leitz & Reichert, 20/- each. These instruments will take
standard size eye -pieces and objectives, Send your order at once.

Repairs to anything optical. Note name and address-
BROADHURST, CLARKSON Sc CO.,

Telescope House, 63 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
(Near Fail ingclon Station, Metro Railway.)

The"UNICORN" Electric Drill
4"' CAPACITY. BRITISH MADE

Efficient, a model of
accuracy and
workmanship, and
trouble -free qualities
are the features of
this drill. Its equipment comprises
a powerful A.C. or D.C. Motor,
voltages 100/120, 200/230, 230/250,
with Armature Shaft in ground alloy steel. Hobbed gears
in metal housing. Hoffman ball thrust. Keyless chuck,
+-in. capacity. Aluminium die cast handle. Current
consumption 175 watts, using +-in. drill on mild steel.
8 -ft. Cab tyre flex with earth wire. Weight 5 lbs.

PRICE £2 . 15 . 0
Carriage Paid. Please state voltage.

Send for illustrated leaflet to :- Tele : GULLIVER 3739.

CORONA ENGINEERING CO., LEIGHTON PLACE, KENTISH TOWN, N,W,5
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of
WAR

In the NEW ALL -BRITISH MONTHLY

MAGAZINE "WAR STORIES"
Thrilling, sensational, dramatic ! Daring
on land, sea, and in the air-in the great new
monthly that is different from all others,
with its stories written by men who actually
served in the fighting forces during the
Great War.
You'll enjoy every minute you spend with
" WAR STORIES."

0. 1
OUT NOW

IContents of WAR STORIES1
No. i include :-

1 TANKS ARE TRUMPS
By Arch. Whitehouse

HATE AT YPRES
By Wingrove Willson

ACCOUNT SQUARED
By Michael Poole

MADCAPS OF MALO
By Milford Hyde

SPOOKS OF ST. QUENTIN
By Eric Wood

THE TRAITOR OF
" W " BEACH By G. F. Eliot
A DAY WITH A BOMB

By Grenville Robbins
MYSTERY SHIPS

By Captain Harold Auten, V.C.
PRIZE MONEY

By Sub. -Lt. N. B. Shalders,
etc., etc.

FIGHTING THRILLS ON LAND, SEA AND INTHE Ailtro

WAR 7? 111
STORIES

On sale at all Newsagents
and Bookstalls, or by post
8 id. from George Newnes,
Ltd., 8-11 Southampton
Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

itedefe).16.=:

tkattAW
40**V4it VOIOW
*WM&

George Newnes, Ltd.
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WORKING MODEL ENGINES

G

Figs. 1 and 2.-Section and front elevation of a simple vertical type model steam boiler.

THE small boiler described below is
suitable for supplying steam for
driving the twin -cylinder engine dealt

with in the previous issue. It will be seen
with reference to Figs. 1 and 2 that the
boiler is a vertical one with a central flue
tube, this type being one of the easiest to
make. A methylated spirit lamp with two
1 in. wick tubes is used for heating the
boiler.

Materials Required
To make the boiler the following material

and fittings will be required, and it would
be as well to obtain these from a model
maker's supply stores before commencing
work.

(a) 51 in. length of 3} in. outside dia-
meter solid drawn brass tubing, No. 19
gauge in thickness (for boiler -barrel).

(b) 21 in. length of 31 in. inside diameter
brass tubing, about 21 gauge (for boiler
support, or firebox).

(c) 6 in. length of light brass tubing
I in. outside diameter, and No. 21 gauge
for the flue tube. (Part of the metal barrel
of an old cycle pump would do for this.)

(d) 3 in. of brass tubing / in. inside
diameter (for chimney).

(e) 3 in. of brass tubing I in. outside
diameter (for wick tubes).

(f) 4 in. of * in. diameter brass tubing
(for spirit supply pipe).

(g) Two brass stampings for boiler ends.
(h) 10 ill.. of I in. copper tubing (for

steam pipeI.
(j) Two test cocks, one union steam tap,

and a spring safety valve.

Boiler Barrel
The first part to take in hand is the boiler

barrel, and it will no doubt be found when
the piece of tubing for this is obtained that

the ends will require trueing up. As we
have to reckon without a lathe, careful
filing will have to be resorted to, but it will
not be found a very difficult job if a little
patience is exercised. To act as a guide for
filing, scribe a line as near one end of the
tube as possible. A thin, stiff piece of
cardboard with a straight edge, wrapped
round the tube, will form a guide for the
scriber, and will enable the line to be

Boiler Barre/
Cutoff here
with 1-/acksaw

1/1"/Z/Z,ZCZ

C

Boiler End

Screwed Collar for Test Cock
Fig. 3.-Details of screwed collar fitting for test cock,

and method of screw -pinning the boiler end.

marked round sufficiently accurate for the
purpose.

After marking one line, measure off a
distance of 51 in. and scribe another line.
File the two ends of the tube down to these
lines, and test the squareness of the ends by
applying the steel square at different posi-
tions round the tube, while the filing is
being proceeded with.

After the tube is trued up satisfactorily,
mark the positions of the holes for the two
test cocks A and B to the dimensions given
in Fig. 2. It does not matter what position
these are placed round the tube so long as
they are arranged 11 in. apart, and the top
one is 1.1I in. from the top edge of the tube,

The Construction ofa Simple Model

Vertical Type Boiler is Described

in This Third Article of the Series

as shown. To imitate the practice in large
boilers, the bottom fitting can be arranged
a little on one side, as depicted. The two
holes can be tapped out to take the screwed
ends, as shown in Fig. 1, or the holes can be
enlarged, and the screwed bushes, which
are usually supplied with the fittings, can
be soldered into the barrel, as shown in
Fig. 3.

Boiler Ends
The boiler ends can be taken in hand next,

and these must be carefully filed round the
edges to make them a good fit in the ends
of the boiler barrel.

Take the top end first, and after cleaning
the top with emery paper, locate the centre,
and scribe a line through it right across the
top face. On either side of the centre mark
two points, each a distance of 1* in. from
it, and drill two holes, as indicated in Fig. 4,
of a diameter suitable for taking threads for
the screwed ends of the steam tap and
safety valve. Instead of tapping out
threads for these fittings, screwed collars
can be soldered into the boiler, as previously
mentioned.

Now clamp the two boiler ends together
by means of a small screw clamp and drill a

in. hole through the centre of both in
one operation. This hole must now be
drilled with a larger drill and finally
reamered out to be a good fit to the flue
tube. Having done this, clean up the
edges of the two boiler ends with emery
paper, and also the inside of the barrel at
both ends. Press the top end in place in
the top of the barrel, and take care that the
holes for the steam tap and safety valve are
in their correct position relative to the test
cocks. Allow the end to project about
* in.,as shown in the drawings, and apply
a litte solder in two or three places round
the joint to hold the end securely while the
holes for the screwed pins are drilled. These
holes-of which there are six, spaced at
equal distances round the barrel-should be
drilled , in. diameter, and tapped out to

1

Position of Ho/es
for Screwed)Pins

Hole for
Steam Tap 1 Flue "tube \

For Safety Valvej
-1-

Fig. 4.-Showing the setting out of the top boiler end.
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take: in. diameter brass screws. After
being screwed in, the heads of the screws
may be cut off with a hacksaw, as in
Fig. 3, and the ends filed flush with the
boiler barrel. The bottom end can now be
treated in the same way, the flange in this
case being placed outwards, as shown in
Fig. 1. About -* in. of the boiler shell
should project beyond the edge of the
flange to assist the solder to run where
required.

Fig. 5.-Details of the firebox, or boiler support.

Soldering the Joints
To solder the joints apply some flux and

hold the end of the boiler over a gas flame,
at the same time giving the barrel a few
turns to get it evenly heated. With a
thin stick of wood, coax the flux all round
the joint, so that it runs between the
flange of boiler end and the barrel. When
this is done, the soldering iron, which should
have been previously placed in the gas
flame to get hot, can be applied, the solder
being made to run or " sweat " well into
the joint. More care must be taken with
the top joint, as the solder here will not be
covered with water when the boiler is in
use. After both ends are soldered in satis-
factorily, remove any superfluous solder
with an old, coarse -cut file, and rub down
afterwards with fine emery paper.

Now take the flue tube and, after filing
the ends square, press it in place through
the holes made for it in the boiler ends.
See that the latter, and the outside of the
tube, are well cleaned where the joints are to
be made, and then adjust the tube so that
it projects about *. in. at the bottom. The
joints can now be well soldered, the top one

ITEMS OF INTEREST

The " Cosy " Draught Excluder
DRAUGHTY doors and windows are a

bugbear in most households. A simple
and easy method of overcoming this
difficulty is to fit a device known as the
" Cosy " draught excluder. Two types are
obtainable, one for the bottom of doors and
the other, known as " Cosy T," for double
doors, French windows, the tops of rise
and fall windows, motor -car floor -boards,
etc. The two sides of the " Cosy T " are
of a different width, to allow for fitting to
wide or narrow apertures. Both types are

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

being rubbed down afterwards with coarse
and fine emery paper, so as to leave a neat
fillet of solder round the flue tube, as
indicated at C, Figs. 1 and 2. The chimney,
which should be a fairly tight fit on the
flue tube, has simply to have the ends
squared up with a file.

Boiler Support
The boiler support, or firebox, can be

taken in hand next. Scribe a line round
the piece of tube * in. from one edge and
mark the positions of the four ventilating
holes D and the firehole E. The latter can
be cut out and filed to shape, after the
ventilating holes are drilled, which are / in.
diameter, and spaced as indicated in Fig. 5.
The three feet F can be shaped from strips
of sheet brass 11 in. by in. wide, after the
holes for the rivets and screws have been
drilled. Those to take the screws for
fixing to the wooden base can be drilled

in., the other two holes being drilled for
h in. rivets for fixing to the firebox side,
as shown. The firebox is fixed to the boiler
by four in. screws, as at G, which must
be so arranged that they do not screw into
the boiler flange in the same place as the
screw pins. Before drilling and tapping
the four holes, apply a little solder here and
there round the joint
on the inside of the
firebox to prevent it
shifting. Previous to
applying the solder,
see that the boiler
stands quite upright,
and also that the fire -
hole is arranged im-
mediately beneath the
test cocks, as shown
in Fig. 2.

The Spirit Lamp
Details of the spirit

lamp are given in Fig.
6. The spirit reservoir
can be made from a
round tin about 21 in.
diameter and 1* in.
deep. Cut a circular
piece of tin-plate for
the top, and drill a
hole in this for the
filler, which is a short piece of I in.
brass tube soldered in position. The cap
consists of another short piece of tubing, H,
to which a disc of thin sheet brass is
soldered. Drill a * in. hole in the middle
of the disc to act as a vent hole. Cut the
two wick tubes to a length of 11 in. and
file the ends square. At a distance of

made of rubber reinforced with canvas,
the former costing 6d. per foot and the
latter 3/d. per foot. There is also a third
type, known as " Cosy Miniature," suitable
for fitting at the side of the " slam " of a
door, which sells at 2d. per foot.

Wireless Waves Kill Germs
THE use of ultra high -frequency wireless

waves to kill germs of decaying teeth
was recently announced. The teeth were
exposed for periods of five minutes to an
hour.

Fastest Letter Post in the World
THE British air mail has been so speeded

up that a letter posted in London will be
delivered the next day in any one of twenty
or more Continental cities.

H
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i in. from the lower ends of each piece of
tubing drill a * in. hole through for the
supply pipe. At the points indicated along
this pipe make round nicks on each side of
the pipe with a round file. These nicks
should be at least * in. diameter, and should
be arranged sideways of the pipe in relation
to the wick tubes. Slip the wick tubes on
the pipe, in the position shown in Fig. 6,
and solder them in place. Brass discs,
K, K, can now be soldered in the lower ends
of the tubes, and at the same time a short
piece of brass rod, M, can be soldered in the
end of the tube.

The lid of a small tin box of suitable size
can be made to answer for the drip tray, N,
or failing that, one can easily be bent to
the required shape from a piece of tinplate.
A in. hole is drilled in one end for the
supply pipe to pass through. Drill a / in.
hole near the bottom of the reservoir, push
the end of the supply pipe through and
solder the joint. Also solder the end of
the pipe to the bottom of the reservoir, on
the inside, and then solder on the top of
the reservoir.

With regard to the wicks, about the best
material to use for these is known as
asbestos yarn, and the wick tubes should be
filled with this, allowing about I in. to

24"

N

) I

Fig. 6.-Part sectional elevation, and plan of spirit lamp.

project. If asbestos yarn is not available,
cotton yarn could be used.

Finally, just a word or two of caution.
Do not let the water get below the level of
the lower test cock while the lamp is alight
under the boiler, and never leave it un-
attended without first withdrawing the
lamp and blowing out the flames.

THE IMPERIAL PATENT
SERVICE

THE above firm have recently produced
the 5th edition of their instructive book-

let entitled Practical Hints on Patents.
Written by Mr. E. J. Gheury de Bray, it
should prove helpful to all inventors, for it
gives excellent advice based on the author's
extensive experience. The booklet is
written in simple language so that no
previous knowledge is required to under-
stand the information given. Containing
48 pages packed with valuable information
on patents in all its phases, the booklet is
sent free of charge to all readers applying
to the above firm at First Avenue House,
High Holborn, London, W.C.1. Plum -
CAL MECHANICS should be mentioned when
making application.
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MAKE EXTRA MONEY

IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

With the NEW

AIMPROVED

NT OUR spare time, during the present long winter
I evenings, can be turned to good account if you've a

G.T.L. Tool Chest and Home Repairing Outfit. With
it you can make a thousand -and -one useful articles for your
home and garden. And it opens up a new and inexpensive
way of adding to the comfort, convenience and amenities of
your property, while saving you literally pounds a year in re-
pairs for which you would otherwise have to pay. Incidentally,
it also affords a new, pleasurable way of adding to your
income by making articles to sell. So that-with a G.T.L.
Tool Chest-instead of spending money in your leisure
hours, you will be making it, saving it and enjoying it !

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
A valuable FREE BOOK OF INSTRUCTION, containing
over zoo working illustrations, is included in the G.T.L.
Tool Chest. If you have never handled a tool, you CAN
be sure of immediate success because this book tells you what
to make and shows you step-by-step how to make it.

FREE
To Readers of
"PRACTICAL
MECHANICS"

A Beautiful 16 -page BROCHURE
describing the G.T.L. GUARANTEED
TOOL CHEST and Home Repairing
Outfit in detail, and telling how you can
save and make money - as tens of
thousands of others are already doing.

POST THIS COUPON NOW I

Finest
Sheffield

Tools
ONLY are included
in the New and Im-
proved G.T.L. Tool
Chest, making it
better value than ever.

ALL BEST BRITISH

TOOL CHEST
and Home Repairing Outfit

The New and Improved G.T.L.
Tool Chest

The new G.T.L. Chest for 1935 has been vastly improved by
the inclusion of additional Tools and improvements to exist-
ing ones. Now there are over fifty high -quality articles, all
the finest Sheffield Tools, neatly fitted in steel clips, and
they come to you direct from the manufacturers after being
carefully tested. Everything for every purpose is here, and
the G.T.L. Tool Chest stands alone in its quality, complete-
ness and arrangement. This Chest is the original and only
G.T.L. Guaranteed Tool Chest.

A Few Shillings brings you the G.T.L.
Tool Chest on 7 Days Approval at once
A first payment of a few shillings and the G.T.L. Tool Chest
is sent at once to your Home CARRIAGE PAID and
packing free. The balance can be paid by small monthly
sums to suit your pocket; meanwhile the G.T.L. Tool
Chest is making money for you.

MIMI IMM

MI.
To GUARANTEED TOOLS (1933) LTD., 12-13 Chiswell St., Finsbury, London, E.C.1

Please send me by return, free of all cost and obligation, your beautifully illustrated booklet of the G.T.L. I
Guaranteed Tool Chest and Home Repairing Outfit, together with particulars of price, and how I can
obtain it at once for a small first payment. (PLEASE WRITE CLEARLY.)

Name

Address

P.M. 1/35. id. stamp is sufficient if in an unsealed envelope.
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Note the mortice
holes in the fal-
len capstone.
They were orig-
inally square,
but have become
rounded by the
weather in 4,000

years.

IT is an amazing fact that the world's
mightiest buildings had all been erected
two thousand years ago, and some of them

were already very old.- The Great Hall of
the Temple of Karnack (Egypt) is large
enough to contain every cathedral in Eng-
land, and the Great Pyramid is immeasur-
ably the largest building ever erected. It
covers 13 acres, and if (as seems probable)
it is solid, it contains 85,000,000 cu. ft. of
stone. A hundred -thousand men took
twenty years to build it, after toiling for ten
years to make the road by which the stones
were brought to it from the Nile.

Even more remarkable than the gigantic
scale of these ancient temples and monu-
ments, is the stupendous size of individual
blocks of stone. How could they have been
quarried, transported for long distances, and
finally placed in position before the age of
machinery ? Most of the outer stones in
the Great Pyramid are 30 ft. long, and some
are larger still, while other examples can
be found which are far greater. The wonderful
Temple of Diana, at Ephesus, had 127
mighty pillars, each hewn from a, single
block of marble, and the columns were each
60 ft. long and 7 ft. in diameter, while there
are stones in the Temple of Baalbeek
measuring 60 x 12 x 9 ft.

The great statues hewn by the Egyptians
are greater still. The two Colossi at
Thebes, which are sitting statues hewn
from a single block of granite, are each
47 ft. high and weigh 847 tons, while in all
cases the original block as hewn from the
quarry must, have been both larger and
heavier than the finished statue.

The Rarneses Statue at Thebes
This statue is hewn from a 60 -ft. block

and weighs 847 tons, while another statue
at Tanis is 125 ft. high and weighs 1,200
tons, and all these were transported from
quarries hundreds of miles away.

Although not a building, the Great Wall
of China must also be mentioned. Built
about 214 B.C., it is the most stupendous
constructional achievement on earth. Its

STONE -AGE
MECHANICS

A Brief Description of Some of the Remarkable
Structures Built Thousands of Years Aso

The magnificent Lanyon Quoit near Penzance was originally so tall that a man on
horseback could ride under the capstone, which is believed to weigh fifteen tons.

length is 2,550 miles, crossing over chains of
mountains and reaching an altitude of over
5,000 ft. It is about 50 ft. high, and so
thick that the top is now used as a motor
road, with room for three cars abreast.

These are astonishing feats, but they are
the work of highly -civilised and organised
peoples ; and in our own country we have
many remarkable examples of Stone -Age
engineering, performed by primitive, un-
civilised races, who could neither read nor

This gigantic stone at Avebury resembles a small haystack
and weighs over sixty tons.

write, and whose very names are unknown
to us. And yet these untutored savages,
(for so we regard them) could build great
tombs and temples, and transport for long
distances and set up enormous blocks of
stone, to remove which would be quite a
problem for modern engineers armed with
all the mechanical resources of the age.

Their earthworks were simply stupend-
pus. Silbury Hill, near Marlborough in
Wiltshire, is the largest man-made mound

in Europe. It
covers an area of
5 acres, is over
130 ft. high, and
1,660 ft. in cir-
cumference at
the base. The
circle of huge
stones which
formerly sur-
rounded it has
now disappeared.

Even more
remarkable is
Maiden Castle,
near Dorchester.
It is a fortified .

town having a
triple rampart
of ditches and
ramparts 60 ft.
high and aston-
ishingly steep.
The outside of
the ramparts is
2 miles in cir-
cuit, and in
places there are
five lines of de-
fences.

There are also
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ancient ramparts which run for many miles
across country, such as the Wansdyke, and
the (later) Offa's Dyke, which runs from
the mouth of the Dee to the Severn, and
cuts off Wales from England.

Stonehenge
The most remarkable of our stone circles

are Stonehenge and Avebury, both in
Wiltshire. The former is 3,500 to 4,000
years old, and the latter is at least a
thousand years older still.

Avebury originally consisted of 600 huge
stones, and was the greatest megalithic
monument in the whole world ; but it has
suffered shamefully from vandalism, hun-
dreds of the stones having been broken up
and used to build cottages and even pig-
sties.

The original design consisted of two large,
and one smaller circle, and two vast
avenues. The best part now remaining is
the circle near the village, which has 18
stones remaining out of 100. The largest
of these now standing is sixty tons in weight,
but many of those which have been de-

stroyed were far greater, and one probably
scaled 100 tons.

Stonehenge is smaller, but more interest-
ing, as the stones here are squared and
mortised together, thus forming trilithons
(TT), consisting of two uprights, with a
lintel on top. The two longest uprights
are 29 ft. and 25 ft. in length, but the longer
was sunk 8 ft. into the ground, and the
shorter only 4 ft. The largest stone weighs
about 35 tons.

The most remarkable feature about
Stonehenge is the puzzle of the forty-five
" foreign stones, of blue or igneous rock.
The nearest similar rocks are said to be in
Pembrokeshire, and they must in any case
have been transported a great distance.

" How " is the puzzle. It is just
possible that they may have been ice -borne
during the glacial age, and deposited some-
where on the plains, but it is by no means
impossible that they were rafted round by
sea and brought up the river. Certainly
there is a large stone in the bottom of the
River Avon, some 4 miles away, which gives
one furiously to think ; and tradition states
that their landing -stage was on the river
at West Amesbury.

So far as the Grey Wethers," which
form the majority of the stones in our
megalithic monuments, are concerned, these
are liable to be found in down country, prob-

ably having been ice -borne,
but in any case they must
have been moved consider-
able distances to form our
numerous stone circles.

How, then, could primitive
peoples drag these great
boulders, weighing 20 to 60
tons, and finally set them
up on end ?

How the Boulders were Moved
Although they have left

no records, it is easy to sur-
mise how it was done, because
the Egyptians and Assyrians
have told us all about it. In
ancient bas-reliefs and paint-
ings, they have recorded the
methods of quarrying, trans-
porting, and setting up the
stones and statues which they
handled. In the quarries of
Syene we can see to this day 
the rows of holes which were
bored in the rock prior to

Some Stone-
henge trili-
thons. The
"foreign "stones
-brought
from Pem-
brokeshire-
arethe small
upright pil-
lars on the
front of the
trilithons.

The Men-a-Tol in Cornwall has been hewn out by
stone axes.

A great trilithon.

splitting off huge stone blocks. Wooden
wedges were then driven in, and afterwards
soaked with water. This caused them to
swell and split the hard rock. Both drills
and saws were used, and there is an iron
saw in the British Museum, which was used
for this purpose in Nimrod.

Moving the blocks was a most spectacular
affair. There is a painting in an Egyptian
tomb 3,600 years old which shows how a
huge statue was transported, and a long
inscription gives full details. In the paint-
ing, 172 men in four double rows are pulling
on ropes, and others urge it from behind
with levers. The leader stands on the
statue, and beats time so that all haul
together with short jerky movements. In

some other pictures the leader
blows a trumpet as the signal
to pull. The statue was mounted
on a wooden sledge, and a man
was constantly employed pour-
ing oil under the runners to
reduce the friction. The Assyri-
ans used wooden rollers under
their loads, but the Egyptians
plain sledges only. It is likely
that many more men were em-
ployed pulling than are shown
in the painting, and they
probably used many ropes of
twisted fibre, or even raw hide.
The system of pulling in a
series of jerks makes it possible
to move masses which could
never be drawn along continu-
ously, as then the inertia of
a moving mass would come
into play.

Upright Stones
Still more interesting is the

method of erecting great stones
in an upright position. Let us
suppose one of the huge stones
at Stonehenge has been placed
in position, ready for elevation.
A hole is dug near the foot of
the stone having three vertical

(Continued on page 50)
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STONE AGE MECHANICS
(Continued from page 49)

and one sloping side. The other end of the
stone was slowly raised by levers and packed
by timber or smaller stones as it rose, until
the foot could slide down the sloping rim
into the pit, and it was then hoisted into an
upright position by gangs of men pulling on
ropes of fibre or hide. When upright it
would be packed tight with small stones.
It is considered highly probable that the tri-
lithons were joined up when lying flat on
the ground, and were raised slowly into
position as one unit. Certainly the dove-
tail joint would hold the lintel in position
during erection, and it would otherwise be
unnecessary, as numerous dolmens have
their cover stone simply placed on the top
of the uprights ; they are never mortised.

But these are not lofty, and the cover
stones were probably slid up an earth slope
till they reached the top, and when they were
securely in position the earth was dug away.

Even so, it was a remarkable feat. The
cover stone of the well-known " Kits Coty
House," near Rochester, weighs about 10
tons, and the much finer Lanyon Quoit, near
Penzance, has a cover stone which perhaps
weighs 15 tons, and it was originally so
lofty that there are records of a man on
horseback riding under the capstone !
Shaping the Stones

There remains the problem of shaping the
stones. Recent excavations have disclosed
many of the tools used by these builders of
4,000 years ago. There were numerous
flint axes of various shapes, all much
blunted by wear. There were also quartzite
hammer stones weighing up to 6 lb., and a
number of quartzite mauls with well-defined
faces, and traces of a waist as if to hold a
rope. These weighed anything from 37 up
to 64 lb. and closely resemble the great
stone mauls used in Japan up to fairly
recent times. It is an interesting fact that
in the evolution of mankind, we find the
same tools and methods in use at various
periods among widely differing races of men
all over the globe.

We cannot leave the question of shaped
stones, however, without a brief reference
to the wonderful Men-a-Tol, near Lanyon
Farm, and about six miles from Penzance,
in Cornwall. The monument consists of
two upright stones, standing on each side
of a remarkable shaped stone like a gigantic
letter 0, but large enough for a man to crawl
through.

The stone is at least 6 in. in thickness, and
it was a great achievement to cut it out
with stone axes.

The earthworks also were constructed
with the most primitive tools. All the
workers had were picks made from deer
horns, and primitive shovels made from the
shoulder blades of sheep or other small
animals. The earth was carried to the top
of great mounds in wicker baskets, and piled
up to form miniature mountains.

It is likely enough that this toilsome task
was the work of slaves or prisoners of war,
for there is abundant evidence that most of
the great monuments of antiquity were
raised by the ruthless use of slave labour.
It is said that more than a hundred thou-
sand miserable wretches perished in building
the Great Wall of China, and a sick or lazy
worker was flung into the central mass of
the wall, so that his corpse would become a
part of it, and the terror of his fate would
urge on the others to still greater efforts.
There is little doubt that similar cruelty
marked the erection of the Great Pyramid
of Egypt, and many other structures whose
size and beauty delight us to -day.
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Fig. 7.-A G.C.R. (L.N.E.R.)" Director" class. Fig. 8.-A " Glen Roy" type North British engine.

MODEL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
FOR BEGINNERS

Ash Pan.-A box- or hopper-shitped
arrangement not often used except in large
models placed underneath the fire bars.
On full-size locomotives it retains ash and
cinders, but on even large models its chief
use is to make provision for dampers.

Axle.-The steel shaft upon which a pair
of wheels are fixed. Two portions of an
axle are formed into journals, which fit and
revolve in axle boxes.

Blow -off Cocks.-Small cocks or valves
fitted one at each end of a cylinder to allow
of the discharge of water which may
accumulate in the cylinder through the
condensation of steam.

Boiler.-A more correct term for this
would be " steam generator." It is the
large portion of the engine which contains
the water made to surround the fire and flue
tubes (see Fig. 4). In it the water is con-
verted into steam and conveyed as and
when required to the cylin-
ders. In the Smithies type
water -tube boiler (Fig. 4) the
whole of the steam generator,
consisting of a boiler shell
and bent water tubes, is
totally enclosed in an outer
casing, which casing is filled
by the flames from the fire.

Brakes.-Few small models
are fitted with brakes, larger
ones frequently have com-
plete brake rigging operated
by a steam cylinder, whilst
some are provided with a
hand brake. Engines for 15 in. gauge and
upwards often have either air or vacuum
brakes, somewhat resembling full-size
practice.

Blast.-A violent emission of steam from
the exhaust pipe directed up the chimney
and inducing a rapid passage of air through
the fire and flue tubes.

Coupled Wheels.-Wheels of the same
diameter as the driving wheels, and which
are connected thereto by means of addi-
tional rods called coupling rods.

Cut-off.-The expression refers to the

(Concluded from page 519 of the August issue)

Below are Given Useful Hints on
Model Railway Design and Con-
struction Which Will be Found Ex-
tremely Helpful to Those Readers
Desirous of Taking up this Fascinat-

ing Hobby

cutting -off of the steam at the end of the
admission period to the cylinder by the
valve. In full gear, that is to say, when the
valve gear is set to give the maximum
travel to the valve, cut-off in the cylinder
takes place usually at about 75 per cent. of
the stroke, that is to say, in a 2 -in, stroke
cylinder cut-off would take place when the
piston has travelled 1} in.

Cylinder.-A symmetrical tube closed at

Fig. 9.-The 4-6-0 type wheel arrangement.

both ends with the exception of the apertures
through which steam is admitted and
emitted. Within such a tube a steam -tight
piston moves from one end to the other and
back again, with a reciprocating motion,
the purpose of which is to revolve, through
the medium of rods, the wheels of the
engine. (See Figs. 12, and 13.)

Damper.-An arrangement of one or
more louvres fixed to or forming part of the
ash pan and used by opening or closing them
to regulate the amount of air passing to the
fire.

0
Fig. 10.-The 4-4-2 type tank.

Dome.-A cavity or projection upwards
on the top of a boiler, the object of which is
to provide a point as high above the water
level as taken through the steam pipe. The
taking of steam from the high point re-
duces, so it is claimed, the possibility of
priming, that is, of water entering the
steam pipe. Some engineers have de-
monstrated, and some still contend that
domes are unnecessary and that priming
can be avoided by other equally or more
efficient means. It is fairly certain that on
big, modern, high-pitched boilers the ex-
tremely shallow domes in use cannot be very
effective.

Driving Wheels.-The pair of wheels
directly driven by the connecting rods,
which are moved by the reciprocating action
of the pistons.

Eccentric.-The revolving disc or sheave
set out of centre with the shaft on which it

is mounted and which may
be likened to a very much
enlarged crank pin used in
locomotive work to impart
motion to the slide valve.
(See E in Fig. 13.)

Expansion.-The cylinder,
up to the point of cut-off by
the valve, is filled with steam
at, or some amount below,
boiler pressure. After cut-
off, steam is locked in the
cylinder, but continues to do
useful work by virtue of its
expansive properties. The

period from cut-off to exhaust is known
as expansion.

Exhaust.-The steam after it has done
its work in the cylinder.

Expansion Link.-A slotted link (L, Fig.
12) made to vibrate about a point situated
at its centre and actuated usually from the
driving axle. The connection to the slide
valve is taken at the will of the driver by
means of his reversing lever (Figs. 12 and 13)
from a point either above or below the
centre of the link, according to the direction
in which he wishes the engine to move.

"witlimallace

F", 11.-The 4 1 0 type.

IC
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Fire.-In model locomotives coal, char-
coal, or wood, or a mixture of all three, or
vaporised or atomised paraffin, or else, in
small boilers, methylated spirit.

Fuel.-See Fire.
Gear.-This word either refers to the

relative attitudes of the wheels, valves, and
reversing lever or to various rods, links, etc.,
which constitute the operating mechanism
for driving the valve. In the first sense of
the term the engine is said to be in forward
gear, in mid gear, or backward gear, accord-
ing to the position of the reversing lever and
the main connection to the valve in the
expansion link. In both of the models

Fig. 12.-The Walschaert's valve gear driving
piston valves for inside steam admission.

shown in Figs. 12 and 13 the engine is set in
forward gear.

Gauge.-An instrument for determining
the pressure of vacuum. Also a term
applied to the width between the rails of the
track.

Model Rail Gauges. --Gauge No. 00 (ft in.).
Distance between the tracks is ft in. (16 mm.)
and the scale of the model is 4 mm. to the
foot. This size was first brought out as a
toy, and has now been developed for serious
workers. The advantage is that a system
as complete as No. 0 (11 --in. gauge) can be
packed into half the space.

Gauge No. 0 (11- in.). This is the most
popular model railway gauge at the moment.
It suits the amateur who uses clockwork or
electric locomotives, and where the interest
is mainly in the operation of a steam loco-
motive this gauge is the smallest that can
be used.

Gauge No. 1 (11 in:). A very handy
gauge, especially for the home worker, who

cylinder. In the case of inside admission
the lap will be on the inside edges of the
piston valve, and with outside admission
will be on the outside edges of the valve.
The object of providing lap is to cut off
steam in the cylinder before the piston has
reached the end of its stroke. The effect of
this is to compel the steam locked up in the
cylinder to continue to do useful work by
virtue of its expansive properties. (See
Expansion Link.)

Lead.-This is provided for, not in the
valve itself, but in the proportion and
arrangement of the gear which drives it.
In Stephenson's link motion (Fig. 13) it is

arranged by advancing the position of the
eccentric sheave upon the axle, and in
another well-known gear, the Walschaert's
(Fig. 12), by introducing the lever between
the cross -head and the valve spindle, which
causes the valve to have an additional
motion.

Lubricator.-On models it is essential
that the valves and pistons should be con-
stantly oiled by being fed with minute
quantities of oil. The Roscoe or displace-
ment type of lubricator best effects this.
Its action depends upon the condensation
of steam in a closed vessel filled with oil.
A pipe conducts the steam from the valve
chests to the top of this vessel : as the steam
is conducted it falls to the bottom in the
form of water. The oil is thus compelled
to pass through the same pipe as that
through which steam entered, and so goes
to the valve chests, from
whence it is carried
through the ports, by

Fig. 13.-An instructional model of Stephenson's gear with inside admission piston valve.

makes his own engines and wishes to intro-
duce the maximum amount of detail into
all parts of both the rolling stock and the
" way and the works."

Gauge No. 2 (21 in.). This is a model
locomotive builder's gauge. The scale is
just over 1 in. to the foot and quite powerful
engines are possible on it. A well -designed
21 -in. gauge engine will pull an adult, and
burn solid fuel like a full-size locomotive.

Injector.-A piece of apparatus into
which steam and water enter and mix, the
effect of which, through the condensation
of the steam, is to impart sufficient velocity
to the water to compel it to enter the boiler
against the pressure within the boiler.

Lap.-This is the amount by which the
length of a slide valve exceeds the distance
between outside or inside, as the case may
be, edges of the steam ports leading to a

the rush of steam, to the pistons.
Slide Valve.-This is of two types, the

old-fashioned flat or D valve, which pro-
vided for outside admission, and the more
modern piston valve (shown in Figs. 12 and
13), which usually arranges for inside
admission. The piston valve really consists
of two pistons connected together on one
stem, the space between them being filled
with boiler steam, and the space at either
end leading to the blast pipe.

A NEW HANDBOOK
LATHE WORK FOR AMATEURS

I/-, or 112 by post from George Newnes
Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C.2.
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AN A.R.C.
PHI TOG -RAP HY
The Concluding Article of this Series. Previous Articles have ap-
peared in the May, June, and July issues of " Practical Mechanics."

A novel self-
portrait device
which can be
fitted to the end

of an antinous release and operates the shutter
after a short time, so that the user may include

himself in a group or scene.

Retouching Medium
AMIXTURE of turpentine and gum

which is painted on a negative in
order that the pencil or brush may

take a hold on the surface.
Roller -Blind Shutter

A length of strong opaque material, such
as linen, attached at one end to a roller
which contains a spring. The lower edge of
the blind is pulled down and engages in a
catch, to be released when a trigger is
operated. Usually this is carried out by
means of a pneumatic device, such as a
rubber bulb, and small pressure plate. When
the catch is released the blind flies up in
exactly the same
manner as the do -
m es tic window
blind. One form
of this shutter has
the blind in two
sections, the sec-
tions being adjust-
able one from the
other. Exposure in
this case is control-
led by varying the
width of the slot,
the speed with
which the blind tra-
vels being constant. A narrow slot is used
for high speeds, and vice versa. This type
of shutter is used for the highest speeds.
Roll Film

A sensitive film affixed at each end to a
strip of light proof material and rolled round
a spool. The paper bears indications of the
sections where pictures may be taken in order
to accommodate the correct number on the
strip, and these indications are viewed
through a small window in the back of the
camera.

Shutter
The mechanism which operates in front

of the camera to permit the light to pass
through to the sensitive surface. The
simplest shutter consists of a metal plate
with a hole in it, and it is pulled down by
the operation of the release and returned to
its original position by the action of a
spring. See also Roller Blind Shutter and
Focal Plane Shutter.

Sodium Sulphite
Clean, waxy -looking crystals with no

white powder covering them. Turns to a

powder when exposed to the air, and should
therefore only be used in the clean crystal
form. Hot water should not be used when
preparing solution. Should be kept in dry
form and not as a solution.

Sodium Sulphide
Large greenish crystals, smelling very

offensively. Rapidly absorbs moisture from
the atmosphere, and should therefore be
kept in well -corked bottle.

Speed
The emulsion coating a film or plate is

rated according to its sensitivity. The most
common method of referring to this sensi-
tivity is to give it an H. and D. number. At
the present time plates are obtainable
having an H. D. number of 850 or more.
The speed of the normal roll film is between
400 and 500 H. and D. Colour plates are
much slower. Cinema films are much
faster. For general photographic work a
speed of 500 is most convenient. Generally
speaking, the faster the speed, the thinner
emulsion, and consequently the less the

A.
EMULSION

///

B. EMULSION
I A

GLASS

This diagram shows why a slow -speed plate (thick
emulsion) can give better graduations of tone than a
fast (thin emulsion) plate. The thick emulsion pro-
duces various densities having greater differences than
can be obtained on a thin emulsion, where the greatest
thickness is a very little greater than the minimum.

degree of graduation which is obtainable
in the finished picture. This is explained
in the accompanying sketch. The slow
speed (or thick) emulsion will enable various
thicknesses of material to be left when the
picture is fully developed and fixed, as
shown at A. On the other hand, the fast or
thin emulsion will only permit of very few
steps or degrees of density. Special plates
are obtainable, or course, where this does
not apply.

Stop
The term applied to the hole through

which the light passes in front of the
camera. In some cases the stop is situated
in front of the lens. In other cases it is
behind the lens or even between the
separate components of a compound lens.-
See also Diaphragm.

Tank
A piece of apparatus in which plates or

films are developed. A metal container
holds the developing solution and the nega-
tives are immersed in this for a time. The
developer is drained off, the negative rinsed,
and fixation completed in the tank. A
special type of apparatus is obtainable in
order that these processes may be carried
out in daylight.-See Daylight Tank.
Toning

The process of changing the colour of a
print by chemical means. In some cases a
stain is used and the print is stained all
over. This arrangement is used in such
subjects as fireside portraits, etc. The
usual bromide enlargement in its ordinary
condition is black and white, but many
prefer a sepia tone, and this is obtained by
means of a toning bath. The simplest
method for toning gaslight or bromide
prints to a warm sepia is to bleach the print
in a ferricyanide and bromide bath and
afterwards redevelop in a sodium sulphide
bath. The formula will vary according to
the paper. The hot hypo and alum process
consists of a bath of hypo containing alum
which is heated
to about 120
degrees Fah.,
and in which
nitrate of silver
is dissolved. The
prints are in-
serted in the
bath in an iron
dish and the
whole raised to
the above tem-
perature and
kept there until
the process
is complete.A slight
reduction
usually takes
place.

A tripod hav-
ing telescopic
legs, which is
both rigid and
adjustable for
various heights.
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a watch that4

IrTHE ORIGINAL

eroplane

GUARANTEED
7 YEARS

against breakages.

YOURS 5/
FOR DOWN

You can now own a watch
world famous for its reli-
ability under the most
severe climatic conditions.
WATERPROOF-It can even
be used whilst bathing I
UNBREAKABLE-it can be
worn without fear of acci-
dental damage.

Incorporating a patented
floating non-magnetic jewelled
lever movement, shock, vibra-
tion, dust and sand proof.
Time tested under water, chro-
mium patent gland case, 24
hour dial. Leather strap. Cash
price 59/8 (luminous dial 2/8
extra), or yours for 15,- down.

made by the Suppliers to WATuN
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS, etc.

YOUR OLD WATCH TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE.

Other models from 25I-.
Write for FREE illustrated catalogue of watches from 51- down

or send your order to -day to

G. & M. LANE & CO. LTD.
(Dept. P.M.E.6)

24/26 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4

6
65 Watts

125 Watts 22;'6
240 Watts 37 6

The Solon Electric
Soldering Iron has the
strongest heating element
obtainable. Clamped in
contact with the bit, it
concentrates all heat.
None is wasted. The Solon
simplifies soldering. It is

quicker, easier, more
economical and more effi-
cient. Plug in-solder in
three minutes.

sOLON
E L E.C.T R 1 C

SOLDERING IRON
W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co. Ltd.

Dept. 25. YAC
Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I.

An Ingenious Typewriter
WEIGHING only 41b. and measuring only

11 in. x 5 in. x 3 in., this little machine
is really portable and amazingly efficient in
operation, the results being indistinguish-
able from that of an expensive three- or four -
bank machine. Although very simple and

A midget portable typewriter which measures 11 in. X
5 in. x 3 in. and weighs only 4 lb.

compact, it bristles with noteworthy features,
such as a margin setter, paper release, line
space adjustment, automatic ribbon feed,
back space lever, and a simple device by
which the ribbons may be changed in a few
moments. The type faces include capitals,
figures, punctuation marks, and all the usual
symbols and fractions, and clear carbon
copies are obtainable. A good average
speed is possible by even a novice after a
few minutes' practice. Cleaning and main-
tenance are greatly simplified by the fact
that all moving parts are quickly detachable.
The price is £4 4s. carriage paid in the
British Isles. [147.]
Shock -absorbing Casters

APART from improving the appearance
of your furniture, the shock -absorbing

caster shown in the sketch is quite simple to

Details of the shock -proof
caster, showing the method

of suspension.

the
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Editor,ece

devicens described
makersaeppRpAl

Southamp-
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PRACTICAL

belowTaltom

St., Strand, W.C. 2.
Quote number at end

of Paragraph.

fix. Known as the " Flexells " caster, they
are obtainable in two sizes, namely, 3 -in.
and 4 -in. wheel diameters respectively. If
when fitted to a dinner wagon the casters
meet a sudden change in level from floor to
carpet, the whole shock is taken by two
springs (fitted in each caster), which ex-
pand, thus preserving the uniform level of
the wagon. When travelling on a level
surface, the springs are slightly expanded to
allow for the load carried, while the rubber-
tyred wheels, running on special bearings,
ensure smooth and noiseless movement. It
is possible to obtain oxidised, copper, or
nickel -plated casters, the 3 -in. casters cost-
ing 108. 6d. per set of four, including
sockets, and 4 -in. casters 13s. 2d. post
free. [148.]

An Electric Clothes Press
DISTINCTLY novel and extremely ser-

viceable, this press prompts one to ask,
" Why wasn't it thought of before ? " By

,00ng,Se
An electric clothes press.

simply plugging in to a convenient power
point and allowing about three minutes for
the elements to warm up, the presser is
ready for use. The inset sketch shows the
best method for creasing trousers, and
should one be caught in a shower, it is but a
few minutes' work to put a knife-edge crease
down the front edge of the trousers. It
will be found equally useful for coats, ties,
and pleated skirts and may be obtained for
12s. 6d. carriage paid. [149.]

New Style Shaving
THE revolutionary shaving device, illus-

trated, removes the hair from the face
comfortably and closely and as no lather is
required it may be used wherever an electric
point is handy. The shearing head consists
of two slotted plates, the outer one being
stationary and the inner one moving rapidly
backward and forward, actuated by the
motor which is housed in the handle of the
shaver. It is almost impossible to cut one-
self when using this dry shaver, and as no
new blades are required, a great saving is
effected. It costs £4 19s. post free. [150.]
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A Book for ALL
Electrical Engineers

& Electrical Workers
The ELECTRICAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA

THE

FIRST

AND

ONLY

BOOK

OF ITS

KIND

A Handbook of Modern Electrical
Practice for the Working Electrician
4 Vole.. . . 1,480 Pages . . . 2,000 Articles . . Over

2,300 Illustrations.
General Editor: S. B. Blaxland Stubbs.

Associate Editors: Arthur Arnold, A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.Mech.E., Editor of " The Power Engineer."
R. A. Baynton, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.C.G.I. Philip Kemp,
M.Sc.(Tech.), KLEE., Mem.A.I.E.E., Head of the
Polytechnic School of Engineering. S. O. Pearson,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. S. Austen Stigant, M.I.E.E.,
F.Am.I.E.E. G. W. Stubbing', B.Sc. (Lend.), P.Inst.P.,

THIS up-to-date work contains sound,
authoritative information written by

experts in every branch of the profession,
and covers thousands of problems of every-
day work. The rapid development of
electric technology means an enormous
increase of opportunities for the electrical
engineer who keeps abreast of advancing
knowledge. YOU can seize these new oppor-
tunities NOW by the aid of " The Electrical
Encyclopedia." Whatever your particular
subject or job, it will add to your efficiency
and aid advance in your profession.

" It covers electrical science and technique
literally from A to Z."-The Electrical Times.

DON'T Just sign and post the form below and we
will send you these four volumes carriage

MISS paid, to examine for one week tree. You

THIS may either return them to us, carriage
forward, within 8 days, to end the
matter, or you may keep them on the
very easy terms outlined.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO. LTD.,
96 and 97 Farringdon St., London, E.C.4

Please send me, carriage paid, for seven days
FREE Examination, "THE ELECTRICAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA," complete in four volumes.
It is understood that I may return the work on
the eighth day after I receive it, and that there
the matter ends. If I decide to keep the books
I will send you on the eighth day a First Payment
of 2/6, and, beginning thirty days after, thirteen
further monthly payments of 5/- each and a
final one of 6/-, thus completing the purchase
price.

(Price for Cash on the eighth day, 70/-)

Name

Address

Occupation
Parent's signature
required under 21

State if householder Date

I PLEASE FILL IN ALL PARTICULARS ASKED.
1935.

An ingenious electric shaving device.

An Adjustable Drawing Curve
EVERY draughtsman has come up
"against the " snag " when using French
curves to find one which just fits that awk-

An adjustable drawing curve that will be appreciated
by most draughtsmen.

ward curve on the drawing. The adjustable
curve illustrated will be found useful for
overcoming these " snags," for as will be
seen from the sketch, it may be adjusted to
fit the most awkward of curves. It consists
of a thin strip of flexible steel fitted with
metal tabs which may be held in position
by the fingers or with drawing -pins. The
12 -in. curve costs 28. 4d., and one 18 in. long
costs 2s. Ild. [151.]

A universal kitchen motor that can be put to a number
of labour-saving tasks.

I An Ingenious Kitchen Appliance
DECENTLY placed on the market, the
universal kitchen motor, illustrated on

this page, performs an amazing number of
operations. It may be used as a beater, tin-

, opener, food chopper, knife sharpener, juice
' extractor, or drink mixer, and is supplied
i complete with mixing bowls and graduated

measure for 19s. 6d. carriage paid. The
motor is air-cooled and is fitted with double

, worm -gear drive and has three controlled
speed variations. All the attachments may
be quickly interchanged and are held
positively in position. Finished in ivory
enamel and chromium it is thus very easy to

I keep clean. [152.]

Things are happening to -day
which vitally affect you!

If you are about 18, perhaps you are
getting settled in your chosen work and
already feeling the strain of competition for
a better position. If you are in the 40's,
your family responsibilities are near the
peak, the necessity for money is tense-
and younger men are challenging your job.
And men of the ages between 18 and 45 face
similar problems, in one form or another.

The most valuable employment security
to -day is the security a man creates for
himself-in himself ! Through training, he
is able to adapt himself to new conditions,
to utilise experience without being handi-
capped by habit ! He masters jobs and
makes new jobs. He meets emergencies-
and is not overwhelmed by them. And
this is an age of emergencies.

For 44 years the International Corre-
spondence Schools have helped thoughtful
and ambitious men to acquire the training
they need. To -day, with this need more
urgent than ever, this world-famous institu-
tion offers greater opportunities than ever.
Why not permit us to show you the way to
greater security and larger earnings ? Our
expert advice is free. Write to -day.

...COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET...
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2.

Please send me your booklet containing
full particulars of the Course of Correspond-
ence Training before which I have marked
X. I assume no obligation.

OAccountancy
Advertising

DAeronautical Engineering
DArchitectute
DBookkeeping

Building
OChemical Engineering
OCivil Engineering
DDraughtsmanship
DElectrical Engineering

Engineering Design

DExaminations, state -which

['Marine Engineering
DMechanical Engineering
OM ining Engineering
DMotor Engineering
OPlumbing
ORadio
ORailway Equipment and

Running
OSalesmanship
DStearn Engineering
ETextiles
['Woodworking

The I.C.S. teach wherever the post reaches, and have
a wide variety of courses of Study. If, therefore, your
subject is not in the above list, write it here.

Name Agto.

Address
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There was a mechanic
named Hess,

A good worker-but
created a mess

His jobs were all right-
For he uses FLUXITE-
But the "GUN " has now

solved his distress

See that FLITXITE is always by you-in the
house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy
soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers - in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1'4 and 2/8. Ask to see the
FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET
-compact but substantial-complete with
full instructions, 7/8.
Write for Free Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and ask for Leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will NOT keep
round and true unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger wheel. It's
simple - with FLUXITE - bat IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluzite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charg-
ing lasts for ages. Price 1 6.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVEN

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. P.M., Dragon Works, Bermondsey St., S.E.I

The New

STUART
CATALOGUE No. 3

describes in 72 profusely illus-
trated pages the full range of
Stuart products-

Steam engines and boilers,
pumps, petrol engines,
fitting s, screws, drills,
materials, etc.

The Stuart centrifugal
pump for fountain or
waterfall.

The Pump:
20/ -

Electrically
driven:

£4 :7: 6
`Please send now for "Cat. No. 3."

6d. Post Free.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY - ON - THAMES

A Reuiew of the Latest Devices for the Amateur
Mechanic. The address of the Makers of the Items
mentioned can be had on application to the Fditor.
Please quote the number at the end of the paragraph.

A De -luxe Headlamp for Cyclists
ATTRACTIVELY designed, and easily

attached to the handlebars or frame of a
bicycle, the " Wilco " de -luxe lighting set
shown herewith will appeal to all cyclists.
The lamp, which is chromium plated, is
fitted with a control switch for regulating
the light. The special silvered patented
reflector increases the intensity of the light,
making it extremely powerful. Two special
quality bulbs are supplied correctly focused
and are controlled by a neat switch on the
lamp which will operate either bulbs from
the dynamo. The centre bulb gives a
penetrating beam straight ahead, whilst the
top bulb gives a broader light slightly
dipped. The fixing bracket holds the lamp
rigid, making it practically thief -proof.
The set comtdete costs 218. [138.]

The " Wilco"
de -luxe lighting
set for cyclists.

A Useful Apomecometer
A SIMPLE and convenient device for
"approximately gauging the height of
trees, buildings, etc., this instrument is
similar to an optical square, but reflects at
45 degrees instead of at right angles. To use
the instrument, a sight is taken on to a spot
near the foot of the object to be measured,
level with the observer's eye ; then by
walking backward or forward the position
is ascertained where the top of the tree is seen
by reflection in the apomecometer simul-
taneously with the spot on the tree. The
height of the object is then equal to the
distance of the observer from it, plus the
height of the sighting spot above the ground.
The cost is El 108., post free. [139.]

A useful device for approximately gauging the height
of trees, buildings, etc.

A New -style Incinerator
MADE from heavy bright galvanised

metal, the incinerator shown lights
quickly, and burns wet as well as dry
rubbish continuously. If used as in-
structed, it will outlast the ordinary type.
Sparks and ash are not blown about-an
immense boon-and the ash, not having
the valuable potash evaporated in flames,
forms one of the most valuable fertilisers,
indispensable for flowers and fruit. The
entire height is all working capacity -
4 in. for ash, the remainder for rubbish.
Lightly drop in fairly dry rubbish, and when
this has ignited, wet rubbish will smoulder
into ash with practically no attention. All
parts of the incinerator are renewable separ-
ately, and it is sold in two sizes. In heavy
metal measuring 24 in. x 17 in. x 224 in. in
extreme size, it costs 108. 6d., and in very
heavy metal 30 in. x 17in. x 224 in. costs
16s. 9d. [140.]

n
MR\

1

A useful accessory for the garden is the new -style
incinerator shown.

A Chisel for Corrugated Iron
HAVING to cut corrugated iron with an

ordinary chisel is a form of punishment
which has to be experienced before the full
subtleties of the torture can be appreciated.
Costing only ls. 6d., the special chisel
illustrated on this page (designed by some
humane person) will soon pay for itself in
time and temper. [141.]

A chisel for corrugated iron.

An Inexpensive Soldering Iron
COSTING only l8. 9d. post free, the electric
soldering iron (see facing page) is an

amazingly sturdy job and will prove a great
time- and temper -saver when wiring up the
radio receiver and also for use on those
hundred and one jobs for which a soldering
iron is essential. It is supplied with a
substantial copper bit, a useful length of
strong flex, and an adapter. [142.]
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
Our largeStores and Showrooms are full of
interesting gadgets for the Practical
Mechanic at bargain prices. We have
tremendous stocks of Government Sur-
plus and liquidation apparatus of every
description.

Space permits of mention of a few lines only, but
" P.M." folk are cordially invited to call or illustrated
Sale List will be sent post free.

PETROL OR GAS ENGINES with Dynamos r5o
watts to 4 kw. E DIS 0 N Steel Storage Cells. DYNA-
MOS and Switchboards from 5o watts to 5 kw.
Several hundreds to select from. Morse chains and
wheels 25/- set. Skewgear boxes h.p. 10/-. Gear
boxes 2-1 for It h.p. 4/6. Magnetic Clutch 6 volt 7/6.
Electric Governors 7/6. Bowden R.A.F. Remote
Controls r8 points 7/6. Emery Discs 6 -in. dia. 2/- dozen.

ELECTRIC PUMPS 120 gal. Centrifugal 67/6.
Electric Blowers 45/, Electric Grinders double small
bench type 21/-. A.C. Induction Motors A, h.p. 18/-.

ALarger , h.p. 35/-, any voltage. Portable Telephone
Sets 30/-. Charging or Lighting zoo watt Dynamo Sets
with auto Switchboard 47/6 Stick Periscopes 6d.
Microphones for detectaphones, speech, etc.,1/-. Com-
mutators 2/6. Binoculars 15/-. Compasses 9d.
Testing Sets. The biggest stock in London. Mes-
ser' and Ohmeters.

METERS. We have 2,000 in stock, all ranges and
sizes, CZ 3 amps 5/-, 20 volt, 50 volt, 5/.; I00 volt, 5/6;
zoo volt 6/-. A.C. or D.C. Pole -Testers 2/6. Testing
Sets A.C.-D.C. Mipanta 7} volt, 15o volt, 300 volt;
3 scales and M/A only 19/6 ; worth £2. M.C. meter
movements, complete magnet and jewel coil, for experi-
menters St-.

RADIO SETS. A huge selection from an 8/6 Crystal
Set and 2/9 Headphones to S.H. Radiograms. Power
Amplifiers and Speakers. Photo Cells and Ray Sets.
X-ray Valves 10/-.

SWITCHGEAR. We have tons of all kinds and build
Chargers and Switchboards on the premises to order.
Meter repairs of every description at low prices by our
skilled men.

Your enquiries for any apparatus will receive
prompt attention.

PARCELS. For the experimental amateur who wants
useful junk. Switches, Wire, Chokes, Condensers, and
Coils and a host of usefuparts, post free, to lb. 7/-, 7 lb. 5/-
NEW ILLUS. BARGAIN CATALOGUE "P.M." FREE.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

'Phone : Central 4611.

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING
TRAINING

Under qualified R.F.C. and R.A.F.
Instructors.

I. Ground Engineer's A £50
2. Ground Engineer's A and C £75
3. G.E.'s A and C, Pilot's A £125
4. G.E.'s A and C, Pilot's A and B.. £450
Employment guaranteed at and of training.

Apply for Syllabus :
OXFORD FLYING SERVICES, LTD.
Chilworth Aerodrome, Wheatley, Oxford.

"DUPLEX TAILSTOCK"
3 -in. B.G.S.C. LATHE

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY :
Weight (bench model) 85 lbs. Con-
centric adjusted bronze bearings.
Ground mandrel and tailstock
barrel. Multi -purpose tailstock.
Compare with any other make, and
judge for yourself. List stamp

please.

WARD & POLLARD,
Engineers, Orchard Works,

Plumstead High St., London, S.E.I8

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS
PLEASE BE SURE TO MENTION

"PRACTICAL MECHANICS." ip)

This cheap electric soldering iron sells at the
extremely low price of ls. 9d.

A Walking -stick Rule
AS will be seen from the inset sketches,
this walking -stick serves a dual purpose.

Whilst it may be used as and outwardly
looks like a normal stick, it has the added
advantage of containing a stout folding
5 -ft. measuring rod that is held in position
by the crook, which screws firmly down on
to the barrel. Two styles are available :
one made from root bamboo at £1 168., and
one at £2 128. 6d. which is malacca cane,
fitted with a horn handle and a silver band.
Both prices are carriage paid. [143.]

A Compact Electric Hand Drill
COSTING only 248. 6d., the electric
hand drill illustrated on this page will

be found to be a great time-saver in the
home workshop. The robustly constructed
motor, which is fan cooled, is operated
from A.C. mains and consumes approxi-
mately 1 ampere. The switch, as will be
seen from the sketch, is conveniently
mounted on the body of the motor and the
chuck holds drills up to I. in. diameter.
The drill is supplied complete with 9 ft.
of stout rubber -covered cable. [144.]

A compact electric hand drill which will
be found extremely useful in the workshop.

MIND and
P ERSONALITY
SHAPE YOUR LIFE

Whilst everyone instinctively knows the truth
of this fact, there are comparatively few people
who really know how to direct the mind so that
it is a faithful, willing servant which creates
happiness, health and success. Many are too
apathetic to attempt to understand and develop
their brains, and others believe their minds to be
naturally efficient (although psychologists have
proved time and again that the vast majority
of people allow 75 per cent. of their brain power
to be dissipated unused). The chief stumbling -
block, however, to the average man or woman
lies in the fact that they associate the study
of the mind and its workings with intricate terms
and laws which they fear to unravel.

FOUR VITAL STRAIGHTFORWARD
BOOKS
The books briefly described below have been
expressly written to enable everyone to study
and develop their minds and personalities.
Each book deals with a particular phase of the
subject and the four form a most complete library
covering the entire subject. Written in a most
readable conversational style, in simple lucid
English, which avoids the use of long involved
statements beloved by most writers on psycho-
logy, the subject -matter of the four books can
be grasped, thoroughly understood, and put into
practice by the average intelligent individual.
You are shown exactly how your brain functions
and how you can improve its powers beyond
recognition.

THE MASTERY OF MIND
By J. Cyril Flower, M.A., Ph.D. 5/4

As Upton lecturer in Philosophy at Oxford, the
author is an accepted master of his subject.
Writing in a pleasing conversational style, he
throws a searchlight on the laws governing the
mind. With this book at hand the reader
finds himself unconsciously putting its precepts
into practice, to the benefit of his happiness and
his pocket.

PSYCHOLOGY SIMPLIFIED 5/4
Dr. J. CYRIL FLOWER has written this book
to amplify and supplement "The Mastery of
Mind." It carries the study of Psychology
several steps farther so that the plain man may
obtain a clear and comprehensive idea of human
nature as operates in himself and his fellows.

PERSONALITY: Its Nature, its Opera-
tion and its Development 5/4

By J. Louis Orton
In this book the Author explains exactly what
Personality is and how it achieves its ends.
This book shows how to exert your Per-
sonality-How to Build Personal Power.

HYPNOTISM-
THE FRIEND OF MAN 8/4
Mr. J. L. ORTON has written a work as marked
for lucidity of expression and charm of style
as for comprehensiveness and power. Dr.
W. R. McGlashan says : " Your theory and
explanations convince me that Hypnotism is a
rational reality."

Any 2 Vols. 10/6. The 4 Books 20/-.
These essential books are obtainable from all

bookshops or from
THORSONS, Publishers, Dept. 111

91 St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2
Complete Catalogues free on request

Make More Money
£3 to £6 weekly can be earned at home in a wonderful
business of your own. No matter where you live you
can commence to make money in your spare or whole
time. No risk, canvassing or experience required. A
wonderful opportunity for anyone wishing to add
pounds to their income. Particulars, stamp.

BA LLARD,71Craces Rd., London, S.E.5

KEENEST PRICE
for_Materials,all Manufactured Parts
and complete FLYING FLEAS.
DUNSTABLE SAILPLANE CO.,an Luton Aerodrome, Barton, Beds.
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Get this book !
FOR A REAL INSIGHT INTO
THIS MODERN MARVEL-

POPULAR
TELEVISION

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE
The well-known Television Expert and
popular contributor to "Practical
Mechanics."

THIS is everyman's own guide to the
marvel of television. It makes tele-
vision principles as easyto understand

as a radio set. Every technical detail
is clearly explained. It shows what
television is, what it can do and what
it will do in the future. Accounts of
the working of a Baird studio and the
televising of talking pictures make this
one of the most fascinating of books.
Illustrated. 126 pp.

2/6 net.

Order from a bookseller or direct from:-

PITMAN
PARKER ST., KINGSWAY, W.C.2

BE TALLER

HEIGHTEN
Your Chances in Life
Short people can be made taller with the aid
of a box of Challoner's Famous Formula-

H.T.N. TABLETS
and easy system : well tried : harmless and
safe. No strenuous exercises or old-
fashioned appliances. If one box is insuffi-
cient, we guarantee to supply a further
box FREE of all charge. E.H. (Sutton)
writes : " Results beyond expectations and
I am as pleased as Punch." Act NOW !
Send old. stamp for full particulars in sealed
envelope. Sample 7 id. Book on height
improvemedt 3d. P.O. or stamps only.
Colonial Return Air Mail t/- extra.
THE CHALLONER CO. (late of Bond St.)
Department G70, Laboratory and Works :
HYDE HEATH, AI1ERSHAM, BUCKS.

Hints About Hobbies
Practical Ideas Contributed By Readers
IP

THAT HINT OF YOURS
Every reader of PRACTICAL MECHANICS must have
originated some little dodge which would be of inter-
est to other readers. Why not pass it on to us ? For
every item published on this page we will pay 5s.
Address your envelope to " Hint," PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton Street, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every hint sent in
must be original.

A Scrubbing Device

ALL the worry and backache can be
taken out of scrubbing with the aid of

this simple little device, which will hold any
type of flat -top scrubbing brush.

Two pieces of flat iron are drilled to take
a wing bolt and hammered into the shape
shown in the sketch. They are fixed to an
ordinary broom handle which can be cut to
any desired length.

A simple gadget to facilitate the scrubbing of floors.

The scrubbing brush is placed between
the jaws and tightly clamped by means of
the wing nut and bolt.

What does the Clock Say ?
WHY do we always

think of the ticking of
a watch as " tick, tick,"
but regard that of a clock
as " tick, tock " ? Is there
an actual distinction be-
tween the alternate sounds,
or is it due purely to our
imagination ?

It seems to be the general
opinion of uninformed peo-
ple that it is merely a mat-
ter of chance whether the
left beat of the pendulum
clock is accompanied by
the " tick " and the right
beat by the " tock " or vice
versa. This matter, how-
ever, is not left to chance,
but the " tick " always
marks the moment when
the pendulum reaches the
extreme point from its per-
pendicular on its right beat,
and the " tock " similarly
marks the extreme point
on the left swing. This is
true with pendulums of
all lengths.

The reason for this is
that the anchor of the
escapement mechanism is
above the rotating escape-
ment wheel and in the
same plane, the conditions

under which its arms strike the cogs of the
wheel are not the same for both arms.
One of the arms of the anchor strikes
the wheel cogs moving upward in a
direction opposed to that of the anchor,
while the other anchor arm strikes against
the cogs when the wheel is moving down.

Constructional details for making a handy scoop.

The result of the unequal conditions under
which the two arms engage the cogs of the
wheel, is the natural production of a differ-
ence in the sounds produced by the contact
of the parts.-F. C. L. (London).

A Handy Scoop
THIS scoop is made from a wooden

" darner," a piece of cardboard, and a
piece of spring metal such as is found round
jars of shrimp paste, etc.

The cardboard is cut into a semi -circular
shape and can be made to hold a certain
known quantity.-T. S. (E.C.1).

USEFUL TEMPERATURE GUIDE.

CENTIGRADE

3500
3000
2800
2500
2275
2231
1710
1530
1400
1371
1200
1100
1063
1050
970
700
625
405
357
316
288
216
109
100
79
65

61

46
44
36.8
17

10
0

-20
-38.8
-55

-191
-252
-257
-260
-278

FAHRENHEIT

6330 Carbon vapourises, also temperature of -
6400 romp. attained by Thermit (electric arc
5072 Temperature of Oxy-Hydrogen flame
4532 Osmium malts
4037 Iridium melte
4000 Temperature attained by Bessemer furnace
3080 Platinum melte
2731 Wrought in melts
2552 White heat
2500 Steel melte
2192 Orange -red heat
2012 Copper melte
1981 Pure gold melte
1922 Cast iron 0.oweet) malts
1778 Silver melte
1292 Dull -red heat
1157 Aluminium melte
762 (about) coal ignites
674 Mercury boil.
600 Lead melte
550 Gunpowder ignite.
420 Tin melts
228 Sulphur melte
212 Water boils
174 Alcohol boils
149 Fusible alloy melts
142 Beeswax malts
114 Paraffin melts
111 Phosphorus melte
98.4 Normal temperature of human brdy
62 Mean temperature of sea
50 Mean temperature of air
32 Water freezes
-4 Mixture salts and ice

-34.3 Mercury freeze,
-68 Greatest natural cold on Earth

-312 Air liquifies under normal pressure
-422 Hydrogen liquifies
-432 Hydrogen freezes
-436 Greatest artificel cold on Earth
-459 Absolt.te zero

The chart shown above is one which will undoubtedly prove of great
convenience to anyone interested in chemistry or physics. Cut it out

and paste it in your notebook, or on a card.
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GENUINE AND ONLY
CHROMATIC MOUTH ORGAN

Sent you for
Deposit. plus 8d. Postage. de.
Balance 1/6 weekly for 4 weeks to

approved customers. Cash price,616 post f ree.

GUARANTEED the same
type of instrument as played by

1/6

LARRY ADLER
in his Maya, Broadcast

and Gramophone
Performances.

This superb HORNE
INSTRUMENT with
its beautiful deep,
rich, organ tone.
an be played

In ANY Key
(a1112 Keys)
including
all Sharps
and Flats,
exactly as
your own Piano.

SUPER
CHROMONICA

MODEL
with
three

complete
Chromatic

Scales, Inbeautiful
Silk -lined case. 2/ -

only deposit, plus fid.
postage, eto. Balance

2/ -weekly (fors weeks)
to approved customers.

Cash price, 10/6 post free.

MODERN MUSIC STUDIO
nigh Holborn House (P.M.).

52 High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

SPECIALTUTOR"--Lh:,17-.1.":

HAVE YOU A RED NOSE?
Send a stamp to pay postage, and you will
learn how to rid yourself of such a terrible

affliction free of charge.
Address in confidence-

P. TEMPLE, Specialist
" Palace House," 128 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.I

(Est. 30 years.)

PATENTS,
TRADE MARKS
AND DESIGNS

FREEI
ADVICE, HANDBOOK
AND CONSULTATIONS

KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD.
B. T, King, 04.11.1., Patent Agent 0.33., U.S.A. & Can.

146a Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4

"ReferenceYe."'s. TELEMait':'=61'61'.LowneN.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON
PATENTS

Sent free on application.

THE IMPERIAL PATENT SERVICE
First Avenue House, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Preliminary Consultation Free.

PATENTS, DESIGNS
AND TRADE MARKS
A VALUABLE GUIDE ,ON INTERNATIONAL

PROTECTION OF INVENTIONS.
100 Pages - - Post Free, 6d.

The TECHNICAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

FROST & CO.
70 Old Compton St., London, W.I

Engineers, Tool and Model Makers.
Models of all descriptions.

Inventors, Scale and Advertising.
Patterns, Castings, or Finished Parts, Small

Stampings and Press Tools.
Experimental and Repetition Work.

FREE! FREE
Monster Bargain Catalogues of Famous American Home -
Study Courses and Books costing originally from £2140
to f15/1510. All subjects, including Self Cure, Physical
Culture, Personal Magnetism, Psychology, Nervousness,
Sexology, Hypnotism, Music, Voice Production, Drawing,
Story Writing, Money Making. All available at tremend-
ous reductions and available under our rental plan-under
our Money -Back Guarantee. Thousands have been amazed
at the colossal bargains available. Write now. ECONOMY
EDUCATOR SERVICE, Glenside (28), PLYMOUTH.

MICROSCOPES
Student's microscope, complete with adjustable lens and
foot, mirror, slides, and box. Every microscope guaran-
teed. Money refunded within 7 days if dissatisfied.

Usually 7/6. Our price 3/1x post free.

THE STANLEY TRADING CO.
(Dept. 9), 78-80, Worcester Street, Birmingham, 1

0 OM ;With
EADING

" Britain's Fighting Fleets," by A. Guy
Verco. 164 pp., with numerous half -tone
illustrations. Percival Marshall & Co., Ltd.,
2/6.

THIS well -produced little book tells,
in interesting fashion, the story of the
development of the British Navy

from 1890 to 1935. The descriptions are
divided into eleven chapters, which cover
warships, dreadnoughts, cruisers, de-
stroyers, submarines, aircraft carriers, etc.
There is also an appendix which gives
details of British naval guns and the names
of small craft.

The book is beautifully illustrated
throughout by reproductions of photographs
by R. Perkins; these have reproduced
remarkably well due to the good -quality
paper on which the book is printed. This
publication should meet with warm ap-
proval at this critical time.

" Profitable Photography," by William
Stewart. Price 2/6. Published by Sir
Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd.

THIS is an admirable little book for the
photographic novice anxious to turn
amateur efforts into profit -making

ventures. The author, who has had wide
experience in commercial photography, is
at pains to show that expensive apparatus
is unnecessary for the taking of a good
photograph, and that careful grouping,
focusing, and touching -up can render any
portrait or snapshot saleable. He details
various markets and media, stressing the
simplicity of gas -light photography.

"Central Heating and Hot-water Supply."
By J. W. Cowan, A.M.I.H.V.E., 131 pp.
with line illustrations. Percival Marshall &
Co., Ltd., 3/6.

FOR the student in building and heat-
ing this publication provides an excel-
lent grounding. It is comparatively

elementary in character, and explains the
principles of the subject and the natural
laws upon which the success of hot-water
supply systems operate. The object of the
book is to prepare the reader for more
advanced studies, and in this it is particu-
larly successful. The principles underlying
the circulation of hot water through pipes
due to expansion, and the .practical details
of complete hot-water systems, are fully
treated. In addition, methods of heat
transmission are described, and information
is given with regard to expansion and water
tanks, hot-water cylinders, elementary
calculation of capacities of heating systems,
etc. Throughout the book is interestingly
written, and is well indexed for reference
purposes.

POSTAGE STAMPS OF THE
WORLD

MESSRS. Whitfield King & Co.,
Ipswich, the well-known stamp
dealers, have recently produced their

1936 edition of the Standard Catalogue of
the Postage Stamps of the World. This
work of reference for stamp collectors is
now in its thirty-fifth year of publication.
Containing over 6,700 illustrations, it also
introduces a number of improvements,
which, together with some stAtistical
information concerning the world's postage
stamps, will be found in the preface.
The price of the 1936 edition is 5/-.

Fully illustrated with complete
details for building 2 and 3 valve
super -regenerative receivers, 6
valve superhet, two transmitters,
transceiver, wavemeter and two
test oscillatois. Articles on
ultra short waves, wavelength
measurement and aerial design.
Covers the 5 to 8 metre wave-
bands.

Price 1/- (or
post free/

1/2

From your radio retailer, W. H.
Smith & Sons, or in case of
difficulty, send direct.

STRATTON & CO. LTD.,
BROMSGROVE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

How to Stop
Smoking

Many men spend 10/- or more a week
on tobacco and cigarettes ; how much
could you save if you gave up smoking ?
You twill save not only the money you
are now wasting, but your nerves and
general health, giving you sounder
sleep, a better appetite and altogether
a brighter outlook on life. Thou-
sands have mastered the heavy smoking
habit quickly, permanently, by help of the Stanley Treatment for
Tobacco Habit. The Editor of "Health and Efficiency" says:-
" It is a pleasure to recommend such a method which brings
freedom from the tyranny of tobacco." Think what it would
mean to YOU in health and pocket to be done with Tobacco,
and write to -day for Booklet and particulars of this genuine.
treatment -The Stanley Institute (Dept. 22), 21 Warwick Lane,
London, E.C.4.

A GYMNASIUM in Every Home
THE "WONDER" OUTFIT
THE COMPLETE ALL-ROUND DEVELOPER
5 Appliances in One with Special Training System and

Personal Health Course. (No wall fittings.)
MEN'S 8/9. Postage 9d. extra.
ATHLETES' 10/9. Abroad 3/.. extra.

Send for Free Lists of all training appliances. From
all Sports Stores or from:

JACK LEWIS (Dept. P.M.), 7 Percy St., London, W.I

Price
22 - 17 -6

Machine
Vice 10, -

The 'ADEPT' Bench Hand Shaper
Length of stroke of ram, 31 ins.; Length of
cross travel of slide, 3 ins. ; Sloe of Table,
4i ins. x 4 ins. ; Rise and fall of Table, 2 Ms. ;

"' Vertical feed of tool slide, 1/ ins. ; Maxi-
mum distance between tool and table, 3 ins.;
Wright, 18 lb. Also the ' Adept' No.2 B.H.

jeiai Shaper, 61 -in. stroke. Price £5 - 17 - 6.
Manufactured by

F. W. PORTASS
83a Sellers Street, SHEFFIELD.

THE "GRAYSON" LATHE

3 -inch Centres, Back -
Geared, Screw -Cutting

Price Quick Traverse Action on Slide Rest.
Delivered Free 50 miles radius of London.

Leaflet P.E.1 free on request.

E. GRAY & SON LTD.
(Established 1822)

18 & 20 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

BE TALL
Your Height increased
in 14 days or money
back. The amazing
Stebbing System soon
brings 3-5 inches

increase and new energy. The first, original, and
the one GENUINE GUARANTEED Height Increase
System. Recommended by Health and Efflciency. Com-
plete Course, 5/-, or Booklet flee, privately.
STEBBINGt SYSTEM, Dept. M.P., 28 Dean Rd., London, N.W.2.
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Do We Possess These
Amazing Powers?

Can Men and Women Attain the Acme of
Health, Success and Happiness Through

this Remarkable Formula?

" There is a limitless, reproducing and ever-increasing
force within every human, the power of which will
completely alter the character, develop a striking
personality, break the shackles of mediocrity, and enable
men and women to step out into the world and get what
they want." This is the astounding declaration made

by Mr. Shelley Castle, the
well-known advocate of
modern common - sense
psychology.

Indeed it seems revolu-
tionary but nevertheless
proven by those who have
tried and actually got what
they wanted.

Mr. Castle refuses to be
considered as the author
of an experiment or the
promulgator of a theory.
He eschews any connection
with mystery or magic and
states bluntly that it is
only common sense equip-
ped with the instruments

to force its use-that oily hard facts should be given
credence.

Five thousand men and women are invited to test the
new formula free of charge. It is only necessary to send
your name and address and ask for a copy of " The
Great Discovery." Address your letter to SHELLEY
CASTLE (Suite tuna), Castle House, Jackson's Lane,
London, N.6, enclosing a three -halfpenny stamp to de-
fray postage.

HOME MOVIES
You cannot do better than consult us
for every need, including Film Library,
Film Processing and Titling, and our
huge range of re -conditioned outfits and
accessories at really attractive prices.

MECCANO
We handle the complete Meccano and Hornby
Tran range and offer on all our products fun
postal approval facilities, part exchanges aid

easy payments.

Full lists and literature free
POSTAL SERVICE A SPECIALITY

AMATEUR CINE SERVICE LTD.
(Dept. M.52), Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent

1111111111MINIMMIIIM1111111111111111111111111111

Engi DEEPS'alidE

nfilL...
Bright Prospects and
Big Pay Opportunities
for the trained man
Write to -day for this great Guide whiet
contains world's widest choice of home -
study engineering courses, and shows
how to obtain a recognise! Qualifica-
tion each as A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., etc.
Mention branch. post or quin-
t:cation that interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN.
123 Temple tsar house.
London, E.C.4. (Founded 3917.
19.000 Successes.)

/Fi:'e
TO Sucass

sEs

alli1M11111.111111111.11111=111111111111111M

If a postal reply is desired, a stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed. Every query and drawing which Is
sent must bear the name and address of the sender and be accompanied by the coupon appearing on page III of
cover. Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

THE MANUFACTURE OF GLASS
" I AM carrying out some experiments with

glass. Could you tell me what type of
furnace would be necessary to produce about
10 or 14 lb. of glass, that is if it is possible to
buy or make a furnace to produce so small an
amount ? In the mixing of the constituents,
what is the proportion of the sand, soda, and
lime, and in the case of water -glass, the pro-
portion of sand and soda ? At what tem-
perature do the materials fuse to form glass,
and would the same heat be necessary to re-
melt old glass ? " (L. C. H., Coventry.)

IT is thought that you will experience
difficulty with your glass -making experi-

ments, since this is a task which cannot very
well be carried out on a small scale. About
the cheapest form of furnace which you can
make for home use consists of a large
earthenware crucible, which can be obtained
from any firm of laboratory suppliers, or,
failing this, a flower -pot, with the bottom
hole filled up with clay. This is loosely
packed with the glass -producing mixture
and heated either in a bright -red domestic
fire, or by means of several blow -lamps. It
would, of course, be possible to purchase a
gas -fed muffle -furnace from a firm of
laboratory suppliers, such as Messrs. James
Woolley, Sons & Co. Ltd., Victoria Bridge,
Manchester, but such a furnace would be
costly.

The ingredients for making glass depend
upon the type of glass required. There are
many hundreds of different glasses and,
therefore, it is only possible for us to give
you the proportions of a mixture for the
preparation of common bottle glass. This
results from the heating of the following
mixture :

Sand . . 60 parts (by weight)
Lime . . 6
Soda . . 20
Nitrate of soda . 5
A little broken glass may be added to the

above mixture if desired. For the prepara-
tion of water -glass (sodium silicate), the
following mixture will suffice :

Sand . . 20 parts (by weight)
Caustic Soda . 15
In the case of ordinary glass, the mixture

must be heated to bright redness, and at
this temperature old glass will remelt. For
the preparation of water -glass, a consider-
ably lower temperature is sufficient, the
mixture, after having cooled down, being
boiled with water in order to extract the
soluble sodium silicate or water -glass.

THE INFLUENCE OF RAYS

"
WHAT usual chemicals become lumin-

ous when subjected to the influence
of X-rays, ultra -violet rays, and infra -red
rays respectively ? " (A. E. M., Folke-
stone.)

THE following substances become lumin-
ous when subjected to the action of X-

rays : '

Barium platinocyanide, potassium platino-
cyanide, magnesium platinocyanide, cal-
cium tungstate, calcium fluoride (fluorspar),
calcium sulphate, zinc sulphate, zinc sul-
phide, potassium -uranium sulphate, barium
sulphate, barium sulphide, chlorophyll,
many varieties of glass, quinine sulphate,
mica, potassium acetate, strontium sulphate,
strontium sulphide, uranium fluoride, and
uranium sulphate. Of these, the best
are calcium tungstate or barium platino-
cyanide.

The following materials are self -luminous
under the influence of ultra -violet rays, their
luminescence being known as fluores-
cence "

Quinine sulphate (acid or alkaline solu-
tion of), solution of resculin, solution of
fluorescein, many varieties of mineral oil,
and solutions of uranium salts. Of these,
solutions of quinine sulphate and msculin
give the brightest fluorescence.

No chemicals evolve light under the in-
fluence of infra -red rays, since the rays do
not contain sufficient energy for this pur-
pose. A surface painted with thallium
iodide, however, possesses a selective
reflecting power on infra -red rays. Also, a
thin sheet of ebonite will transmit infra -red
rays, whilst remaining perfectly opaque to
ordinary light rays.
STARTING A LEAF COLLECTION
" I WISH to make a collection of skeletons

of leaves of trees and plants. Please
could you inform me how to make, preserve,
and mount them ? " (K. D., North Finchley.)

h./KELETONISING
leaves is not usually a

difficult task, although it is tedious and
calls for much patience. A good method
consists in soaking the leaves in clean soft
water for three months, during which time
the fleshy matter of the leaf rots away, leav-
ing the leaf skeleton. This process, how-
ever, is too lengthy for most individuals. It
may be speeded up as follows :

Dissolve 2 oz. of washing soda in a
pint of water, and to this solution add 2 oz.
of slaked lime. Boil the solution for about
ten minutes. Allow it to cool and then
decant or filter the clear liquid after the
residue of lime has settled to the bottom of
the vessel. Place the clear liquid into a
clean saucepan (preferably an enamelled
one), immerse in the liquid the leaves to be
skeletonised and carefully raise the tem-
perature of the liquid to just below boiling -
point. Allow the liquid to be thus heated
for an hour. Afterwards let the liquid cool
down. It will be found that on taking the
leaves up one by one, the cellular matter
can be rubbed away between the fingers,
leaving the skeletons behind. A better
method still is to use a soft brush for the
removal of the cellular or fleshy portion of
the leaves after the boiling process, since
there will be less danger of the delicate
skeletons becoming damaged. Usually, by
this process, the leaf skeletons are brown in
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Write to -day for a
copy of this 38 -pane
catalogue of Camera
Bargains for 1935.
The finest selection of
second-hand photo-
graphic apparatus
ever offered. Cameras
by all the well-known

makers at surprisingly low prices. All over-
hauled and in perfect working order.

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD.,
37 Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

JUBILEE
WORM -DRIVE NOSE CLIPS

Ensure a Tight Grip
AND ARE THE BEST
POSSIBLE TO GET

For Radiator Joints ;
Leather Covers on
Universal Joints :
Air, Oil and Water

Hose Joints.

Stocked by all
Garages & Accessory

Dealers.

SEND FORA FREE
SAMPLE CLIP TO

TEST.
Manufacturers: L. ROBINSON & CO..
25 LONDON CHAMBERS, GILLINGHAM, KENT

CYCLE BY NIGHT WITH A
' WILCO LIGHT
The 'Wilco' Dynamo Lighting Set
guarantees a safe journey by

No. 2260 giving a brilliant light whether
riding slowly or quickly. This

Wilco' model h. Con-
trol Switch for
Dynamo and Bat-
tery lights on lamp
itself, which is
chromium - plated.

Complete. The Patent Silvered
Lamp only, 9/8. Reflector gives bril-
Dynamo, 11/6. liant beam. Two
Cash or C.O.D. bulbs are protected

Post Paid. by automatic volt-
age regulator in 6-v.

dynamo. Armature runs on ball bearings. Stem fixing. Thief
proof. Smart appearance. Price 21./.. Other models at 15/9.
New 40 pp. Catalogue, ' EM,' 3d., Post Free. Cycle Lamps.
Motors, Dynamos, Transformers, etc.

L. WILKINSON 8 CITY ROAD,L, E.C.I

CARTWN Yowl WAY

1oSUCCESS!
-Comic Cartoons Make Fortunes. Don't Copy-

teach you HOW TO CREATE ORIGINAL CAR- 
Learn to Originate. Rape Burns will 2/6

TOONS at home that you can SELL I Course has 26 only, or by
lessons and 600 illustrations. Send name and address instalments
for free details. RATE BURNS (Dept. 2.3), 1 Glenside, Plymouth.

EY PICTURE FRAMING
Picture Framing, Tray -making,
Craft Work. etc. Wonderful
Wholesale Bargains in Mould-
ings, Beadings, Frets, Plys, Jaco-

bean Legs, Table Tops, Corner and
Tray Me uldings, Fine Art Pictures

Transfers, Silhouettes.
Fully Illustrated Guide post free.

WATKINS PROVIDER
EXCHANGE WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

colour. If they are required to be perfectly
white, they should be immersed in a weak
solution of hydrogen peroxide or chloride of
lime for a quarter of an hour and then dried
in sunlight. This bleaching process can be
repeated if necessary.

Leaves for skeletonising should be
gathered just before the leaf begins to fall.
August and September are the best months
for gathering. With care, however, most
leaves can be skeletonised successfully at
all stages of their growth, except, perhaps,
their very earliest stages.

For mounting, the best method is to
fasten the skeletonised leaves down to black
paper by means of a tiny globule of secco-
tine or some other liquid glue placed under
the thicker portion of the skeletonised
structure. Alternatively, the skeletonised
leaves can be stored separately in little
envelopes made of transparent paper or
cellophane (i.e. the transparent wrappings
of chocolate boxes, cigarette packets, etc.),
a number of the leaves being placed between
the leaves of a book or in a press.

CHEMICALLY TREATED CLOTH
" IN your April issue you have two articles

on " Plastic Ware." On page 328 you
mention ' If the original resin is hot -rolled
on to cotton fabric, brightly coloured trans-
parent materials are produced which are
indistinguishable from oiled silk.' Now, on
page 297 you mention Leukon ' as being
unaffected by 40 per cent. sulphuric acid
and also alkalis. Is it possible to obtain a
cloth so treated, that it will withstand
sulphur fumes for a considerable time ?
What would be the approximate price per
yard out here in Australia? Would the
makers forward a small sample to above
address ? The purpose for which I require

so that the treated cloth or canvas would
have to be almost airtight to withstand hard
usage. If the article were suitable and
reasonably priced I would require fairly
large quantities. If the above cloth is not
obtainable could you suggest a way to treat
canvas to prevent rotting by sulphur fumes ?
(A. L. M., Australia.)
I T is not possible for an amateur to manu-
facture cloth impregnated with plastic

resins, for the reason that articles of this
nature require specially heavy presses.
" Leukon " is a transparent synthetic resin,
which has been recently produced by
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., Mill -
bank, London, S.W.1, from which company
you can obtain all particulars. It has not,
up to the present, been produced in cloth -
impregnated form.

You can readily make fabric impervious
to sulphur fumes by soaking it in boiled
linseed oil for 24 hours, and then by hanging
it out in contact with the air for a few days.
Cloth so treated, however, is apt to remain
sticky afterwards. If this characteristic is
objected to, immerse the material in a bath
of molten wax (paraffin wax for preference).
When the material has become thoroughly
impregnated with the wax, remove it from
the wax bath and hang it up to drain, or,
better still, pass it through a roller.

Another way to prevent canvas rotting,
is to soak it in paraffin (or petrol) containing
10-15 per cent. (by volume) of creosote.
Cloth soaked in alum solution is, also,
rendered fairly impervious to sulphur
fumes. Messrs. M. Barr & Co., Ltd., 83
Hutchinson Street, Glasgow ; and Messrs.
Macbean & Co., Ltd., Wellington Mills,
103 Mary Street, Port Dundas, Glasgow, are
manufacturers of oiled and other resistant
cloths.

20 Stock Ratings.
Type F.2, suitable for Battery
sets. 150 m/A blows at 300
m/A. Resistance 71 ohms.
Voltage 260 Volts D.C.
Type F.2, suitable for Mains
sets. 500 m/A blows at 1 amp.

:sistance liohms. 260 Volts
D.C. Now
aYou need one Type F2. available 2 FUSES 6d.

60 m/A Fuse and Holder. m/A, 4/6. 1 HOLDERS 6d.4/6.

MICROFUSES Ltd., 4, Charterhouse Bldgs.,
Goewell Rd., London. E.C.1. 'Phone 4J49.

SPECIALISTS IN
TECHNICAL
ILLUSTRATIONS

Write or 'phone us at

HIGH HOLBORN HOUSE,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.

Hoc. 3638.

ARE YOU
Self -Confident

or
Self -Conscious B

YOU CAN ACQUIRE
- STRENGTH -
STAMINA - SKILL

Len says keeping fit is like
riding a bicycle-it's easy

when you know how

LET

LEN HARVEY
HELP YOU!!
Send two penny stamps now
for Len Harvey's booklet on

" Fitness First "

LEN HARVEY HEALTH CENTRES LTD.
Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London, W.

MASTER THE PIANO
Easily, Quickly, Enjoyably.

To learn to play really beautifully is not
difficult-it is euy-with proper teaching!
Even if you start at middle age not knowing
a note, I CAN TEACH YOU to play m
that your friends will want you always.
I will send you by POST, Sun -clear,

""} Fascinating Lessons from ordinary musical
notation, no freakish methods, enabling you
to read and play at eight any Standard

musical composition. I have enrolled more than
2,800 adult pupils these hut 12 months, have taught
over 43,000 daring 31 years, and I CAN TEACH
YOU, and I guarantee to please and even surprise
you with your rapid program. Send p.c. for FREE
BOOK, "Mind, Muscle and Keyboard," my special
pamphlet "Truth in Advertising," and form for
Free advice. Say if Beginner, Elementary, Moderate
or Advanced.

MR H. BECKER
(Dept. 58),

69 Fleet Street,
London. E.C.4.

MICROFU GOLD FILM FUSES

Specified for the
ULTRA S/W
S U PE RH ET

BLUSHING
to all sufferers, particulars of
a proved home treatment that

quickly removes all embarrassment, and per-
manently cures blushing and flushing of the
face and neck. Enclose stamp to pay postage
to Mr. M. Temple (Specialist), " Palace
House," 128 Shaftesbury Avenue (2nd Floor),
London, W.I. (Est. 30 years.)

FREE
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1936 EDITION JUST PUBLISHED

vputip,u Ktr;-%

STANDARD

CATALOGUE

OF

POSTAGE

STAMPS

Makes Stamp
Collecting even

- more interesting I

The ideal reference catalogue for the
general collector. Describes every issue
of the World's Postage Stamps in a clear 5s.
and simple manner and excludes all con-
fusing minor varieties. Completely revised
and brought up to date with numerous Postage
improvements and more than 6,700 6d.
illustrations. Extra
Ask for price lists, free on request.
WHITFIELD KING & CO., IPSWICH, SUFFOLK

Established 1869.

Sold in 6d. and 1/- tins at all Cycle
Accessory Dealers, Tool Shops,

Ironmongers, etc.
Write for your free copy "Joining of Metals" to

5-11V-4 BURN ETT8,_ _ c.c.sl-
GR EAT WEST ROAD. 'J?L';,7

F P.IC/ITI- 01.1,45LOW >6

AIRCRAFT SUPER
SEND 1/6 NOW
Not a new watch but an old and tried
favourite in a modem style, as
supplied to members of Air Force,
Army, and Navy. 1/6 deposit
secures this watch-non-magnetic,
shock and vibration -proof. Recoil
Click spring prevents over -winding.
Unbreakable glass, Silver or plain
luminous dial as desired. Untansish-
able Chrome case and Chrome
Inilanese adjustable bracelet. Not
until this watch keeps accurate time
is it allowed to leave our model
factory. Guaranteed 10 years in
writing. Send only DR Test for 7 days.
If satisfied, send 2/6 fortnightly until
37/8 is paid in all. Cash price, 35i-.
Ladies' solid Silver model, same price and
terms.
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS, LTD. (Dept. P.M. 103),

89 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I
(One -minute Tottenham Court Road Tulle.)

Man, Read This!
I positively GUARANTEE to give
you Robust Health, Doubled
Strength and 10-25' more muscle
in 30 days or return your money
in full. The famous STEBBING
4 -in -1 Course consists of four
great courses in one, yet costs only
5/- poet free. It has been proved
(1) The most effective HEALTH
and ENERGY System ever de-
vised ; (2) It quickly builds NOR-
MAL WEIGHT and VIRILE
MANHOOD ; (3) It develops a
Strong Will, rigid SELF-CON-
TROL; and (4) It includes an
amazing SUCCESS and PER-
SONAL MAGNETISM Course.

Complete Course 5/ -
(Loathe, °No :atom, no appliances to pur-

e.

Further details sent privately under plain, sealed corer.
LIONEL STEBBING, STEBBING INSTITUTE,

Dept. C.P., 28 Dean Road, London, N.W.2.

REPLIES in BRIEF

E. H. (Beckenham).-A 3 -in. -centre lathe
should be driven at a minimum speed of
1,000 revolutions per minute. A i-h.p.
motor should be sufficient.

D. J. G. (Cork).-A suitable formula for a
waterproof cement is as follows : dissolve
celluloid chippings in amyl acetate, taking
care to keep the mixture tightly corked. It
is highly inflammable and dries rapidly.

R. V. P. (Guildford).-The only firm we
know supplying moulds for toy figures is
Toy Moulds Ltd., 7 Jamaica Row, London,
E.C. A dictionary of chemistry terms may
be obtained from Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,
Ltd., Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2. The
maker of the " Adept " lathe is Mr. F. W.
Portass, 83A Sellers Street, Sheffield.

S. D. (Cork).-It will certainly not be
possible to make the petrol engine without
a lathe ; accurate workmanship and fit are
necessary. The address of Messrs. F. J.
Hallam is : Hamworthy, Poole, Dorset.
The Brown Junior engine is obtainable from
Messrs. Stewart Turner & Co., Ltd., Henley-
on-Thames.

A. W. C. (Cinderford).-There is no known
method of divining the depth at which water
may be found. Many people claim to be
able to divine the location of water, but
none its depth.

D. A. L. (Bude).-It is not possible to
operate an arc from a flash -lamp. You are
expecting the impossible. You give no de-
tails of your apparatus-we need to know
the make, etc.

J. R. B. (Sheffield).-Sorry we do not pub-
lish plans for making such a motor. You
may be able to obtain these from Messrs.
Percival Marshall & Co., Ltd.,13/16 Fisher
Street, Southampton Row, .C.1.

J. B. C. (Bexhill).-We cannot trace a posi-
tive known as " pynokriptone." Pinacryp-
tol, however, can be obtained through any
chemist.

J. D. (Bolton).-The parts required for
the 15-c.c. petrol engine are obtainable from
Messrs. A. E. Jones, Ltd., 97 New Oxford
Street, London, W.C.1.

H. M. M. (Glasgow).-If you will send us
a stamped addressed envelope we shall be
pleased to put you in touch with our con-
tributor, who will give you all details re-
garding the Bathysphere.

W. A. D. (Southampton).-We do not know
of any cure for diabetes other than the com-
pound made from sheep's sweetbreads,
known, we believe, as insulin. You did not
enclose a stamp for reply.

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for.,
target practice.
No license required to purchase.
Senior 45/-, Mark 1 301-,
Junior 20/-. Entirely British.
Write for List. WESLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106 WEAMAN STREET, BIRMINCeHAM, ENG.

-CHEMISTRY
EXPERIMENTS MADE EASY !
Whether YOU are a novice or an experienced student,
send TO -DAY for the most complete and up-to-da'e
manual devoted to experimental chemistry-
BECK'S BOOKLET OF TESTED EXPERI-
MENTS. It contains, in addition to over
70 expertly chosen experiments, a list of
reliable, inexpensive equipment supplied by
BECK'S. Send Postal Order NOW. Post Free

Post this coupon or write
(Scientific Dept. A),
60, HIGH STREET,

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16
Please send Booklet. Bd. P.O. enclosed.

Name
Address

BECK

d

(Write in block letters)

BE BULLIED
Learn to fear no man. The
BEST self-defence ever in-
vented, namely, IMITSTJ.
Easy to learn. Send 2 penny
stamps for SPLENDID ILLUS-
TRATED LESSONS, Photo
ARTICLE, Testimonials and
particulars, or P.O. 1/- for
FIRST PART of my course.
You will be more than
delighted.
Dept. P., Blenheim Home, Bed -
font Lane, Feltham, Middlesex.

DEFERRED TERMS ARRANGPYL

'(r Ail!t l' 1 ?-'-iv' I;
i

.. i,g;a11111-al
A7-., . -::" wwasWrf.,,T.wir

pig ...s..--......-rilqyot.,p,s -,---........et
..,,, ---= -riA&I `-'____--7-----,.....

"IDEAL -LATHES" 3 inf romS.C.LATHESVI.
31 in. S.C.B.G. from E711816. LISTS, Stamp please.
J. WILLIMOTT & SON, Neville's Factory, Chilwell, Notb.

BRILLIANT LIGHTING

P.L. 53. 36/ -
Post Paid.

FOR WINTER WORK
Mechanics, amateur and professional, and

owners of small workshops, lathe sheds,
observatories, etc., should get the Tilley
Lantern. It gives a magnificent light and
enables work to continue after dark, either
in or out of doors. Can be placed anywhere.
Wind and Rain proof. British made
throughout.

THE TILLEY LANTERN
(Burns ordinary Paraffin)

Light of 300 c.p. for 6 hours for Id.
The Lantern is strongly made in stout

brass, and there are no parts which can rust,
corrode, or get out of order. Will bum
steadily anywhere, unaffected by weather,
however severe. Get rid of all antiquated
devices and use this marvellously efficient
Storm Lantern. You will then wonder how
you did without it before'
Remit 381- or can be sent C.O.D.

Post and Charges Paid.
TILLEY LAMP CO. (Dept.
P.M.), HENDON, N.W.4

FOYLES
Booksellers to the World

New and second-hand books on all technical sub-
jects. Catalogues free bn mentioning interests.

119.125 CHARINC CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone : Gerrard 5660 (10 HMO.

HUMATAGRAPH
(Hygrometer)

Indicates the humidity of the
air with scientific accuracy.
Models for the home and indus-
trial purposes. Matt Black,
25/-; Chromium plated, 28/-.
Pocket model in case, 14/6.
C. L. BURDICK MFG. CO.
40-44 HOLBORN VIADUCT

LONDON, E.C.1

CASTING MOULDS
Make your own lead soldiers, animals,

Indians, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

J.Toymoulds,18 Kenyon St.,Birmingham
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onnecior
One-piece Wiring Connector lhai Q1laIe an

6fficieni Wire joint Mal is moire and (Thaislure grog(

A group of " Scruit" connectors showing the
" Normal" and the" Midget " types.

WITH any wiring system that in-
troduces the jointing of wires and
cables there is always a doubt

whether the work has been done efficiently.
We cannot consider the old method of solder-
ing and taping, as the cost of labour in-
creases immediately if the work is done
efficiently, and the cost of installation
becomes greater than if carried out on
the loop wiring method. It will be found,
however, that the " scruit " one-piece
wiring connector shown on
this page will prove ideal
for securing a highly insu-
lated joint, as it effectively
twists the wires together,
at the same time cutting
an external thread on the
copper conductor and therefore forming
itself into a nut. The larger diameter will
thus grip the insulating material, making
it fire and moisture proof.

The Connector Described
The connector, which is manufactured

by J. M. Blair, Audrey House, Ely Place,
E.C.1, consists of one piece of high-grade
porcelain, the internal construction of
which being its special feature. It has two
internal threads with different tapers, the
first or outer thread having a wide opening
which narrows and has a " shark's "-tooth
thread, and the inner screw has a rounded
female thread with a slight taper towards the
apex. The purpose of this special con-
struction ensures that the wires are gripped

by the connector, firmly
twisted, and formed into
an efficient contact.
The special shape of the
large opening grips the
insulating material,
thus making it impos-
sible to be pulled out

of the connector
once the wires
are twisted in.

The method of inserting the ends of the wire into the connector.

Chemistry
EXPERIMENTAL chemistry is some-

thing of a mystery to most people.
To those who have not been fortunate

enough to indulge in this fascinating and
instructive hobby, the very thought of
test tubes, Bunsen burners, and other weird
and wonderful apparatus, conjures up
visions of dabbling in the unknown, with
the possibility of swift and sudden disaster !
That is why, when you try out your theories,
whether you be an experienced student or a
novice, it is advisable always to have the
help of a reliable guide. Then you can be
sure that your experiments will be well-
conducted, perfectly safe, and wholly
successful. Happily, there is now available
a really instructive manual that deals in
the most illuminating way with the whole
subject of experimental chemistry.

Showing a number
of wires efficiently
joined together by
means of the
"Scruit " con-

nector.

The Five Types
In the " Scruit Normal " all surfaces

are glazed and the exterior is ribbed for
better twisting, whilst the " Midget " is
glazed inside and finished rough outside.
The connector makes a universal joint,
and can be used for a large number of
combinations of wires, the large con-
nectors being suitable for wires up to
three 7/20 S.W.G. and the small con-
nectors to three 3/26 S.W.G. When the
instructions that are supplied with each
box have been carefully followed, a joint
equal to a soldered joint can be formed.

At Home
We refer to Beck's Booklet of Tested

Experiments, which can be obtained from
Messrs. A. N. Beck & Sons, 60 High Street,
Stoke Newington, London, N.16. Experts
have written this helpful handbook
specially, so that every one of the seventy
odd experiments it contains can be tried
out with confidence and with the certainty
of success. In addition, this comprehensive
up-to-date work gives a list of inexpensive
equipment obtainable from Beck's, plus
sufficient information in the way of advice
on how to start a chemical laboratory
at home to arouse the whole hearted
enthusiasm of the seeker after a hobby that
is different.

We warmly recommend our readers to
write to Beck's for the booklet, which is
sent post free on receipt of 6d.

MAXALDING
SALDO de-
monstrating
the supple.
ness, control,
concentration
and develop-
ment gained
and retained
by
MAXALDING.

NOTHING SHORT
OF MARVELLOUS
A Medical Student, aged 19, began Maxalding at the
end of March 1935. He reported on August 1st as
follows :-
" The results gained from your course are nothing
short of marvellous. I have gained almost 5 ins. in
chest measurement, 2 ins, on arms, 21 ins. on thighs,
and 11, ins. neck. The muscles on the back, chest
and abdomen are as firm as a rock. The improve-
ment in health is almost indescribable, and in addition
I have gained 181 lb. in weight. I am now eagerly
looking forward to the next part of the courses, and
I am sure that you cannot make it too hard for me."

FURTHER EVIDENCE
From an unre-
touched photo-
graph of I.
Wheeler, Esq.,
whose splendid
testimony
appears below.

J. Wheeler,
Esq., of 77,
Heneage Road,
Grimsby, wrote:
" I have had six
years of P.C.
but have not made any progress. My ambition i

to have a perfect physique and become a muscle -
control expert. One of the courses I took said it
was possible to double the strength in thirty days."

LATER HE TOOK UP MAXALDING,
and after some months he reported : " I do not
think it possible for anyone to feel more energetic or
full of life than I do. My measurements and all I

have written can be proved by the local L.D.O."
Some increases reported were : Chest 6 ins., Thighs
2 ins., Calf I in., and Biceps 11 ins. Mr. Wheeler
is the same age as my elder son, but whereas the
former made no progress from the age of 16 to 21,
my own son increased from 5 ft. 3 ins. to 6 ft. in the
same period. A. M. Saldo.

NATU RE'S WAY
TO HEALTH

is the title of the latest edition of an illustrated treatise

Explanatory of

MAXALDI NG
A copy of this 20,000 -words treatise will be sent
gratis and post free to any part of the world. Kindly
mail a card or letter mentioning your name, address,
age and occupation. If you include details of your
present condition of health and your wishes in the
way of improvement, Mr. Saldo will include a letter
of advice and his personal diagnosis.

NO OBLIGATION INVOLVED.

Mr. A. M. SALDO C948)
14 CURSITOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
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BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
Advertisements are accepted for these columns at 2d. per word (minimum 12 words at 2s. advertisements of
less than 12 words are charged at the minimum rate of 2s.), subject to a discount of 2.V,', for 6 consecutive
monthly insertions or 5% for 12 consecutive monthly insertions. TERMS : Cash with order. Cheques, Postal
Orders, etc., should be made payable to George Newnes Ltd. The Proprietors reserve the right to refuse or
withdraw advertisements at their discretion. All advertisements must be received on or before the 5th of the month
preceding date of publication and should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, " Practical Mechanics,"

George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

BOXING
FAMOUS £7 10s. Boxing Course, 15/-. Tremendous

Bargain. Details. " Boxing," 24 Glenside, Plymouth.

CINEMATOGRAPHY

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS. -Standard size from
6d. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample Films,
1/- and 2/6 post free. Catalogues free.-" Filmeries,"
57 Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

MOVIES AT HOME
How to make your own Cinema
Projector. Particulars free.

Moviescope (N), Pear Tree Green, Doddinghurst, Essex.

" FILMCRAFT."-Here is a fascinating series of
authoritative textbooks for everyone interested in the
Cinema as the newest of the arts. The Filmcraft series,
each 3s. 6d. net, includes volumes by Pudovkin, Adrien
Brunel, G. E. Kendall, D. Charles Otley, Percy W.
Harris. From all Booksellers and Newsagents. -
George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT MAKING, Acoustic and Electrical,
etc. Inventors' Models, Experimental Work, Machining,
Gear Cutting, Turning, Screw Cutting, Milling, etc: Send
requirements for quotation. Gaydon & Co., Scientific
Engineers, 42a Sydenham Road, Croydon.

SURPLUS ELECTRICAL and Engineering
Materials, low prices. -The London Electric Firm,
Croydon.

SMALL POWER TRANSFORMERS, suitable for
Wireless, Model Railways, Home Cine Projectors, etc.
Up to 30 watts 15/6, 50 watts 17/6, 100 watts £1 2s. 6d.,
150 watts £1 5s. All sizes to one kilowatt. State output
voltages required. High voltage transformers for tele-
vision 32/6. W. J. Phillips, Electrical Engineer, Cogge-
shall, Essex.

ELECTRIC DRILLS. The best 1 -in. Drill costs
50/-. Ask for proof. Larger sizes. I h.p., Super A.C.
and D.C. Motors, ask for quotation. John P. Steel,
Bingley.

ENGINES

ENGINES. Build Butler's }-h.p. practical Model
petrol Engine. Set of Castings, 9/9. Interesting
Catalogues 30 TAPS. Your own stocks, dies, taps,

in., in., and 3 taps, 12/-. Write Profit -Sharing
Works, Little , Derby.

FORMULAS

"MONEY -MAKING AT HOME" filled with re-
munerative ideas, 2/-. "MAIL ORDER IDE AS,"
including Traders' " DIRECTORY," 3/-. " 67 WAYS
OF BUILDING A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN,"
with hundred Illustrations, 2/3. " SOAP MAKING," all
kinds, 4/-. " 3,000 FORMULAS, RECIPES, etc., "
including "DIRECTORY" where to buy Chemicals,
4/9. Post paid. " TECHNOCRAFT," 41 Longford
Place, Manchester, 14.

LITERATURE

OVER 190 PAGES Illustrated Workshop Hints and
Calculations in Calvert's Mechanics Almanack, 1935.
HI. post free. Endsor & Co., 5 Bridge Street, Man-
che3ter.

MAGIC

PERPLEXITIES AND TANTALISERS.-" The
Strand Problems Book " is the finest collection of
puzzles of all kinds ever assembled, mathematical,
geographical, literary -acrostics and codes, by W. T.
Williams (Tantalus) and G. H. Savage. Only 25. 6d.
net, from all Booksellers. -George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

MAIL ORDERS

EXTRA MQNEY. A practical idea to work from
Home. No canvassing. Particulars and 12 FREE
samples, 2/3 post paid. " TECHNOCRAFT," 41 Longford
Place, Manchester, 14.

METAL WORK

"HOME TOYMAKING " just published with 180
designs and illustrations of practical fascinating toys.
Posted, 1/2. Industries (below).

ALUMINIUM -ALLOY MOULDS for casting lead
soldiers, cowboys, etc., at home. Sample mould, 2/9.
Catalogue free. Industries, 13 Gordon Avenue, Twicken-
ham.

MAKE METAL TOYS. Easy, profitable with
" SUCCESS " Moulds. List Free. Lee's, Bentinck
Road, Nottingham.

MICROSCOPY

MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS -unmounted prepared.
Assorted packet 2/-. MOUNTED SLIDES STOCKED.
LENG, 183 MANCHESTER DRIVE, LEIGH -ON -SEA.

MODELS

INVENTORS' IDEAS DEVELOPED. Drawings,
Models, Patterns. -Bland, 105a Crawford Street,
London, W.I.

MODEL YACHT BUILDING made easy. 36 in.
laminated hull and blue prints. 35/-. 2d. stamp full
particulars. Dickinson, 96 Westgate Road, Newcastle -
on -Tyne.

HALF-PRICE MODELS. Locomotives, Rolling
Stock, Stationary Engines, etc. Just like new.
Illustrated  Catalogue, 4Id. (abroad PICTORIAL
Stamps). -Model Exchange, 11 Friars Street, Ipswich.

SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS (special Model
Engineers' sizes). Everything for Electrical Re -winds
and Repairs. Lists Free. -Lumen Electric Co.,
9 Scarisbrick Avenue, Litherland, Liverpool 21.

AN INVALUABLE Handbook. ACCUMULA-
TORS. Up to date, practical, dealing with every typo
of accumulator, methods of charging them at home,
care and maintenance. This little book also explains
how to erect a charging station. This is one of Newnes'
Home Mechanic Books. Ask your Newsagent to show
you other Titles in this Helpful Series. Obtainable at
all Booksellers, ls. each. -George Newnes Ltd., 8-11
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

" WORKING MODELS and How to Make Them."
Edited by F. J. Camm, 3s. 6d. -This book will appeal to
all who are handy with tools. Contains complete in-
structions for the making of every kind of working
model. Each model has been actually constructed in
accordance with the details given and subjected to
stringent tests. The instructions and diagrams are so
clear that even the most elaborate model can be built
without fear of failure. Obtainable at all Booksellers
and Newsagents.-Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

MONEY -MAKING BOOKS

MAKE and SELL Popular COMMODITIES in
daily demand. Tremendous Profits. Enormous possibili-
ties. Lists and Catalogues, 4d. stamps. " TECHNO-
CRAFT," 41 Longford Place, Manchester, 14.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

COMMPAOLO SOPRANI PIANO -ACCOR-
DEON. An outstandingly good instrument at a
reasonable price. Made on sound lines from high quality
materials, with smooth mechanism throughout. 120
Bass, 41 Piano keys, 3 Voice treble, Register Coupler,
finest steel reeds. Leather bellows with metal protectors
at corners. Powerful tone. Shoulder straps, tutor, and
shaped case FREE. Special offer. £2 deposit, balance
5/- weekly, or £21 cash. Write to -day for your
instrument or for details of 3 -DAY FREE TRIAL
against cash C.O.D. or deposit. Below.

A BEAUTIFULLY BUILT and glorious toned
DOBRO GUITAR yours for 10/- deposit. Balance 2/6
weekly. Cash price £4 19s. 6d. complete in case.
Write for 3 -DAY FREE TRIAL against C.O.D.
or deposit. Below.

FOR SAXOPHONES of high quality at low prices.
Alto outfit, Silver-plated, £15115/0 or 5/- weekly.
liESSY'S LTD., 18-20 Manchester Street, Liverpool 1.

PATENTS

REGINALD- W. BARKER & CO. (Estab-
lished 1886), 56, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Patent
and Trade Mark Booklets Gratis.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Egin worth good, cheap Photo Material, Films,
- Plates, Cards, Papers, Chemicals. Catalogue

and 4 Samples Free.-Hackett's Works, July Road,
Liverpool 6.

POSTCARDS FROM ANY PHOTO. Time to
finish, four days. 25 1/9; 50 3/-; 100 5/-; 500 17/-;
1000 30/-. Enlargements 1/-. Samples and List
Free.-Hackett's Works, July Road, Liverpool 8.

DON'T TAKE RISKS. Good developers mean
good results. Our reliable stock developers keep twelve
months after mixing. Satisfaction certain to amateurs
and professionals. Best developer ever put on the
market. Makes two pints strong developer. 6d. each.
6 for 2/3, 12 for 4/-. Post free. Hackett's Works, July
Road, Liverpool 6.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS sell your"Snaps"
to illustrated newspapers throughout the world. Hun-
dreds of pounds paid weekly in reproduction fees for
amateurs' pictures. Make your camera a paying proposi-
tion. Write immediately for free prospectus without
obligation. World's Press, 194 Grove Road, Chadwell
Heath.



BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
PRINTING

PRINTING PRESSES, Self -inking, 8 by 8, 5/-.
Agents wanted. Johnson, 10 Otley Road, Harrogate.

SMALL PRINTERS-" ADANA " USERS, Cut -
Paper Service, Cards, etc. Small quantities at trade
prices. Lists free. Coldbeck, Liverpool Road, Lydiate,
Liverpool.

SITUATIONS VACANT
YOU CAN USE YOUR SPARE TIME to Start

a Mail Order Business that quickly brings you a full-
time income. Follow the lead of others who are
averaging £12 per week net profits. Get away from a
drudging routine job-join the big -money class. No
previous experience necessary. Few pounds capital
only needed. No samples or outfits to buy ; no rent,
rates or canvassing. New method makes success certain.
Write to -day for FREE BOOKLET t o Business Service,
Institute, Dept. 179c, 6 Carmelite St., London, E.C.4.

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING. Good positions
open to youths and men age 17 to 40. For details of
vacancies, salaries and prospects, write N.T.O. (Dept.
307), 335 High Holborn, W.C.1.

SANITARY AND WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
INSPECTORS, Relieving Officers, Handicraft Teach-
ers, and Registrars are in constant demand. Permanent
progressive positions. Full details of entry into these
attractive careers from 0.0., 33511 High Holborn,W.C.1.

VACANCIES FOR 750 BOYS. The ROYAL AIR
FORCE requires 750 boys of good education (who must
have attained the age of 15 and be under 17 years on 1st
January, 1936) for training as aircraft apprentices in
skilled trades. No experience required. Good training,
pay and prospects. Examination at local centres. Par-
ticulars from Royal Air Force (Dept. P.M.), Adastral
House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

STAMPS

STAMPS FREE ! I Twenty Unused, Colonials,
" Neurope," lid. G. H. Barnett, Limington, Somerset.

FREE! 50 different British and Colonial Silver
Jubilees, etc., to applicants for our famous approvals.
Send lid. postage. Harry Burgess & Co., Dept. G.21,
Pembury, Kent.

FIFTY USEFUL SPACEFILLERS, superior gauge
detector and bargain list -6d. post free. Lee's (P),
Bentinck Road, Nottingham.

THEATRICAL

RETIRED PROFESSIONAL has several spectacular
original sensation alillusions, also Manuscripts "SECOND -
SIGHT," "MIND -READING," "Books," etc.; stamp
for list. Deville, 41 Longford Place, Manchester, 14..

TOOLS
ELECTRIC DRILLS, reconditioned, fitted with new

chucks all voltages, for light metals 14/9, ditto geared
for mild steel, etc., 18/9. New grindstone fitted to
powerful motor about h.p., 14/9 all voltages. Used
small lathes, lathe chucks, stand drills, ire ts aw
machines, bargain prices. Motors about + h.p., universal
any voltage 16/-. Lists 2d. Ancel Clne Co., 8 Highbury
Terrace Mews, N.5.

GLASS -BORING Outfits avoid risk. Grayson &
Company, 300 Campo Lane, Sheffield. Drills for any
material.

UNDER COST! 150 American 6 -oz. Soldering Irons,
1/6 each, carriage paid. Greenwood, Arnside Road,
Southport.

UNDER COST! 150 sets Highest Grade Lathe
Tools. Greenwood, Arnside Road, Southport.

30 WONDERFUL 5/- Self -blowing Gas Blowpipes,
2/6 each. Greenwood, Arnside Road, Southport.

THE MYFORD ' 3" LATHE. The modem too! for
Amateur and Engineer. Used by Technical Schools,
Instrument Makers, Garages and Production Works.
Moderate Price. Illustrated List from The Myford
Engineering Co., Neville Works, Beeston, Notts.

TOOLS upon easy payments. Treadle Saw Benches,
£8/10/0, power £3, Constructors' Saw Bench Fitments
12/6, Lathes 25/-, Compound Rests 15/-, Foot Treadles
35/-. Lists 2d.-Brown Bros., Accrington.

WIRELESS

HULBERT for Quality Surplus Speakers.

HULBERT. Brand new and made by one of the
best-known British makers of high-grade moving -

coil speakers. Prices from 10/6. All Music -lovers
interested in realistic reproduction should write for list
of amazing bargains. Repeat orders are coming in daily.
HULBERT, 6 Conduit Street, W.1. (P.M.)

EXCHANGE your obsolete Wireless Set for new.
Best allowances given. We supply Radio goods at keen-
est prices. Let us quote your requirements. Servwell
Wireless Supplies, 64 Prestbury Road, London, 5.7.

A DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TERMS, by
Ralph Stranger. A Wireless Work of Reference that
should be on the bookshelf of every keen amateur.
Compiled by a master of lucidity, it gives the meanings
of all Technical terms in general use. Price 2s. 6d.
from all Booksellers and Newsagents.-George Newnes,
Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

FOR THE RADIO ENTHUS1AST.-" The Wire-
less Constructor's Encyclopaedia," by F. J. Camm
(Editor of " Practical and Amateur Wireless "), third
edition. Compiled by one of the most accomplished
designers and writers on the practical side of Wireless,
it covers the whole field. A veritable Treasury of Wire-
less Knowledge. Price Is., from all Booksellers and
Newsagents.-George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.R.

WOODWORK
CABINET HARDWOODS, Oak, Mahogany, Ash,

White -wood, Ply Woods, etc. Lowest Prices. Send
Cutting lists. Planing free. Speciality prime Jap Oak,
all thicknesses.-Wilfred Parr & Co., March Works,
Lancaster Road, Leytonatone, E.11.

-ORDER FORM
The Advertisement Manager, " Practical Mechanics "

8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Please insert our/my advertisement in
I insertions at a charge of f s.

herewith.

LDate

" Practical Mechanics" for -------
d. per insertion. Remittance

Signed

Address

FREE SERVICE
FOR READERS

READERS
requiring infor-

mation concerning goods
or services advertised in
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
should give names of Adver-
tisers from whom particulars
are desired. Any number of
names may be included and
we will obtain for you cata-
logues, lists, and any other in-
formation you may be wanting.
THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR
THIS SERVICE.

Readers desiring particulars from a
number of Advertisers will, by this
method, save time and postage. Half-
penny stamp only is required if your
envelope is left unsealed. If any Adver-
tiser stipulates that stamps or postal
orders are necessary before samples or
catalogues are sent, please enclose the
necessary amount with your instruc-
tions. You are cordially invited to
make full use of this Service.

Post this to

ADVERT. SERVICE DEPT el
PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, W.C.2

Please obtain and send to me
particulars from the Advertisers
in your October issue whose
names I give on list attached.

Advertiser Page No. I Information Required

Attach sheet of paper, with par-
ticulars, and your name and
address (written in BLOCK
letters), with date, to this
announcement.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon is available until October 31st,
1935, and must be attached to all letters con-

taining queries.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, OCTOBER, 1935

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NEWNES Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Temple Bar 7760. llt
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lighb.,compLETE re MACHI PRINTING
9 MACHINE

YOU CAN MAKE

IN YOUR OWN HOME
The enormous profits which can be

made with the new " ADANA "
Machine are forcibly demonstrated by
the following examples :-

1,000 VISITING CARDS
Sold for ... 10 f

Cards cost ... 33

PROFIT ... 73
- -

1,000 CONCERT TICXETS
Sold for
Cards cost ...

PROFIT ... ... 10 9

1,000 BILLHEADS
Sold for ... ... 12,10

Paper costs ...  3i-

PROFIT ... ... 9,9

1,000 LETTER HEADINGS
Sold for ...
Paper costs ...

PROFIT ... ... 9 6

FREEWITH EVERY
MACHINE

100 -PAGE BOOK
"85 Ways of Making Money

with a Printing Machine "-value 2,6

This new Improved 1936 Model possesses
all the modern features that could possi-

bly be required of a printing machine, including
an excellent adjustable paper gripping device.

CASH
OR

EASY
TERMS

1gA Real Automatic Machine in
every detail. Accurate Metal

Diecastings (having a tensile strength of
over 20 tons) from costly moulds have
made it possible to market this fine piece
of machinery at this remarkably low
price. Nothing has been spared to pro-
duce a smooth -running, high-class, fast
Printing Machine. The result is wonder-
ful. No words can explain what fine ad-
justments can easily be made to produce a
perfect print, and which, once set, is per-
manently maintained throughout the job,
as the impression is entirely mechanical.

1,000 COPIES
PER HOUR

A thousand copies per hour are easily
obtainable. Any size of paper, card, or
made-up cartons, etc., can be printed. It
is, therefore, possible to do an unlimited
number of jobs that are in everyday use.
The inking mechanism is all that can be
desired. Standard printers' type and
blocks of all descriptions can be used, as
well as line, colour, register and half -tone
work. Adjustable lay gauge is provided
to do away with the necessity for gauge
pins.

MONEY -MAKING POSSIBILITIES WITH THIS

MACHINE ARE GREATER THAN EVER

Write at once for full illustrated
Particulars and Samples of Work

D. A. ADANA
(Dept. P.M.15),

17/18 Church St., TWICKENHAM

London Depot:
1 Ludgate House, Fleet Street, E.C.4

Manchester : 60 Oldham Street

You Can Print
EVERYDAY NEEDS

Private Noteheadings
Visiting Cards
Business Cards
Gummed Labels
Showcards
Greeting Cards
Small Wrappers
Price Tickets
Entertainment Cards
Sports Scoring Cards
Card Games Scoring Cards
Small Programmes
Tag Labels

Commercial Noteheadings
Billheads-
Sports Printing
Competition Cards
Correspondence Cards
Advertising Blotters
Wedding Cake Cards
Wedding Invitations
Hairdressers' Cards
Admission Tickets
Window Tickets
Dance Invitations
Calendars, etc.

OFFICE PRINTING
Commercial Noteheadings
Business Cards
Overprinting Circulars
Card Index Slips
Price Tickets
Overprinting Cheques
Stationery Samples
Proofing of Blocks
Advertising Tickets

Overprinting Ledger Cards
Commercial Envelopes
Motto Desk Pads.
Letter Reference Slips
Account Remittance Slips
Cash Receipts
Exhibition Cards
Travellers' Cards

HOTEL PRINTING
Menus and Wine Lists
Writing Room Stationery
Tariff Cards
Porters' Labels
Room Notices
Entertainment Cards
Dance Cards

Forthcoming Attractions
Small Programmes
Receipt Slips
Tag Labels
Cloakroom Tickets
Waiters' Pads
Billheads, etc., etc.

FACTORY AND SHOP
Works Instructions
Overprinting Carded Goods
Overprinting Cartons
Chemists' Labels
Parcel Labels
Small Wrappers
Printing Bags
Billheads and Statements
Printing Wrapping Seals

Wrappers' Number Tickets
Titles on Negatives
Snapshot Wallets
Wage Envelopes
Jewellers' Envelopes
Seed Envelopes
Hairdressers' Cards
Window Tickets
Stores Labels, etc., etc.

PRINTING FOR THE CHURCH
Special Hymn Sheets
Collection Box Labels
Church Announcements
Notices of Meetings
Bazaar Tickets
Concert Admission Cards

Small Programmes
Pew Seat Cards
Duplex Envelopes
Wedding Hymn Sheets
Admission Tickets
Calendars, etc., etc.

ALSO CLUB, FOOTBALL AND RAC:NG PRINTING

XMAS CARDS
There are only a few weeks left to Xmas, and during this
time there will be a colossal demand for printed Private
Xmas Cards. We supply cards in a -variety of attract ire
designs at very low paces, all ready for you to just print
names and addresses to sell to your friends and
neighbours. Do not delay. The time is limited. The
profit is enormous.
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